
† Report Summary:            
Total Hits:44 
Total Audience Impressions:2,647,204 
Total Publicity Value:$119,838.70 
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/27/2014  Time:  5:30am  Aired On:  WTVF  Affiliate: CBS Show: Morning Report Early Edition 
(2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 91,071  | Estimated Publicity Value: $4,122.78   
 05:36:32.00 That is john godwin talking about all the people up there lined up sunday to shake his hand 
and maybe an autograph or picture or two-godwin says appearances are flattering, but it is time to get 
back to work. Going back home. Were starting to film tomorrow. The rest of season five. And back to 
reality. The nashville boat and sports show wrapped up yesterday afternoon at the music city center. It 
was a night of amazing performances and some big honors and aefrn wedding. The 56 and even a 
wedding. The 56th grammy awards wrapped up with some unforgettable moments. ? Daft punk won 
album of the year and record of the year at the 56th annual grammy award   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/27/2014  Time:  5:00am  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 This 
Morning at 5am (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 30,389  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,375.71   
 05:11:24.00 The presidents address is expected to focus on jobs. According to metro schols, the white 
house asked about many metro schools, but decided to visit mcgavock high school because of how it has 
been re- invented and become a nationally recognized model academy in the past few years. The visit 
follows his "state of the union" address on tuesday. The president will also visit maryland, pittsburgh 
and milwakee this week. A record crowd came out for this weekends 28th annual nashvile boat and 
sports shoW Nearly 20- thousand people came out to view the hundreds of boats for sale and browse 
the dozens of booths at the music city center. At the boat show, you could also go under water for the 
view. Our stephanie langston took advantage and like many others, learned to scuba dive! Maryland 
police are still trying to figure out why a teenager opened are still trying to figure out why a teenager 
opened fire at a mall over the wekend. Coming up what police have found of the gunmans, that they 
hope will give them some insight. That story in just a few minutes on nashvilles news two. Hi internet!   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/27/2014  Time:  4:00am  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 This 
Morning at 4am (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 21,871  | Estimated Publicity Value: $990.10   
 04:10:29.00 Im grateful. I do believe that god led you to me at this time in my life. But i hope and pray 
that someday im able to do this for somebody. And at the first oportunity i wil do the family says they 
got the moneY after they recently sold their homE and the husband just got a bonus at work. They used 
the biblical formula - which is 10 percent - to come up with the amount to give away. A record crowd 
came out for this weekends 28th annual nashvile boat and sports shoW Nearly 20- thousand people 
came out to view the hundreds of boats for sale and browse the dozenof booths at the music city 
center. At the boat show, you could also go under water for the view. Our stephanie langston took 
advantage and like many others, learned to scuba dive! Maryland police are still trying to figure out why 
a teenager opened fire at a mall over the weekend. Coming up what police have found of the gunmans, 
that they hope will give them some insighT And it is deja vous all over again! More frigid cold weather 
has hit the countrY we take a look at how it is impacting millions acros the nation ahead on nashvilles 
news two.    
  



Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  10:30pm  Aired On:  WTVF  Affiliate: CBS Show: NewsChannel 5 at 10PM  
Estimated Audience Number: 125,918  | Estimated Publicity Value: $5,700.30   
 22:54:25.00 Straight ahead, well run down some of the highlights from tonights grammies. Plus police 
investigating a mall shooting in mayorland fe the maryland find the gunmans journal. And later, john 
stops in at the national boat show and draws a crowd. Coming up tonight on the electric power 
companys sunday sports central, the count down to super bowl 48 as the broncos arrive in new york. 
Neil breaks down the game and tells us whether or not peyton manning will earn his second super bowl 
ring. We bring you part two of our one on one sit down with new titans. CISION   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  10:00pm  Aired On:  KMBC  Affiliate: ABC Show: KMBC 9 News at 10:00  
Estimated Audience Number: 118,410  | Estimated Publicity Value: $5,360.42   
 22:13:07.00 Cheddar s also has locations in independence and overland park. Today was the last day to 
get you those special deals during kansas city s restaurant week. We stopped by jack stack on the plaza. 
It s just one of more than 130 restaurants that had fixed price menues. 10-Percent of the proceeds will 
go to organizations like harvesters. Natural sound today was also the last day for the 60th annual kansas 
city boat and sportshow. The event being held at bartle hall. Crowds of people attended the four day 
event - many to see not only the boats but the new r-v s to hit the roads. It may be unseasonably warm 
today -but the best place for a run -was underground. It s the annual groundhog run! Hundred runners 
competing 5-k and 10-k road races in the "hunt midwest subtropolis cave complex"   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  10:00pm  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 at 10pm 
(1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 126,217  | Estimated Publicity Value: $5,713.84   
 22:08:08.00 "Marlise munoz" was at the center of a legal battle. The family fought for weeks to have 
her taken off a ventilator. The hospital kept her alive beause she was pregnant. A judge ordered the 
hospital to remove her from life support by monday. The hospital took her off around 11:30 this 
morning. It was a big weekend for the 28th annual nashville boat and sports show. Officials say this 
weekend drew a record crowd. Not only could people browse boats above water, but some chose to go 
under water and learn to scuba dive for free. Dozens of booths and hundreds of boats took over more 
than 180-thousand square feet of the music city center. Sot: we sell new and used boats, we repair 
boats. We do motorservice, theres nothing that you can do to a boat that we cant fix we rent pontoons, 
we have cabins, we have rv sites. Anything that you wanted to do to spend a day, a week or a weekend 
on the lake. Its alot of fun. Around 20- thousand outdoor enthusiast attended the show this weekend. 
The excitement surrounding the new nashville sounds stadium comes to a point tomorrow   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  9:30pm  Aired On:  WZTV  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 17 News at 9:00 (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 56,296  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,548.52   
 21:56:34.00 The former vanderbilt commodore being called up midway through last seaosn and winnig 
five games for the as gray back in his hometown last night for a meet and greet and signing 
autographs.In his first season with oakland, he won five games and posted a 2 point 67 era.He also 
pitched twice i nthe divisional playoff series against the tigers.His as lost the series, but gray gained 
invaluable experience. ((Wipe sot)) ((sonny gray says "pitching in the last game, unfortunately, pitching 
in the last game that we lost, but pitching and being on the mound in the last game of the season, you 
know its just unbelievable to think about." )) ((More vo)) gray had offseason surgery but says that he will 
be ready for when pitchers report to spring traing! At the farmers insurance open o nthe pga 
tour.Former tennesse etech golfer scott stallings leading.On the 18th, just needing to an eagle putt close 
to keep the lead with a birdie.Nice effort there.He finishes witha 68 and a 9 under total.Marc leishman 



with the only chance to catch stallings.But needing to hole this shot out on 18.Good shot but not going 
to do it. Stallings gets the victory.His third career victory on tour. The music city 3 center hosted duck 
dynastys john godwin at the final day of nashvilles annual boat show. Hundreds of new boats were on 
display and for sale at the music city center. Those in the market for something a little on the smaller 
scale got their chance .. To try out the kayaks in the indoor heated pool. The show manager says middle 
tennessee rivers and waterways are ideal for paddleboats.3 Thank you for joing us tonighT remember to 
start your day tomorrow with fox 17 this morning from five to nine [ male announcer ] pillsbury grands 
biscuits. Delicious, but say i press a few out flat, add some beef, sloppy joe sauce and cheese, fold it all 
up and boom! Delicious unsloppy joes perfect for a school night. Illsbury grands biscuits   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  5:00pm  Aired On:  KMBC  Affiliate: ABC Show: KMBC 9 News at 5:00  
Estimated Audience Number: 56,342  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,550.60   
 17:09:04.00 That s at k-m-b-c- dot-com. In just a few hours - six area churches will begin its "habitat for 
humanity concert." This is the 15th year for the annual non- denominational concert. It begins at seven 
at beacon heights community of christ church in independence. The group is hoping to raise more than 
21- hundred dollars - that will got to benefit the truman heritage habitat for humanity. It s your last 
chance to s some of the fastest and newest boats hitting the market place. Natural sound today - 
hundreds of people attended the 60th annual kansas city boat and sportshow. It s the last day for the 
event at bartle hall. Crowds of people attended the four day event - many to see not only the boats but 
the new r-v s to hit the roads. Tragedy hits a senior center in canada. The shocking video of the 
aftermath of a fire that destroyed the building. What the families of the victims are learning tonight. The 
pope - releasing peace birds today in rome. But it s what happens next that s making national headlines   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  5:00pm  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 at 5pm  
Estimated Audience Number: 65,628  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,970.97   
 17:07:57.00 Their loved ones return home from the midle east. Youre watching w r-N nashvilles news 2 
at five! The cold temperatures this . . Where warmer. The 28th annual nashville boat and sport show 
drew what may be a record crowd this year. In case you you missed it, stephanie langston takes us 
inside and underwater. Trt: 1:24 :06-10 joe engel :16-21 stephanie langston 36-42 jeff eslick oc:standard 
it may have been cold outside but inside the music city center it looked like summertime sot: when its 
cold outside people are looking for something to do inside and i think that helps the crowds for the boat 
show around 20- thousand outdoor enthusiast came to buy, dream and play stand-up: not only can you 
browse boats from above water, but you can go under water. This is part of the be a diver pool that 
gives participants an opportunity to learn how to scuba dive for free back on ground- dozens of booths 
and hundreds of boats took over more than 180- thousand square feet sot: we rent pontoons, we have 
cabins, we have rv sites. Anything that you wanted to do to spend a day, a week or a weekend on the 
lake. Its alot of fun. Even if you dont leave on a boat, hanging out on the doc with fishlips or fishing 
around that area is just a lot of fun from pates ford marina rentals to repairs at c&o marine sot: we sell 
new and used boats, we repair boats. We do motorservice, theres nothing that you can do to a boat that 
we cant fix sot: we are truly a one stop shop for all of your boating needs. When you need service, parts 
or if you need a new or used boat we can handle all your boating needs there the show now in its 28th 
year gives vendors the opportunity to make sure you have all you need for a summer of fun sot: you get 
to met a lot of people. We get to talk about the new things that we are doing. We are adding 20 new 
houseslips this year, they will be done pretty soon. We are going to add cruiser and slips after that and 
this gives us an opportunity to meet people from other lakes let them know what we are doing and see 
if they want to come play with us stand-up: reporting from underwater at the music city center. 
Stephanie langston nashviles news boat show officials say this years atendanece s one of thest in 



yearrtn00 c soldiers areck home tonight aer returning omeoyment afghistan. The 4th brigade combat 
team welcomed 105 soldiers to fort campbell earlier this morning these pictures come to us from our 
news partners at "clarksville now dot com." This was the last mission for the 4th brigade combat team. 
The army announced it will go inactive later in the spring. It was one of the most gruesome crime scenes 
in gallatins history. A single mother of 3 was found "stabbed and suffocated" inside her home   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  9:30am  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 at 9am 
(2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 40,013  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,811.38   
 09:36:11.00 Members teamed up with churches and volunteers together they gave away more than 17-
thousand pounds of fod. More than 230 families filled up shopping carts with fruits, vegetables, drinks 
and snacks. "You look across the table at someone and say that could be me and you see how grateful 
they are and how thankful they are-and you just go-man-there is hope. The groups next food drive wil 
be february 22nd in franklin county. If you would like to help donations and volunteers are needed. Toss 
to davis it has been a big week for boat loverS Our stephanie langsten is live at the nashville "boat and 
sportshow" and she is in the water! We will check in with her in just a few minuteS and what was this 
"nashville star "doing at the opera. Well explaiN coming uP Youre watching w-k-r-n nashvilles news two. 
. . Sportshow" is going on right now at the music city center   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  9:00am  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 at 9am 
(1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 40,013  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,811.38   
 09:05:02.00 Congressman jim cooper also sent out a statement saying it is an honor to have the 
president in nashville and is asking everyone to treat him with southern hospitality. At this point, the 
white house did not say where the president will be speaking on thursday in nashville. Of course well 
continue to check .. And should know more as the week continues. Check our website- wkrn.Com for 
more information. Toss to davis coming uP Youve got to see this new t-v that just came ouT its as thin as 
a peice of papeR and literally wraps around yoU And news 2s stephanie langsten is live at the nashville 
boat and sport show this morning! Shes join us live in just a few minutes .. I think shes gonna be scuba 
divinG And ringling brothers circus in town. Its at bridgestone arena downtown. Tickets start at 15-buckS 
and there are 2 shows today. 1 To 3 and 5 to 7 youre watching w-k-r-n nashvilles news two. Youre 
watching w-k-r-n nashvilles news two. . . "Boat and sportshow" is going on right now atusic city center. 
The show features hundreds of boats for sale, and some fun activites. Stephanie langsten is there to tell 
us all about todays events! Hey stepH Hundreds of passengers on a cruise shiP Are sick in the caribbeaN 
what health officals are doing today to help them. BrideS youll want to be at the "epic event center" 
today for the sumner county bridal show. Registration is at nooN The show starts at 1:30 and it will wrap 
up at 4. The epic center is on west main street in galatin   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  WDAF  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 4 Sunday AM4  
Estimated Audience Number: 56,626  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,563.45   
 08:33:15.00 These winds can also lift trash canS lawn furniturE and other loose outdor objects. 
Additional impacts: temperatures will quickly plumet overnight. Expect overnight lows to reach the 
single digits to lower teenS with wind chill values between -5 and -20 degres. With the warmer weather 
this weekend .. Are you thinking about main waves and catchin rays up on the roof .. Maybe of a 
ponton.Or a boat. Whether its the boat you already own, or the one you want .. Theres something for 
everyone at the kansas city boat and sportshow. For experienced boaters, theres an area set up like a 
marina dealership shop. It has mechanics on site to answer your questions. And for beginners, you learn 



how to get your boat from land to water. There are two more sessions today at 11-a-m, and 1-p-m at 
bartle hall youre watching fox 4 news at . . . .    
  
Market: San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CA [SF] [6] HUT: 2,506,510 DMA%: 2.18 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  KTVU  Affiliate: Fox Show: Mornings on 2 (4/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 79,474  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,597.78   
 08:58:09.00 Although the chinese new year is still five days away, some celebrations have already 
begun in san francisco. Line dancers flighted crowds at the annual chinese new years flower fair. The 
two-day event wraps up today in the area of grant and pacific avenues in chinatown. Under the chinese 
zodiac its the year of the horse. The latest and greatest for those who love being on the water is on 
display this weekend at the san francisco boat show. Now in addition to all the newest gadgets and all 
electric speedboat named the k o, na17 is making its world debut at this event. Builders say the 0 
emission water craft can hit speeds of up to 27 miles per hour. The event ends at mccover have you 
cove and pier 48. A young man is in jail charged with possession of a weapon of mass destruction   
  
Market: San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CA [SF] [6] HUT: 2,506,510 DMA%: 2.18 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  7:30am  Aired On:  KTVU  Affiliate: Fox Show: Mornings on 2 (2/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 55,407  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,508.27   
 07:57:28.00 The latest and greatest for those of you who love being on the water is on display at the 
san francisco boat show. In addition to all the newest gadgets and all electric speedboat named the 
kona17 is making its world debut. The 0 emission water craft can hit speeds of up to 27 miles per hour. 
This event ends later today in pier 48. 7:57   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  7:00am  Aired On:  KMBC  Affiliate: ABC Show: KMBC 9 Weekend News (1/4)  
Estimated Audience Number: 60,076  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,719.64   
 07:07:39.00 6.57 Fire officials urge caution in these kinds of conditions and say to avoid any kind of 
spark or fire outside. Steph toss to pete a new store to add to the breach list- michaels stores is 
investigating possible company data breach- that it says- may have affected its customers payment card 
information. The company launched the investigation- after learning of possible fraudulent activity on 
some u-s payment cards- used at its craft stores. Just like with target and neiman marcus- michaels 
executives are recommending you take steps to protect yourself and review your account statement for 
unauthorized charges. Its a sure sign of spring! Kansas city s boat and sportshow is in its last day today. 
Plus - a look at what big advertisers have planned for this year s superbowl commercials. . Degrees. Up 
next - see who got top honors at the sundance film festival this year. Plus - years later a couple finally 
gets to see their wedding photos for the first time   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WTVF  Affiliate: CBS Show: Weekend Morning Report (1/4)  
Estimated Audience Number: 50,740  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,296.99   
 06:07:10.00 A book is valuable in dollars and sentiments. Youl hear about a family bible and how it 
ended up in the wrong . Sports show had boats and some of the best equipment to use on the water. 
There is a place where people can explore whats going on underwater. Terry godfrey was there 
yesterday. People were trying their hand at scuba diving for the first time. Just put your face in the 
water. It was fun   
 06:11:09.00 Awesome! I loved it. S hi to your mom. Hi, mom. Very cool. Today is your last day to try 
diving or buy a boat. Its open from 11:00 to 5:00. Still ahead, well meet a man who found a family bible 
more than a hundred years old. The only thing is, its not his family. Hes trying to track down the original 
family.   
  



Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  5:00am  Aired On:  KMBC  Affiliate: ABC Show: First News Weekend  
Estimated Audience Number: 17,421  | Estimated Publicity Value: $788.64   
 05:08:09.00 6.57 Fire officials urge caution in these kinds of conditions and say to avoid any kind of 
spark or fire outside. Steph toss to pete a new store to add to the breach list- michaels stores is 
investigating possible company data breach- that it says- may have affected its customers payment card 
information. The company launched the investigation- after learning of possible fraudulent activity on 
some u-s payment cards- used at its craft stores. Just like with target and neiman marcus- michaels 
executives e recommending you take steps to protect yourself and review your account statement for 
unauthorized charges. Its a sure sign of spring! Kansas city s boat and sportshow. Details next. Plus - a 
look at what big advertisers have planned for this year s superbowl commercials. . . Degrees. Today is 
the last day to visit the 60th annual kansas city boat and sportshow- it s from ten until 5 at bartle hall- 10 
dollars if you re 16 and older- up next - see whoot top honors the sundance film festival this year. Plus - 
years later a couple finally gets to see their wedding photos for the first time. . . Spoonful taste like? Ok   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/26/2014  Time:  3:00am  Aired On:  WLKY  Affiliate: CBS Show: WLKY News at 11:00PM (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 4,086  | Estimated Publicity Value: $184.97   
 03:11:31.00 Plus, a lot of people forgot about the snow and cold for a little awhile at the kentucky expo 
center. You are watching wlky news. . . Dreaming of warmer weather. The annual boat and rv show at 
the kentucky expo center always draws a crowd regardless of what mother nature throws at us. Its a 
chance for people to shop among several different dealers under one roof. There are small and big boats 
along with recreational vehicleS and there are those offering plenty of luxuries .. Check out the 
bedroom. And while the parents shop, the kids can play on the water. The sportshow starts back up 
tomorrow morning at ten and runs until five. The rehersals are donE the finishing touches on the stage 
completE now its time for the biggest night of the year in the music business. Teri okita has more on the 
upcoming grammy awards. Almost 40-million people tune into the grammys "Follow your arrow" to 
discover new artists "I really would be tripping out with just even one nomination, so, let alone 4."   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/25/2014  Time:  11:00pm  Aired On:  WLKY  Affiliate: CBS Show: WLKY News at 11:00PM (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 68,207  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,087.73   
 23:11:14.00 His story when we come back. Plus, a lot of people forgot about the snow and cold for a 
little awhile at the kentucky expo center. You are watching wlky news. . Dreaming of warmer weather. 
The annual boat and rv show at the kentucky expo center always draws a crowd regardless of what 
mother nature throws at us. It a chance for people to shop among several different dealers under one 
roof. There are small and big boats along with recreational vehicleS and there are those offering plenty 
of luxuries .. Check out the bedroom. And while the parents shop, the kids can play on the water. The 
sportshow starts back up tomorrow morning at ten and runs until five. The rehersals are donE the 
finishing touches on the stage completE now its time for the biggest night of the year in the music 
business. Teri okita has more on the upcoming grammy awards. Almost 40-million people tune into the 
grammys "Follow your arrow" to discover new artists "I really would be tripping out with just even one 
nomination, so, let alone 4."   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/25/2014  Time:  10:00pm  Aired On:  KCTV  Affiliate: CBS Show: KCTV5 News at 10 (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 75,684  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,426.21   
 22:08:30.00 The company said, today, it recently learned of possible fraudulent activity, on its 
customers payment cards. C-e-o, chuck rubin, said the breach hasnt been confirmed, but the company 
wanted to alert customers. About 3-million people have enrolled in private insurance plans, through 
obamacare. Thats according to statement, released friday, by the federal government. They anticipate 



the numbers will grow. The deadline to sign up, without paying a fine, is march the much anticipated 
annual boat show drew folks from all over the metro, showing off million dollar boatS And the sprint 
center saw a packed house tonighT more on the globetrotters amazing performance, here in the metrO 
and who the crowd was really anxious seE tom? "This is kctv5 news at hey. Welcome to time warner . 
Cable. Arent you that. That psychic guy?   
 22:11:24.00 Call 1-855-want twc to get a great deal on tv f two years starting at $39.99 A month for the 
first year. Upgrade and get five premium movie channels free for three months. Time warner cable. 
Enjoy better. Today. Folks came out to feast their eyes on million-dollar boats. Families even got to 
enjoy watching a high flying dog competition, and kids got to spend the day fiing, and learning 
techniques. Tomorrow is the last day of the boat show, bartle hall. Tickets for those 16 and older, is 10- 
dollarS 15, And under, are free. And another major event going on, tonight. The harlem globetrotters 
came to the metro! The house was packed at the sprint center, as people enjoyed a fun night of 
basketball, and even got to see some historY in the form of "sweet-j". Sweet-j appeared on the court, 
and is now the 12th woman on the team, in their 88-year historY Dozens of people braved the cold, 
today, and plunged into cold waters, to raise money for a good cause  
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/25/2014  Time:  10:00pm  Aired On:  WDAF  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 4 News at 10 PM  
Estimated Audience Number: 74,407  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,368.40   
 22:23:05.00 But if youre desperate to see football sunday, the chiefs sent 10 players to honolulu for the 
pro bowl. Theyve overhauled this thing, so its no longer the a-f-c versus the n- f-c. No kick-ofS start every 
drive at the 25 yard line. They picked teamS so the ten chiefs will be split up. Lots of things to do in the 
metro tomorrow. Well show you one of the new things at this years boat show. Fox four is working for 
you with new joblistings. . Lawrence, kansas is hiring an "assistant to the city manager." For information 
and more job openings - log onto fox four k-c dot com. Search "job."   
 22:27:03.00 And theyre celebrating the eagle at the 13th annual eagle days in k-c-k. People of all ages 
enjoyed learning about the bald eagle. The species was once endangered. But conservation efforts have 
changed that. Eagle days continues sunday at wyandotte county lake from non until four. Also on 
sunday, the annual boat and sport show continues. One thing thats new this year. An interactive 
seminar to learn how trailer your boat. It covers everything a new boater needs to knoW from geting 
their boat road-ready .. To trailering .. And the all-important ramp etiquete. There are 2-more sessions 
tomorrow at 11a-m, and 1-p-M . at bartle hall. Our next news is fox 4 news at seven a-m. Were ways on 
the weat fox four k-c dot com  
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 22:14:31.00 The groups next food drive will be february 22nd in franklin county. If you would like to 
help donations and volunteers are need. In just a few hours - servicemen and women will be back in the 
arms of their families at fort campbell. The 4th brigade combat team is returning home tomorrow 
morning - after being in afghanistan for the last nine months. The troops wil arrive around 4:15 in the 
morni. Dont forget - tomorrow is the last day for the nashville boat and sport show at the new music city 
center. Attendees will find hundreds of boats kayaks - and canoes along with marine gear. Its a chance 
to see the latest and best items on the market. You can also test out many of the items at the show. 
Enjoy tomorrow because big changes are on the way. Randy explains. A lot of action from the college 
hardwood, records were    
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 22:06:17.00 Well have more on that storY coming up. And an event that has invaded music city will 
have you thinking summer thoughtS Well tell you where. Coming up next. Little cabin fever .. . But dont 
want to brave the cold weatheR it feels like summeR at the nashville boat and sports show downtown at 
the music city center. Channel fours anne mccloy spent the day therE floatng and diving indoors. And 
sports shoW Will continue tomoroW Doors open at 1 a-m and you can catch duck dynastys john godwin 
will be at the shoW Ntil 3pm. Coming uP why were over a thousand people at tennesses largest church .. 
On a saturday morning? The answer up next   
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 22:07:03.00 And in addition to nashville, president obama will make stops in prince georges county, 
maryla maryland. And crews in metro water are working on a repair there. And all the water created a 
mess on the road. And the actual water main repair and officers will be directing traffic tomorrow. And 
next on news channel 5 a story worth staying up for. We take you inside the nashville boat snow to a 
large pool where people are giving scuba diving a try for the first time. This time tomorrow night well 
know the winners of the grammy awards. Tonight, how everyone is getting ready. Later in sports, watch 
for hoop action with vandy and U.T .. Both were looking for S.E.C. Wins on the road today. ?   
 22:08:36.00 Hey! Must be the honey! ? . City center today, you were definitely dreaming of summer. 
Boats and more boats were on display at the nashville boat and sport show. So many boats they were 
literally hanging from the ceiling. We saw lots of water sports equipment as well. If it was meant to be 
used on the water, it was there. But in one area it was a whole lot of attention being paid to what goes 
on under the water. News channel 5 photo journalist terry godfrey talked to people discovering scuba 
diving for the first time. Bend over and put your face in the water  
 22:12:12.00 The little colorful shrimp and you can have schools of fish colorful over a coral head and 
you think you are in a parade because it looks like colorful confetti coming down. Looks like theyre 
having a blast. Awesom i loved it. Say hi to your mom. Hi, mom. And you still have one more opportunity 
to try diving or buy a boat, for that matter, tomorrow. The show runs from 11:00 in the morning to 5:00 
tomorrow afternoon. A sneak peek at who will be performing and the frontrunners of this years grammy 
awards. That story coming up. Right now temperatures are in the 30s across middle tennessee. But we 
me it into the 40s  
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 22:12:23.00 Thousands flooded san francisc more than four decades after a supreme court decision, 
thousands flooded san francisco streets to voice their opinions on abortion. In anaheim, marks down 
market street in the annual walk for life rally. Their main message, abortion hurts women. The 
antiabortion demonstrators were met by pro-choice advocates. I have respect for life, like all the people 
here do. But i really think a womans right to choose is critically important and i support that very 
strongly. We all have children and we need to pray for them, for those that have chosen the opposite, 
you know, they have chosen death. The rally coincides with this weeks anniversary of the 197 roe versus 
wade decision. We dont usually see boats until baseball season, but today it was full of them for the 
boat show. The area near at&t park was transformed into an in water showroom. Visitors were shopping 
for fishing vees tells and workshops for people to learn more. By the way, san francisco plans to bid on 
the next americas cup. It will likely have serious competition. The premier event came to the bay area 
for the first time last year. It was not the economic boom that san francisco expected. A couple officials 



are considering hawaii and san diego as hosts in 2017. A crook in the central valley was a busy bee 
stealing more than 250 beehive crates. Beehives are getting more valuable every year. Most of the 
major crops grown rely heavily on bees for pollination. And had he not been arrested, the suspected 
thief might have made between $40,000 and $50. But the real owner spotted thernlings first. They were 
able to locate his in a different location and recovered them. There are identifying marks who show who 
they belong to. The thief probably used a semi truck or two to haul away that many hives. A new taxi 
startup is accusing uber of using dirty tactics   
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 18:08:42.00 Natural sound dozens took a dip in the chilly lake at shawnee mission park to start their day 
- all for the annual polar plunge for special olympics kansas. Kansas. There was a five- k event as well this 
morning. Tens of thoands of dollars are raised in these events every year. Another polar plunge also 
took place out at longview lake - this one - raised money for the special olympics missouri. The kansas 
city boat and sport show - still going on this weekend at bartle hall. Thousands of people are expected to 
attend this years event. If that doesn t intrigue you - remember you can also check out the new 
hightech" r-v s on display. Tickets - are ten dollars for adults. Children 15 and younger, get in for free. 
Sporting k-c s season opener is just six weeks away   
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 18:21:03.00 And were heading to the boat show where people of all ages are learning if theyre cut out 
for scuba diving. Those stories tonight at 10:00. But first, steve is here with sports   
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 18:15:03.00 It felt like spring, and it looked like spring. Weather had people out on the water today. The 
san francisco boat show took over mccoveys cove next to at&t. They had more than 60 boats in the 
water. People had a chance to try them out, from big yachts to paddle boats. The goal, to offer people a 
chance to sample the boating. Its actually a coliseum thats meant for boating. Beautiful for sailing, or 
power boating alike. Its safe and secure. This marks the first annual boat show at mccoveys cove. It runs 
until tomorrow. Anthony slaughter is here now. The good news is, its nice enough to have a boat show 
on the water. But we need the rain, anthony. Yes, we do need the rain. Unfortunately were not talking 
about rain in the forecast, at least for tomorrow. But we have it in the long-range forecast. Lets take you 
into what we saw for today. New records across the board from santa rosa to mountainview. San jose 
71. Oakland setting a new record today of 70 degrees. We have been talking about record heat all 
january long. And this has got our allergens starting to spike, anywhere from alder, ash, juniper, into 
moderately high categories for tomorrow. Allergens are starting to spike. Were clear under 
temperatures in the 60s for the most part. Traffic a little heavy on 101 as the folks are getting out for the 
night. Area of high pressure sitting off the coast that will start to kick in more cloud cover for tomorrow. 
This is going to mean for morning fog tomorrow. However, by the afternoon hours, it will stilling a bright 
day. But it will be a little bit cooler with the ocean breeze. Temperatures expected to cool anywhere 
from about 4 to 8 degrees by tomorrow afternoon. No widespread upper 70s like we saw for today. In 
fact, were going for 60s across the south bay. Passing clouds from time to time. The peninsula will be at 
60 at lunchtime. Today you were close to 70 degrees. San francisco tomorrow, 63 by lunchtime. Low 60s 
by 6:00. Waking up to cloud cover for the morning hours. Busting out with plenty of sunshine by the 
afternoon and evening hours. Again, temperatures not as warm for tomorrow. But it still will be very 



pleasant across the bay area. Lets talk about that chance of rain i was telling you about. This is thursday, 
the computer models picking up on a good batch of rainfall approaching e bay area. This is expected to 
move through thursday afternoon and evening. Youll notice by friday well wake up to widespread 
showers. The morning rush hour is expected to be quite wet. Look what happens as we head through 
the day on friday. Showers with us for lunchtime. Even for the evening hours. If this does hold together, 
we could be looking at a good soaking come friday. Of course, well keep our fingers crossed, because we 
definitely need it here across the bay area. Terry, back over to you. Anthony, thanks very much. How to 
achieve happiness   
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 17:09:23.00 Natural sound dozens took a dip in the chilly lake at shawnee mission park to start their day 
- all for the annual polar plunge for special olympics kansas. Yesterday the lake had ice on it. There was a 
five- k event as well this morning. Tens of thousands of dollars are raised in these events every year. 
Another polar plunge also took place out at longview lake - this one - raised money for the special 
olympics missouri. The kansas city boat and sport show - still going on this weekend at bartle hall. 
Thousands of people are expected to attend this years event. If that doesn t intrigue you - remember 
you can also check out the new hightech" r-v s on display. Tickets - are ten dollars for adults. Children 15 
and younger, get in for free. C-2 sporting k-c s season opener is just six weeks away   
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 17:17:25.00 A, k-u study of kansas high schoolers showed that, those who played sports did beter in the 
clasrom. State asessment scores were higher. Dropout rates were lower. On average, 3-percent of non- 
athletes dropped out of kansas high schools. Les than 1-percent of student-athletes droped out. The 
anual boat show has folks in kansas city thinking about spring. We stopped by today where customers 
have put winter out of their minds. The idea is to get everything you ned for the lake in one location. 
The show has something for people of al skil levels. 20:12-28 Fred shed is set up like a marine dealership 
shop, we have mechanics on site to answer your questions. For the beginners we have "you bought a 
boat now what" seminar how do you get your boat from land to water 3-of those boat-trailering 
seminars took place today. There are 2-more sesions tomorrow at 1a-m, and 1-p-M . at bartle hall. 
.TonighT mostly clear. Lows in the lower 30s. Southwest winds 10 to 15 mph. Gusts up to 25 mph after 
midnight   
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 17:06:02.00 There was some confusion as to how many cars were involved in the accident. But police 
now say theyve determined it was one vehicle. The investigation is still ongoing. Holt is in critical but 
stable condition. If youre getting a little cabin feveR But dont want to brave the cold weatheR It feels 
like summer right noW At the music city center downtown. The nashville boat and sports show is on 
through tomorow afternoon. Channel fours anne mccloy spent the day therE floating and diving indoors. 
On a boaT you can and sports shoW Is open until 9 tonighT and from 11am-5pm tomorrow. Sunday duck 
dynastys john godwin wil be at the shoW until 3pm. Do you think youre talented enough to win a million 
dolars? Then listen up!   
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 09:38:39.00 You might want to consider that, because consider this the deep freeze, those two words, 
polar vortex, once again in the forecast, starting on . . Another cold weekend but you dont need to 
hibernate. Roz varon has ideas. It is the largest indoor all sails show in the midwest, going on right now 
at navy pier. Its strictly sails to keep the newest sailboats, gear, accessories as well as hundreds of 
seminars and kids activities. It runs through sunday. At the chicago botanic garden, three friends of 
winter shows the smart shapes of bonsai trees surrounded by symbolic objects creating a beautiful 
japanese garden. Faly activities will also be held. Its saturday and sunday. Theres new exhibit at the 
dusable museum, beyond swastika and jim crow, jewish refugee scholars at black colleges many   
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 08:50:58.00 Its time to look at our weekend happenings. Former tnessee titans players will a take to the 
basketball court this evening in a benefit for laverne police officers. Starts at 7:00 at laverne high school. 
Brett hopkins, mason. You are inviteed to bring titans material to have signed as well pictures. The boat 
and smorts show is this weekend at city center. See the latest in boats, marijuana accessories, and 
electronics. They also have seminars and kid-friendly activities like fishing, and pallid boarding. Kids 15 
and younger are free. And the winter wagon hay ride and marshmallow roast is today in 
murphreesboro. From 111 to 4:00 hop on the hay . . . A water main break shut down elm hill pike, and 
left many without water   
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 07:42:59.00 We could do that. How about if we cant get on a boat do the next best thing. Which is. 
Seafood that you can get from a boat. Thats true. Or you can go to the baltimore boat show and just 
dream about being on one. Weve got all the details coming up at the regions largest boat show right 
here in . . Its cloudy and 21 degrees in central maryland right now. The complete first warning weather 
forecast is coming up. First heres tim. How does super bowl monday sound. For the first time in nfl 
history the marquee game may be moved. Thats because this year the super bowl is being held inside an 
on stadium in a northern city. Metlife stadium known as the meadowlands in east rutherford new jersey 
is set to host the game but bad weather could paying the game unplayable. The game could be moved 
to friday or monday. All that snow there. All the snow here. It youre tired of talking and thinking and 
seeing snow, wishing it were summer head down to the baltimore convention center for the 60th 
annual baltimore boat show. There are plenty of things there, boats and celebrities and were joined this 
morning by tara davis, R. j. and jay paul with the history channels swamp people and theyre all there this 
morning. Good morning tara. Good morning. Okay. So we were talking about how you have boats there, 
but clearly flanked by these two guys there are other things to do at the baltimore boat show. There is. 
Weve got a lot of stuff to do. R. j. and jay paul from the swamp people are here today from 11 to 4. we 
have educational seminars, we have fly fishing demos and you can learn how to tie a fly, you can learn 
how to fly fish. You can even try out kayaking on the ponds that we have, and you can also find your 
perfect boat. And tara this is the 60th 60th annual baltimore boat show. What does this mean for 
baltimore? Why do you have baltimore on your list of visits, cities to tour? Well, the i mean the 
chesapeake bay is a huge boating area. Were supporting local boaters here and its just a great area to 
get out on the water. Tara what will the guys be talking about today? They are here to meet and greet 
people. Theyre here to sign autographs. Theyre here to tell their story about what its like to be down on 
a swamp. And when will R. j. and jay paul be down there? When is their appearance? They start at 11:00 



today. Can they just say hi to us? Yeah, they can say hi. Say hi guys. Very nice and of course the time and 
the ticket prices tara? Were open today from 10 A.M. Until 9 P.M., And its $12 goat in. You can buy 
tickets at the door. You can buy tickets online at baltimore boat show.Com and children 15 and under 
are free. And we wish they have a happy hunting season this year. I will let them know to have a happy 
hunting season. Tara thank you very much. Tara and the swamp people. Thank you very much. 
Reporting live at the baltimore convention center. Head on down to the baltimore boat show and still to 
come on eyewitness news weekend edition. This is what ive talked about. I was talking about when i 
said we could go get seafood. All right were talking to executive chef of maryland live casino, this is chef 
rudy volpi here to talk about their new phillips seafood location and the menu there coming up. 
[Announcer] life is plenty complicated as it is. But it gets down right overwhelming when you multiply it 
by the business of life. All those bills, budgets, accounts and taxes. Its a complex problem, but you dont 
have to solve it by yourself. At intuit, we make tools to help you simplify it all, so you can focus on what 
matters most. Intuit. Simplify the business of life. Hmm, fifteen minutes could save you fifteen percent 
or more on car insurance. Everybody knows that parker. Well, did you know auctioneers make bad 
grocery store clerks? Thatll be $23.50. Now .75, 23.75, Hold em. Hey no 24! Hey 24 dollar, 24 and a 
quarter, quarter, now half, 24 and a half and .75! 25! Now a quarter, hey 26 and a quarter, do you 
wanna pay now, you wanna do it, 25 and a quarter - sold to the man in the khaki jacket! Geico. Fifteen 
minutes could sa yoU Well, you know. Sea good doesnt always have to say summer   
 07:56:57.00 And then 18, 20, and 30, cold temperatures settle in again tuesday, wednesday and 
thursday. Theres no reason to be afraid of seafoothis time of year. You were saying on friday and 
saturday crab leg night. Right. Crab leg night. To the credit of, you know, you were talking about the 
boat show, to the credit of fishermen in this area, they are remarkable professionals. The food service 
here, the food we get is just incredible. So are you. Well, thank you. Thank you very much. Thats our 
show for this saturday morning, im gi barnett  
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 07:19:37.00 We have been on a winter roller coaster all week long. We need to talk about summer. And 
summer means the baltimore boat show. Its in town, and this year its celebrating 60 years in charm city. 
This morning were talking with tara davis. She is with the event. The boat show is going on. Shes with 
the show and shes out there. Tara, i think some of your boats need to have those ice cutters on them 
this year. I think maybe youre right. Its going to warm up though. Its going to warm up. Tara, i was out 
there earlier this week and talked to several people, and they were saying, you know, the fact that its 
warm inside kind of gets them in the mood to start talking about warm inside the baltimore convention 
center to start talking about getting on a boat. Yeah, thats right. I mean, this is the time to start thinking 
about summer. Its the time to start thinking about getting your boat in the water, and when its this cold 
outside, who doesnt want to think about something warm. Tell us about this years event. Well, weve got 
boats here for every lifestyle. Weve got cruisers, center consoles, everything from kayaks all the way up 
to, you know, the larger cruisers and fishing boats. You can shop and compare everything under one 
roof and then weve got a lot of events for families as well as the educational seminars that we have. 
Tara, one of the really cool things out there were the tug boats this year. People are into tug boats now? 
Yeah, you know, its something a little bit different. You know, its a good live aboard boat for some and 
we have a lot of different products at the show. We have a lot of new brands that havent been seen 
before which is really great to see that. Here at the show. Okay. And give us the particulars about time 
and how long the events going on. Well, we open today at 10 and we close tonight at 9:00 and then 
were open tomorrow from 10 until 5. its $12 for adults to get in. Children are 15 and under are free with 
an accompanying adult. And people can buy tickets online at baltimoreboatshow.Com. And when we 



come back, its not just the boats because you guys have got all the accessories that go along with the 
boats. Well talk about that when we come back. Okay? Okay. All right. Thank you very much tara. Well 
check back in about 20 minutes that. Is tara davis with the baltimore boat show this morning. Still to 
come on eyewitness news weekend edition. The grammys are just one day away. What people are 
saying about the artists nominated [ mom ] hi, were the pearsons, and we love chex cereal. So we made 
our own commercial to tell you why. First, chex makes lots of gluten free flavors. Which is a huge thing 
for us. And theres seven to choose from. Like cinnamon, honey nut, and chocolate. I tell them "you guys 
are gonna turn into chocolate chex!" I like cinnamon, greg is a honey nut nut. When you find something 
this good, you want to spread the word. [ All ] were the pearsons, and we love chex! 33 Degrees today 
with bursts of snow in the afternoon and evening   
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 06:38:35.00 But like anyone, i got all kinds of dreams. Ask me and ill tell you all about them. ? ? Call 
"(star) (star) dreams" to download the app. If you are trying to take . Your mind off the snow and coal, 
you can find a distraction at navy pier where strictly sail chicago is underway. Dreaming of a sunny day 
on lake michigan and you can shop for a boat or sailing clinic. Strictly sail runs through tomorrow. We 
are just really in the midst of winter here today, this morning, at least right now. It feels warm 
comparatively speaking. Not too bad out there right now compared to where were headed for later on 
in the week especially, so again, big changes on the way. I think temperature rollercoaster, we have 
been talking about that the last couple of days. Lets talk about what is happening out there right now 
and as we mentioned so far, not too bad   
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 06:36:30.00 The nashvile zos annual 5-K helps raise money for the park. Registration begins at 1-30 and 
the race starts at 3 oclock. Its 30 dollars for little runnerS And 50 for folks 13 and up. This years themE is 
"run for your life". To promote the return of dino-trek in march. And maybe running isnt your thinG welL 
you can stroll throught the music city center at the nashville boat shoW happening this weekend. 
Channel fours anne mccloy is live there this morninG to give you a preview of what everyone can see 
hey anne. The news . Continues noW The former mayor of greenbrier sayS hes guilty of using charity 
money to pay his bills. No defense needed. He says he did it   
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 06:07:05.00 In a brand new show. The gang is together agaiN For i love lucy: live on stage. Theyll take 
you back in timE and into the studiO To film two episodes. You can catch that show at the tenessee 
performing arts centeR Tonights performance gets started at 8. Tickets start at 35 dollars. And theres a 
big boat show happening this weekend at the music city centeR a lot of people are excited about thiS 
Channel fours anne mccloy is live there this morning to show us around. Good morning anne. Its going 
to be very crowded . . Very crowded atnashville international airport today. Officials are expecting 
longer than normal lineS For people leaving music city   
 06:26:38.00 Theres a good reason why the symbol of autism is a puzle piece. And vanderbilt doctorS 
may have found a key part. Heres channel 4s ian reitz -with more on an important new study in this 



mornings healthy for life. . Full half hour of news and weather ahead for you after this quick break. And 
were going to check back in with anne who is live at the nashville boat show. Come on back. . 
CISIONChannel 4 News Today-Saturday (1/2)  
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 22:11:02.00 How you can meet one of the duck dynasty stars by diagnose to this weekends boat show. . 
Live look from our hd camera temperatures upper 20s around nashville, snow is on its way tomorrow 
morning more on that in just a few minutes   
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 18:14:03.00 Its going to get weather around june or july but inside the baltimore convention center 
there are signs of warmer days. Lets check in with lauren cook. Lauren, have you learned how to fly fish 
yesterday? Im working on it but were in a warmer state of mind. Its the 60th annual baltimore boat 
show. One of the main attractions is the cast of swamp people. Welcome to baltimore. We all wonder, 
do you ever get scared catching those gators on the shelf. I dont get scared. Its like another day at work. 
Reporter: what do you like about the show? Why should people come out and take a look? My dads not 
around right now but come on out and ask a lot of questions. Maybe one day you can come out boating 
with me. Reporter: yeah that sounds good. Well meet jay paul. His show is on the history channel. There 
are a lot of live demonstration. Joing me isjohn martino. Tell me about the seminars. We have a full line 
of seminars happening. They are free to folks who are attending the show. Theres also a paid workshop 
for women who are thinking about learning to drive the boat. We have interactive stuff like docking and 
a simulator oar dave is here. He will show us how this line demo works. Perfect. Perfect aim. I tried 
earlier. I was not that good. You were doing fine. Reporter: now theres also a dock simulator thats behi 
dave. This is pretty interesting. Can you tell me a little bit more about it. This is an interactive training 
tool. It has a spor fisherman boat and phil is driving the boat in and out of the slip. Weave teach folks 
how to control a boat that size. Thats kind of a replica of a 55-foot sport fisherman. Reporter: this is, im 
sure, very helpful for anyone heading out. If we can take a little bit of the anxiety out of it, then youll get 
out on the water more. Reporter: a lot to learn even if you know a lot about boating or if you like myself, 
dont know that much. Its definitely a very fun weekend, a lot of very interactive demonstration that is 
you can be a part of and fun for all ages a lot of contests. Theres a contest, and theres lots of learning 
activities. Theres two seminar areas. Reporter: a crab picking contest. The wen erwin as kayak. On 
saturday theres a big fly fishing contest. Well have details on the boat festival. Go to abc2news.Com. 
Well have everything you need to know about it this year and parking information is also there, very 
helpful. Be sure to check it out. Again, its tomorrow and sunday, a fun event to try to warm up this very 
cold weekend. Lets send it back to you in the studio. It may be freezing out but thats not stopping 
people from taking a dip in the chesapeake bay   
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 17:46:33.00 Monday, balmand 17 by tuesday. That will be, hopefully, the last blast of arctic air. Theres 
indications that next weekend we may get abov freezing. There you go. That would be like moving 4th of 
july to the 5th. Come july 4th, i hope your friends are going to the boat show to buy a boat. Right now 
the weather is frightful outside but it doesnt hurt to start thinking ahead. And the baltimore boat show 
is the best place to go. Think they crank the heat up in that place? They should. Lauren? Reporter: well, 
jimmy buffett is playing here at the convention center. There are approximately 300 boats you can climb 



aboard at the boat show, many demonstrations and eye vents, fun for all ages. So come on down to the 
convention center. Here to tell us about one of the demonstrations is captain al. Welcome to baltimore. 
Captain al is from new jersey and travels the world fishing. Tell me why you love fishing so much. Its part 
of me. Its a disease. Reporter: hes hob seed, he obsessed, he told me. You are taking part in the fly 
fishing. We do it in an easy way. We have a fly fishing contest on sunday where the kids get to cast into 
three different tubes. Once they hit it, the winner gets a free rod and reel. Reporter: so whats your 
favorite part about this show? I think the boats. Its always good to see new boats, new designers of 
boats and different crafts that are available. Reporter: theres definitely a wide variety f you can pick any, 
what would it be? I think this one right next id take this. Reporter: why? What makes this special? Really 
nice boat. Its a well built boat. Reporter: its a luxury boat. It can be yours for approximately $250,000. 
The convention center is fun for all. Bring the kids down. The fly fishincontest is this sunday and your 
child could win and take home a bunch of gear. How about it. Reporter: a also the of fun to be had. For 
all the information the latest details, where to park, go to abc2news.Com. Be sure to stop by, see 
captain hal and i need some demonstrations. Lets go. I only knished with my fished with my dad in 
ocean city. Im lauren cook. Back to you. You know whos a good fly fisherman, dan robert. Its a show for 
the younger set but a special guest will have your between setting the dvr   
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 17:48:16.00 The weekend is going to bring more snow, but also some warmer temperatures. And we 
talk to joe b and denny about the cats and cards. Derek has that and jays forecast next on wlky news. . 
Way through the college basketball regular seasoN And both kentucky and louisville are in the heart of 
their conference schedulE Derek forrest joins us a two former coaches of both team game their 
thoughts on both programS The louisville cardinals are riding a four game winning streak and are 6-1 in 
the american While the cats are currently 14-4 and 4-1 in the s-e-c Both teams are currently positioning 
themselves to make a run at the ncaa tournament and a national titlE Two former head coach denny 
crum and joe b. Hall were at the expo center here in louisville for the boat and r-v show meeting with 
fans and spoke with us on whether they thought their former team could make a run at winning a 
national championshiP "Ill tell you, winning back to back is really hard to do. Cause everything has to 
come together at the right time. A lot of it has to do with the different matchups you get. Some teams, 
you play better against than you do others. Because of what they do.O its a hard thing to judge. I think 
they are capable on any given night to beat most anyone   
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 17:07:09.00 The running back received his official invitation to the scouting mbine. Right now he is seen 
as a potential second or third round pick. West broke records last season with more than 2500 rushing 
yards, 42 total touchdowns. Hes off to the nfl. A man decided to use this before popping the question. 
Well see something happy happen on a police dash cam. Plus, watching the video you get nervous for 
this couple but they didnt notice the danger standing right next to them. Look out. We are live at the 
baltimore boat show and lot of fun to be had, life demonstrationings, contests and you can step aboard 
a beautiful boat like this. A look inside the show coming up on abc2 news. . [Announcer] life is plenty 
complicated as it is. But it gets down right overwhelming when you multiply it by the business of life. All 
those bills, budgets, accounts and taxes. Its a complex problem, but you dont have to solve it yourself. 
At intuit, we make tools to help you simplify it all, so you can focus on what matters most. Intuit. 
Simplify the business of life. How about this wedding proposal caught on police dash cam   



 17:18:51.00 You know, if the wind was whipping your hair on the bay, whats the stuff you put in your 
hair? Gel. Gel. In july, thats what you want. You have to start chopping now. You have to be prepared. 
We sent lauren cook down to the convention center. Reporter: i wish it were warmer. It may be too cold 
to hit the water but boat lovers are flocking to the convention center. There are a ton of events. You can 
get an up close and penal personal and personal look at almost 300 boats. This is your fourth year as the 
shows manager. Whales new? We have boats of all shapes and size, for every life-style. Our american 
flag casting pond and kids casting come competition, crab picking contest. Theres something for 
everyone. Reporter: fun for all ages. The crab picking contest and the win are receive as kayak. They 
receive a kayak courtesy of backyard boats. Reporter: theres a 500 shopping $500 opping spree. Theres 
so much to see if are a an avid boater, new to both, many different demonstrations. Its freezing outside. 
Why do you cost the where the time for this? Now is the time that people need to start thinking about 
getting their boats. They need that time to get the boat in if you want to get boating on memorial day 
weekend. Now is the time to pick out what you want, order it so you can get on the water memorial day 
weekend. Reporter: whats your favorite? Whats the best boat on display? I cant have a favorite. Im a go 
fast boat kind of girl. So i like the boats with a little bit of speed. Thats about my style. Reporter: well, 
coming up, well have a live look at some of the demonstration. Well take a look at the docking 
simulators. Well be shower to check them out. Again, the boat show runs all weekend. You did tell me 
kids under 15 with an adult will be free and its a $12 admission. Be sure to check it out. The boat show 
runs until 9:00 this evening and sunday 10 to 8 and that was the crab picking contest. Who picked the 
most last year? I remember his name is mike. Reporter: six pounds of crab meet. Thats a lot. Be sure to 
check itout. Go to abc2news.Com for more on the boat show. All right, lauren, thank you. You are 
looking at towson town beveled where we boulevard where we have a bit of a mess. The lights arent 
working properly. Two cars go by. Police have shut down that stretch. Theyre telling people to avoid that 
area if youre headed out until they clan get things back up and running. So its starting to move a little bit 
but, again, stay off that area. All right  
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 08:48:01.00 I thought maybe i could try and figure out new things.To see how he moves his toes like we 
move our fingers. Its amazing. Amazing.With the help of a local music storE school administrators built a 
special stand to hold jahmirs horn. And if youre wondering what he was singing off the toP Its "go tell 
aunt rhodie".. His favorite song to pl. Ad lib 3ad lib the nashville boat and sportshow going on right now 
at music city center. There are hundreds of new boats, kayaks and canoes for sale, but there is also 
some fun attraction for kids.The kids can enjoy dressing up like pirates and exploring a replica of a real 
pirate ship. John godwin from duck dynasty will be making a special appearnce.Tickets are nine bucks, 
but kids 15 and under are free. New information this morninG Samples from a 3 billion year old crater 
on mars show water activity on the red planeT That could have supported life. While that doesnt mean 
life actually formed on marS its giving scientists hope.Oceanographers say the older you go in geologic 
timE the wetter it was on the servicE and the more evidence for flowing water and ground wateR under 
conditions that are more earth like.Later on the red planeT the ground water became more acidic and 
saltY making it difficult for even the most extreme bacteria to live. The curiosity rover will now head 
toward mount sharP Which could give more insight . . 3 3 In just a few minuteS Well tell you the news 
you need to know before you head out the door. Door.Youre watching fox 17 news-all local, all morning. 
Commercial break commercial break    
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 11:09:43.00 The uniforms were debuted on the today show yesterday morning. Once agaiN ralph lauren 
designed team usas digS Members of the u-s curling team were also on hand to model the uniforms. 
They look a bit like a quilT which lauren said was the goal. He says they wanted to create something 
hand made in america. Former c-i-a contractor edward snowdeN speaks out to the publiC sharing his 
opinion on government spying programs. Plus .. The blue angels will be flying high above louisvillE for 
thundeR but this week, we got to see one .. Up close on the grounD ahead of the big air shoW And a 
special treat for kentucky sports fans who may be attending the boaT sport and rv show this weekenD 
well tell you about two special guestS coming up. [ Male announcer ] with at&t, you call the shots. Only 
pay for the services you need in your bundle. [ Female announcer ] call at&t now. Choose a u-verse high 
speed internet and tv bundle for just 49 a month. Start with u-verse high speed internet and add the other 
services you want to get the bundle you need   
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 06:09:47.00 See it all at hhgregg.Com. Today is the first time in a long time we go surfing while well 
rested. Time for some 6 A.M. Dunkin coffee. Mydunkin dunkin coffee, brewed to perfection for the rich, 
smooth taste you love. Share your story. Mydunkin in todays coffee quiz were giving away 2 tickets to the 
louisville boat rv and sportshow.Today marks 30 years since this home cputer was released to the 
public.Is it:a texas instrumentsb commodore 64 or c macintosh just be the 11th caller right now with the 
correct answer at 502-582-7227 . you arent eligible if youve won in the last 90 days.The answer and the 
name of todays winner a little later in the show. ???Wind chill advisory from 8am until noon 
today???Winter weather advisory from 1am until 4pm saturdayextremely cold this morning with lows -5 to 
0 and wind chills -10 to -20 degrees!!! Look for a sunny start with increasing clouds by late in e day. 
Becoming breezy with highs in the upper teens to low 20s. A front brings another round of snow overnight 
-saturday morning. Snow accumulations of 1-2" (possibly 3" in our northern in counties)   
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 05:56:23.00 The opening ceremony for the olympic games is two weeks from today. Nicks event will be 
february 13th. Today you can meet two legendary coaches at the louisvile boat, r-v and sportshow. The 
event resumes at noon today at kentucky expo center. And, coaching greats joe B. hall and denny crum 
will be there signing autographs from 12-15 to one-30. The louisvile boat, r-v and sportshow runs through 
sunday. Heres a look at what you can see tonight on c-b-s and w-l-k-y. At eight catch "undercover boss." 
Followed by "hawaii five-oh" at nine and "blue bloods" at ten. Then, stay with us for w-l-k-y news at 11 
and our "high school playbook" at 11-15. Were continuing to follow some late breaking news out of 
southern indiana after crews are called to the scene of a fire   
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 04:57:21.00 The opening ceremony for the olympic games is two weeks from today. Nicks event will be 
february 13th. Today you can meet two legendary coaches at the louisvile boat, r-v and sportshow. The 
event resumes at noon today at kentucky expo center. And, coaching greats joe B. hall and denny crum 
will be there signing autographs from 12-15 to one-30. The louisvile boat, r-v and sportshow runs through 
sunday. Heres a look at what you can see tonight on c-b-s and w-l-k-y. At eight catch "undercover boss." 
Followed by "hawaii five-oh" at nine and "blue bloods" at ten. Then, stay with us for w-l-k-y news at 11 
and our "high school playbook" at 11-15. The bitterly cold temperatures can make your heating bills 
higher ut help is available, to those who need it   
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 19:06:59.00 The team spent the night in crown point, indianA and then got on a new bus this morning. 
They safely navigated the remaining 2 hours to kenoshA for their game tonight. If youre headed to the 



expo center tomorroW youll get more than boats and r-vs. Listen up cards fans .. and cats fans. Former 
coaches joe b hall and denny crum will be at the louisville boat .. R-v and sports show tomorrow .. We 
know they love to fish. Theyll be joined by kentucky afield hosT tim farmer. Thats frrom 12:15 until 1:30 .. 
Tomorrow afternooN at the kentucky expo center. Critics call kentucky -one of the worst -at protecting 
your credit from hackers. Right now in frankfort theres support to beef up the law   
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 17:47:39.00 In the past theyve given us racy modelS and racecar drivers. Now theyre changing it up with 
this spoT showing a bunch of muscle- bound men running down the streeT so just what are they running 
toward?? From start to its go time ad lib w kevin kevin does weather if youre headed to the expo center . . 
Center tomorrow .. Youll get more than boats and rvs. Listen up cards fans .. and cats fans. Former 
coaches joe b hall and denny crum will be that the louisville boat .. R-v and sports show tomorrow. 
Theyll be joined by kentucky a-field host .. tim farmer. Thats frrom 12:15 tomorrow afternoon until 1:30. A 
five year old boy in police custody he gets to get chief for the day. Thats next. And in your headlines at 
the top of the houR a chef who wnet missing right before christmas   
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 09:30:36.00 And "great day live" on whas 11 isponsored by the progressive louisville boat, rv and 
sportsshow. Reporter: what better thing to do than to come visit the progressive louisville boat, rv and 
sports show. Im envious of your job. It is a great job and a great place to spend my time, at boat shows. 
Reporter: you also do some educational type things at the show. Yes. There is a little of everything at the 
show. You can come through the diy seminars and sit there hands on and talk to a tech and learn how to 
prepare a boat, how to take care of a boat or even an rv. Plus when you get tired of doing the adults 
stuff, there is lots of fun kid things to do. Reporter: forgive me for this, there is a weight limit. I dont fit so 
for all the kids out there and petite young lady, it is a great thing to come to. Reporter: lets talk about 
some of the do it yourself courses and program. If you never owned a boat, why is this a good place to 
come? It is a welcome to the water area. They have boating professionals in there that will tell you how 
to own your first boat, how to purchase, how to get insurance, how to take care of it. If you have been 
bodying for a long time and youre curious about something with winterizing your boat. They can go 
through steps 1 through 10 and say this is what you ask your dealer to do on a regular basis. How often 
can you go on a boat in the water as opposed to shows i do more boats at shows bit when it is warmer i 
will spend lots of weekends in the water as well. Reporter: when, where and how much? It is $10 for 
adults to get in. Considers 15 and under are all free whenever they come. Today until 9:00. Tomorrow 
from 10:00 A.M. Saturday from 10:00 A.M. To 9:00 and sunday 10:00 A.M. Reporter: this is the place to 
dream at least. Inside it is nice and warm. The music is playing and it is nice to have the boating lifestyle 
right into the convention center. Reporter: explain what this is and what im going to do. You can let your 
inner child out and have a good time. Reporter: first things first. I am going to get on this. Step in. 
Reporter: i am not going to fall in the water yet today. No. Reporter: im stepping into the hole. Im going to 
ask your name, jeff, i am going to ask you what am i doing jeff? Youre going to have a good time. Repter: 
im going to get a little workout here. Im going back. [ Laughter ] my inner kid is not very coordinated this 
morning but this is why. I am just a little bigger than a normal size kid. From the kentucky exposition 
center, oh goodness. That was a 360 for sure. It is the progressive louisville boat, rv and sportsshow. 
Big kids, little kids, everyone is welcome. Come join us. She is going backwards now. As she deals with 
her water wings, hear myself speak over the instant i saw you did my heart fly at your service, my lady. 
My romeo. We know you didnt write that, but. Shakespeare in love on february joining us to talk about it 
and read, youre back for your second stint. Your dream job you said. It is great to be back. Thanks for 
having me here. Absolutely. Before we kick off the season and we know the shakespeare in central park, 
tell us a little about the fund-raisecoming in this weekend. Right. First one of this kind we have ever done. 
Brown forman sponsoring this february 1st at 21c. It is shakespeare in love, an evening of rhyme and 
roses. You will come in and the players are playing. Well have food, cocktails from proof and actors and 
shakespeare yen costume and will perform. So not this weekend, the following. Yes, february 1st. It takes 
you into a completely romantic setting. Yes. You get a jump on valentines. Two weeks before you beat 



the crowds and what better place than 21c. I picked out a love song. This is one of my favorites number 
116. Let me not to the marriage of true minds admit impediments. Love is not love when it alters or bends 
with the remover to remove, oh, no. It is an ever mark. It is never shaken. The star to every wandering 
bark to worth unknown although his height be taken. Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks, but 
wears it out even to the edge of doom. If this be error and upon me proved i never with with or no man 
ever loved. Are you back into high school english and wondering what that means? The next massage 
mentions a bump ugly. That is number 117. Right. [ Laughter ] [ laughter ] that is what it is. It still, you are 
never too old to learn and figure out what this beautiful stuff means, right? Absolutely. I cant believe it. 
Read your line. I read it. A romeo and juliet youre on. Hold my hand rachel. Your hand is sweaty romeo. [ 
Laughter ] something like that. At least it was close. Thrive my soul. Good night, good night. Parting is 
such sweet sorrow that i shall say good night a until it be marrow. Hello. [ Laughter ] it beats twerking. Ill 
say that. Thank you so much. This is a delight to see you. He is never coming back after this. Shakes 
shakes shakespeare in love. Call or go to ky shakespeare.Com for beware. The inferior powder-made 
shake will disguise itself as superior. But ones hunger cannot be fooled. And master, how will i know what 
is real? One must walk the path to real-milk milk shakes. This path? No, this path is far too far, we should 
probably just drive. Come on. Sfx: beep beep . Yourself if you want to immerse yourself in the wine 
culture, you go to californias lush napa valley   
 09:53:12.00 Good body core workout. You can see down in the water really well. Were seeing the surge. 
People in this area just starting to get to know it. Nathan gave me a quick tutorial so ill give this a try. For 
more information go to the louisville boat show.Com. I will hand off microphone if you dont mind. Okay. 
Here we go. . . That is hilarious  
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 09:01:26.00 And a little shakespeare in love this morning. I get to play the part of romeo. Does it mean i 
will say sweet nothings into rachels ear? Speak up. I might not be able to hear you. Angie fenton is going 
to get on a boat and pretend it is spring. Reporter: were at the louisville boat, rv & sportshow and if there 
was ever a day to dream about better weather in spring and summer, i think today is it. Well show you all 
the fun events around and take you to the annual show. Im king of the world. At least we can pretend it is 
warm out there by being on a boat. A dose of cold reality. What was the high in florida? It was in the 70s. 
Was in orlando and then went to naples to play golf. That is where i was. Hello. I miss you. I dont like you 
all of a under s en d. I parred that hole. That is number 2. Was this the day you played then? That was a 
couple days ago. I took that picture. This is what i saw when i left the airport. That was what was on the 
road at midnight. That is where i was. Heavy snow. This is where i am. Life is cray cray. Welcome back to 
kentuckiana. That is all i can say. We had that little dusting last night. Kristen will talk about the big story, 
the cold today. Nothing is melting which is part of the problem. But you did have some company down in 
florida. You went to the uofl game last night. I brought my buddies and said bring some basketballs. We 
were in tampa. The cards led by 23 at the half. 16 From wayne black sheer. 14 From him. He does it aga. 
By the time the final score, louisville increased the lead to 39 points. They were great last night. And 
mango was phenomenal again. Luke obviously back as we say. And terry is playing great without chris in 
there. Chris is not going to be back. He is having trouble with that one muscle. Was louisville on all 
cylinders or was south florida? I think they are clicking very well. They are playing defense the way coach 
pitino wants and they are slamming those boards and getting rebounds. He slammed you that you were 
not on the show this week. I look forward to that. They taped the coaches show a couple days ago. I didnt 
get to talk to rick down in florida. I was in the stands and he was coaching. They did very well. A more 
challenging year ahead for the cards football team. I know you were reading about that this morning 
because the new acc schedule just came out yesterday and boy what a schedule. The cards open at 
home september 1st internationally televised labor day game against miami, the team they beat. And 
bobby petrino says it is a great motivator for the team, they will play murray state next on september 6th. 
Then bcs champ florida state, hello. That is the day before halloween. That is the hines man trophy 
winner. That is big. And then louisville will close out the season so this is new too. Closing out against 
kentucky at home on november 29th. Those games begin the season but are going to end the season. 
That is a week after they beat notre dame so it is a good run. All good. That is quite a lineup isnt it? Yes. 
Louisville at notre dame. We have dreamed about that for a long time. We dont know when they will bring 
out the black uniforms yet? Game 1. lets do it. Bobby, are you listening. He had a $26 million rookie deal 



with the tennessee titans. I hate hearing this stuff. It isough. It has been over two years since he played 
an nfl game and now he filed for bankruptcy. Part is from a $2 million loan for the 2011 lockout but he 
said he never got the money because his former agent kept it. His assets are as high as a million dollars. 
His debt ten million dollars. I know he was with the packers for a short time and buffalo bills but did not 
make either roster. Others that filed in the last few years, i saw something on espn not too long ago how 
they are trying to turn things around to give them more financial help on the up front to make sure this 
didnt happen. One of the players they interviewed that i had no identified for bank sy was bernie cozart 
and it was a lot with him about how can we educate some of the players more when the going is good to 
invest wisely and be smart. They have some friends that lead them down bad paths too. Well in contrast 
to the big nfl players salaries, can you guess how much the professional cheerleaders are paid? A 
cheerleader is suing the raiders saying she averaged less than $5 an hour below minimum wage. She 
also said the raders got no time for meals or rest breaks. That is all paid at the end of the season, so it 
breaks down that way. That is rude. They are bankrupt before they get started. That is tough going. This 
is what i woke up to this morning. Justin bieber is in jail. I thought, good. Well, he is flaming out. I dont 
know. Arrested early this morning in miami charged this time with drag racing a rented yellow lamborghini. 
The 19-year-old taken into custody apparently under the influence, not the first time he has had trouble 
just this week. Yesterday there was an investigation that he got an unauthorized police escort where this 
happened this morning and earlier this month, the raid of his home ended with a friend arrested on drug 
charges. They raided the house because the neighbors said he egged it and caused $20,000 worth of 
damage. Pa picture they took yesterday afternoon showed his dad behind him and heis taking pictures. 
His dad is a fan. Maybe he should be a dad. After this maybe this is a wake-up call. After this, after that. 
The pattern is there. At least the stars know what they are signing up for but what if the performers are 
animals? An animal planet sh they claim drugged them separating babies from their mothers before they 
were ready and staged many of the scenes, call of the wild man with kentuckys own turtle man. They 
were deeply upset. This zebra which they confirm was drugged with sedatives before performing on 
camera. Contradicting an account, animal planet and shop entertainment said it was given behind their 
backs without their consent. That production company says while some of the scenes may be scripted 
and staged, they say the animals are actually rescued, relocated and given a second chance at life. I 
have a feeling well hear more about that. Indeed. Well keep up with that story. And this story is wrong. 
They were here for the crusade years ago. I wonder if there is a twist in this with the healthcare. Hang on. 
Celebrity marriages come and go but we never expected this one to sink. Captain and tin kneel calling it 
quits after almost 40 years together although they are still living in the same home. Married in 1975. Last 
time tony filed for divorce. He is a captain. She is 73. He is 71. Cradle robber but here is the rest of that 
story. Three years ago tony said darrell suffered from a neurological condition similar to parkinsons 
disease so the speculation is they separate because the bills start piling up? Right. I dont know if that is 
the case, but some were speculating that may have been more of an agreement with that. Because you 
could spend all your money on healthcare. Well, good luck to both of them. They were great when they 
were here years ago to the crusade. Yes. Would you like to see david beckhum covered or uncovered? 
You didnt answer the question. You dont have to answer. Put that football on. Lets see the pictures. Many 
super bowl advertisers are leaking commercials. Is that covered or uncovered? Commercials come out 
early every year. They are keeping theirs under wraps but maybe not the stars of the spots themselves. 
There is mr. Posh spice with two commercials, covered and uncovered. Fans can vote for which one they 
want to see during the super bowl. I still dont know the answer. He is not going to be naked i guess that 
was partially uncovered. A brush with greatness. For a louisville plumber he knocked on a door, came 
face todays with the wife of mohammed ali. She invited him back in an hour to meet her hubby. He 
posted this photo on facebook. How awesome is that? Posingith the great fest. He is from ireland so 
friends overseas started sharing this and it went viral. To make it more special this happened to be alis 
72nd birthday. He said that is alis house. I am going to see if it is. Knock, knock. Come back in an hour 
and you get to meet the champ. Most suffering from a bout of cabin fever. Angie is talking boats, jetskis, 
camping and fishing at the expo center. Reporter: were here at the kentucky expo center at the louisville 
boat, rv & sportshow. Talk about a dream job. This is the boating guy. You have to explain what that 
means, the boating guy. I get to travel from show to show and talk about the boating industry. Youre not 
just traveling in the states though. Youre worldwide. I do get to do a lot of international travel and there is 
no better lifestyle than being on a boat with your family and friends. Reporter: we agree. We have the 
great ohio river here. This is clearly a main stay, a tradition in louisville. What better way to kind of pretend 
like were not going through these frigid temperatures. It is nice and warm. Jimmy buffet music is playing 



in the background during the day. And this is probably the premiere show in the entire midwest area. 
Reporter: we cant cover it all in one morning. Plus you can see over 400 boats, there are hundreds of 
rvs, lots of kids features. You can go trout fishing if you want to do that. There are a ton of seminars. Diy 
boat maintenance or how to buy an rv, whatever you like. The paddle fest for all the folks that like to do 
paddle activities. There is so much stuff wall to wall, lots of things to do for the entire family. Reporter: 
when it comes to the trout fishing, are we practicing catch and release? It is for the kids, but they send 
some of the trout home for the kids too who want to keep them. There is no other place in louisville today 
where you can catch a trout and take it home with you. Reporter: we were talking before we went on air. 
You said a static. There is a huge correlation between the pet industry and the boat industry. People who 
own boats almost 80% of them own dogs as well. Reporter: that means i need to get on that boat 
owning. Give us the details. Open today until 5:00. Friday noon to 9:00. It is a really affordable event. It is. 
$10 Gets you in as an adult. Kids 15 and under free to get in. Plus you can electronically buy your ticket 
ahead of time online and save time in line here. Reporter: that is fantastic. Coming up im going to get on 
the water th the boating guy. A close-up of that. They get a new chef every six months. A family 
restaurant that has been around for 90 years is sure something to celebrate. Today they are celebrating 
the opening day of the 90th season with their hot rod show, singing competitns and famous as their fish 
sandwiches, hi. You look wonderful for 90. [ Laughter ] thank you. Thank you. The first 90 people that 
walk in the door today will get a piece of 90th birthday cake. Were celebrating today. All the employees 
will be in their birthday gear so it will be fun today, starting at 11:00 A.M .. Who came up with the fish, 
breading the fish and so forth? It was my dad and my uncle. They started with the breading of the 
chickens and the fish and the onion rings and developed it more into a sit- down restaurant. But when 
they started it, they realized i guess you said it was an irish german population? It was in the city and they 
first started as a roadside stand selling fruits and vegetables and that was the first building that was 
constructed. That is mike in front of it. That was where his farm was. That is. That was about 1950. And 
nancy, i dont kn any better, were they fishing out of the ohio the back nen? That is my uncle and he was 
in partnership with my dad and their wives. It is a white c0d. And it comes from iceland and the north 
atlantic ocean. That is my grandfather, mike. That is the one who started it all. And kerry. He was married 
to kerry and they had 8 children. These are customers. They are customers. That was last summer. [ 
Laughter ] that was the summer of 1959. That is the summer of 1955. That is what is great, you have 
family gatherings and people say, lets have a family reunion. And with social media, people are sharing 
the stories. I took my first steps there or all kinds of things. Youre encouraging people to share those with 
you. Yes, i was engaged there. That is my dad. That is a 400-pound fish that he caught off the coast of 
florida. How many fish sandwiches did that make? [ Laughter ] and he stuffed the head of that fish. He 
was so proud. He had a little trailer built for it to bring it back from florida. He brought that back? It took 
two weeks but it got it back home and he was so proud and they stuffed the head. They took the bottom 
off and fileted it. Youre open today. Probably outside seating wont be open for awhile. It is always open. 
You can go out there if you like. We want to let people know, all sorts of businesses that are down there 
that even though it is cold, you get busy, even right now. We have a big lunch crowd everyday. The river 
port area down there. People come in for a fish sandwich and well continue events throughout the year, 
too. It has been a big part of it. The square dancing and boxing now to karaoke contest and hot rod 
shows. Thank you for sharing your birthday with us. We said you deserve a shout out and applause for 
that. Thank you. Today is opening day. 9308 Cane run road. They will be open until the week before 
thanksgiving. The only boxing that happens there now is somebody that tries to bite into your fish 
sandwich. 937-9888. Shannon and nancy, great to see both of you. A reminder, the outside eating area is 
open but you may not want to fry it just yet. [ Laughter ] kristen walls will tell you it is too crazy cold for 
that. Reporter: youll get frostbite if youre outside longer than 30 minutes. Windchills between 10 to 20 
degrees below zero. We have the windchill advisory in effect until midday today. Dress in layers before 
you head out the door. You can see the sunshine is back out for today. May have a few lingering flurries 
for this morning. Otherwise, the temperatures currently sitting at 5 degrees and those winds not helping. 
Out of the west northwest at 13 miles an hour bringing our feels like temperature down to 12 below zero 
everywhere across the area. Looking at windchill values below zero, up to 3 right now in austin but 12 
degrees in for the knocks. Bedford clocking in at 14 degrees below zero. We will not see these windchill 
values improving that much. Later this afternoon only looking for your actual temperature to warm up into 
the low teens. Windchill values will be slightly below zero to 2 degrees above zero in the metro. Toward 
friday morning, still looking at the windchill values below zero. A dry day tomorrow. Mostly sunny skies 
and windchills will creep up above the zero mark. A chance for snow moving back into the area after 



midnight on friday. Mostly throughout the overnight hours well see the snow moving in. A couple inches 
expected for most of the area. Could see some locally higher amounts to the north. That snow should be 
out of here as we head towards saturday afternoon. We should make it slightly above the freezing mark 
for saturday and the same into our day on sunday. You can see here with your seven-day forecast should 
be in to 38 degrees on sunday and then after that system is through maybe only a few flurries possible 
out of that bit brutally cold temperatures back in the teens for monday into tuesday with the low 
temperatures back down to the single digits. We cant get a break. We cant. Jinx. Were number one if you 
look at the overnight low there. That is one way to look at it. Snow and ice. The name of the game for the 
athletes preparing for the winter olympics. While we hope to see the winning team next month, right now 
well settle for hugs and that little guy. Meet a few of the competitors representing the U.S.A. Getting some 
puppy love. And nothing but puppy love in bourbon 101 on "great day live." The whas 11 first alert storm 
team forecast on "great day live" is sponsored by kentuc time warner cable is here to help you get more 
entertainment for your money. So were giving you an exciting new offer thats full of free. For a limited 
time were giving away three months of hbo, cinemax, starz! , Showtime and the movie channel for free 
when you switch. Thats five premium movie channels so you can watch as many movies and shows as 
you want, for free. And if you sign up by january 27th, youll also get free installation with qualifying 
packages. Just call 1-855-want twc before january 27th. And triple play packages with tv, blazing fast 
internet and home phone start at only $79.99 A month for a year. But call 1-855-want twc now, because 
this offer ends january 27th. So dont wait. Call 1-855-want twc now to get all five premium channels free 
for three months, and free installation. Time warner cable. Enjoy better. Guaranteed. This guy is a one- 
man-banD playing gu and well this guy is a one-man band playing guitar, piano, harmonica and vocals 
too   
 

† Report Summary:            
Total Hits:27 
Total Audience Impressions:1,229,398 
Total Publicity Value:$55,654.70 
 

1) Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  12:30pm  Aired On:  WDAF  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 4 at 12:30 PM  
Estimated Audience Number: 44,330  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,006.81   
 12:35:14.00 Looking at live images from more than 300 cameras in the k-c scout traffic network has been 
the most popular feature of the app so far, according to sims. Travelers like to know whats going on in 
front of them. Accesing the cameras does use data on your phones data plan, so you may need to 
manage that usage. A soft launch of the ap in september alowed programmers time to work out any bugs. 
Now that its being actively promoted by kansas city scout, theres already been more than 5-thousand 
downloads of the free ap. To learn more about how to get it, go to our website, fox-4-k-c dot com. John 
pepitone fox four news working for you live downtown the kansas city boat and sportshow continues this 
weekend. Its a popular event each year at bartle hall. It kicked of yesterday - and continues through 
sunday. There wil be many hands-on activities for families. You can learn al about hunting, cooking and 
even check out sea creatures at the sea life aquariums mobile touch tank. A new app brings the casino 
into your living room   
 

2) Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  11:00am  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: Wave 3 News Midday (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 20,267  | Estimated Publicity Value: $917.48   
 11:09:43.00 The uniforms were debuted on the today show yesterday morning. Once agaiN ralph lauren 
designed team usas digS Members of the u-s curling team were also on hand to model the uniforms. 
They look a bit like a quilT which lauren said was the goal. He says they wanted to create something 
hand made in america. Former c-i-a contractor edward snowdeN speaks out to the publiC sharing his 
opinion on government spying programs. Plus .. The blue angels will be flying high above louisvillE for 
thundeR but this week, we got to see one .. Up close on the grounD ahead of the big air shoW And a 
special treat for kentucky sports fans who may be attending the boaT sport and rv show this weekenD 
well tell you about two special guestS coming up. [ Male announcer ] with at&t, you call the shots. Only 
pay for the services you need in your bundle. [ Female announcer ] call at&t now. Choose a u-verse high 



speed internet and tv bundle for just 49 a month. Start with u-verse high speed internet and add the other 
services you want to get the bundle you need   
 

3) Market: Baltimore MD [BA] [27] HUT: 1,097,310 DMA%: 0.95 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  9:00am  Aired On:  WBFF  Affiliate: Fox Show: Fox 45 Good Day Baltimore 
(1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 22,865  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,035.09   
 09:18:04.00 The first one- hundred people in line walked away with one free al a week for 52 weeks. . . . 
. Boat show is taking place at the baltimore convention center today through sunday january 26tH But we 
want to get you in for free. The 10th caller right now at 410-481-45 wins a family 4-pack of tickets to the 
show. Coming up some big changes forthe apple iphone actually the biggest ever. How the size of the 
smartphone will change and what apple says it is getng rid youre watching fox 45 good day baltimore. [ 
Mom ] hi, were the pearsons, and we love chex cereal. So we made our own commercial to tell you why   
 

4) Market: Baltimore MD [BA] [27] HUT: 1,097,310 DMA%: 0.95 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  WBFF  Affiliate: Fox Show: Fox 45 Morning News (6/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 31,884  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,443.38   
 08:42:00.00 100% Fiber optic speed and reliability that makes you small business ready. Thats powerful. 
Meteorologist)) . . . Boat show is taking place at the baltimore convention center today through sunday 
january 26tH But we want to get you in for free. The 10th caller right now at 410-481-45 wins a family 4-
pack of tickets to the show. Coming uP Throw a super bowl partY With all the trimmings. Leigh anne 
tuohY michael ohers moM is here to help us plan the perfect event. PluS new at 9 A face familiar to all of 
baltimorE Makes an appearance in washington d-c. What michael phelps and the first lady were doinG at 
this subway restaurant   
 

5) Market: Chicago IL [CH] [3] HUT: 3,493,480 DMA%: 3.04 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  WGN  Affiliate: CW Show: WGN Morning News (10/12)  
Estimated Audience Number: 116,333  | Estimated Publicity Value: $5,266.39   
 08:57:27.00 Time for around town. I am sailing. Get it? I am waiting see, oh yes that looks great. I got to. 
We are at the strictly sail show. It starts today and go through sunday. She is from the american sailing 
association i will show the demos on this sailboat. Good morning judy. What are you going to teach me 
first? Bold thing is about point-of- sale   
 

6) Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  6:30am  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 This 
Morning at 6am (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 78,793  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,566.95   
 06:30:02.00 Welcome back war welcome in to news 2 this morning. Jerry barlar on the roadways. It is 
cold out there but things have been good on the roadways. We will check traffic in a moment. Good friday 
though. A cold weekend, lots going on in nashville though inside, the boat show, wont you know. A lot of 
things going on. A lot of stuff on our facebook page. We love to have you engaged with the show. John 
dwyer in for neil orne who is recovering fom the flu and back monday. Thats right. Im dawn davenport. 
Glad you are waking up with us at 6:30. As you head out the door bundle were talking coats shall hats, 
gloves. You nee name it, you need it. The numbers are not large. 5 In nashville, 2 in clarksville, 1 in 
maurer brother, 1 below in cookeville, 1 below in shelbyville, 2 below in jamestown. Several school 
closings and these are primarily on account for the snow we had earlier this week. Weve also got some 
school delays and some school delays like wilson county, cheatham county, montgomery county are due 
to the cold, cold temperatures. Watch the ticker on the bottom of the screen for details and find them 24/7 
online at wkrn.Com. You can pull it up on your smart phone. Todays planner, lots of sunshine but thats 
about all were going to have a lot of. Temperatures frigid in the morning, starting in single digits. 20 
Degrees at noon, 26 thats it for the high this afternoon and to add insult to injury we will develop a breeze 
from the southwest at 10 to 20 miles per hour this afternoon. That will make it feel like the teens. At least 
we are not dealing with snow. Not this morning were not. They are watching some snow across the deep 
south, parts of texas and louisiana. Here it will an dry day. Wanted to give you a preview how we start the 
weekend. We have been talking all week long about some briefly milder temperatures for parts of the 
weekend. Thats still on track but before that happens we flirt with some snow shors saturday morning. 
This is not going to be a huge blizzard but snow showers first thing tomorrow and that could yield a 



coating of snow on the ground and cause some slick spots. Coming up we walk through the snow 
potential, talk amounts for saturday morning in just a few. We also look at temperature trends through the 
weekend. Thank you, justin. On traffic tracker a couple of incidents to tell you about. That stall at 24 east 
down south of towns no good and an injury accident now just reported i-65 south at vietnam veterans 
boulevard. Thats a bit of a bottleneck through there nort of downtown. Give yourself extra time if you are 
going to have to deal with this. This is 24 at haywood down near the southeast corridor going toward 
rutherford county and looks good coming and going on your friday morning. These frigid temperatures are 
turning parts of nashville into a seen from "frozen."   
 

7) Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WHAS  Affiliate: ABC Show: Good Morning Kentuckiana 
(4/5)  
Estimated Audience Number: 29,401  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,330.98   
 06:09:47.00 See it all at hhgregg.Com. Today is the first time in a long time we go surfing while well 
rested. Time for some 6 A.M. Dunkin coffee. Mydunkin dunkin coffee, brewed to perfection for the rich, 
smooth taste you love. Share your story. Mydunkin in todays coffee quiz were giving away 2 tickets to the 
louisville boat rv and sportshow.Today marks 30 years since this home cputer was released to the 
public.Is it:a texas instrumentsb commodore 64 or c macintosh just be the 11th caller right now with the 
correct answer at 502-582-7227 . you arent eligible if youve won in the last 90 days.The answer and the 
name of todays winner a little later in the show. ???Wind chill advisory from 8am until noon 
today???Winter weather advisory from 1am until 4pm saturdayextremely cold this morning with lows -5 to 
0 and wind chills -10 to -20 degrees!!! Look for a sunny start with increasing clouds by late in e day. 
Becoming breezy with highs in the upper teens to low 20s. A front brings another round of snow overnight 
-saturday morning. Snow accumulations of 1-2" (possibly 3" in our northern in counties)   
 

8) Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  5:30am  Aired On:  WLKY  Affiliate: CBS Show: WLKY News at 5:00AM (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 33,320  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,508.39   
 05:56:23.00 The opening ceremony for the olympic games is two weeks from today. Nicks event will be 
february 13th. Today you can meet two legendary coaches at the louisvile boat, r-v and sportshow. The 
event resumes at noon today at kentucky expo center. And, coaching greats joe B. hall and denny crum 
will be there signing autographs from 12-15 to one-30. The louisvile boat, r-v and sportshow runs through 
sunday. Heres a look at what you can see tonight on c-b-s and w-l-k-y. At eight catch "undercover boss." 
Followed by "hawaii five-oh" at nine and "blue bloods" at ten. Then, stay with us for w-l-k-y news at 11 
and our "high school playbook" at 11-15. Were continuing to follow some late breaking news out of 
southern indiana after crews are called to the scene of a fire   
 

9) Market: Baltimore MD [BA] [27] HUT: 1,097,310 DMA%: 0.95 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  4:30am  Aired On:  WMAR  Affiliate: ABC Show: ABC2 News Good Morning 
Maryland 4:30AM  
Estimated Audience Number: 9,395  | Estimated Publicity Value: $425.31   
 04:56:09.00 It may be too cold to hit the water but today boat lovers will flock to the baltimore civic center 
for the boat show. Events goers can meet stars and swamp people fly fish and test crab cracking skills 
and the look at boats and gear and whatnot. Doors open at 11 this morning and dont close until 9 tonight. 
Show runs through sunday tickets are $12. The threats against the winter olympic games has official and 
travelers on high alert   
 

10) Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  4:30am  Aired On:  WLKY  Affiliate: CBS Show: WLKY 4:30AM News  
Estimated Audience Number: 10,659  | Estimated Publicity Value: $482.53   
 04:57:21.00 The opening ceremony for the olympic games is two weeks from today. Nicks event will be 
february 13th. Today you can meet two legendary coaches at the louisvile boat, r-v and sportshow. The 
event resumes at noon today at kentucky expo center. And, coaching greats joe B. hall and denny crum 
will be there signing autographs from 12-15 to one-30. The louisvile boat, r-v and sportshow runs through 
sunday. Heres a look at what you can see tonight on c-b-s and w-l-k-y. At eight catch "undercover boss." 
Followed by "hawaii five-oh" at nine and "blue bloods" at ten. Then, stay with us for w-l-k-y news at 11 



and our "high school playbook" at 11-15. The bitterly cold temperatures can make your heating bills 
higher ut help is available, to those who need it   
 

11) Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/24/2014  Time:  1:00am  Aired On:  WZTV  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 17 News at 9:00 (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 0  | Estimated Publicity Value: $0.00   
 01:27:16.00 Sarah clay is on daily dialysis. Her husband danny clay has been walking jefferson street 
wearing a sigN trying to get potential donors to be sted. Clay tells us 15 people contacted hiM interested 
in helping. So faR one man has started the process to see if hes a match. If tonights cold weather is 
bumming you ouT you can at least pretend its spring. The music city center is playing host to progressive 
insurance boat and sports show. Right noW inside there are more than 3-hundred boats on displaY in 
just about every price range. This is the first year the show is in the new convention center. And 
organizers are making good use of the extra space. "People want to be entertained they want to have a 
good time, if youve never scuba drived you can come to this show and do it at the be a diver pole. 
Anyone 10 and over get in the tub have a great time experiencing that." That." The boat and outdoor 
show wraps up sunday. Theyve become known as the scrappy seven.The seven scholarship players left 
on vanderbilts mens basketball team.To give you an idea of just how shortanded the commodores are 
right now, the normal number is 12!And the lack of numbers is taking a toll.Last night is a perfect 
example.The dores struggled in the 1st half against ole miss. But fought back to take the lead.The energy 
just wasnt there in the final 6-minutes though.Vandy outscored 18-6 down the stretch.Missed shots and 
turnovers the culprit for the commodores.Coach kevin stallings admitting his teams margin for error is 
razor thin right now! ((Kevin stallings: "were not in a situation to where we can have a couple of guys have 
off nights and expect to win the game. And so, thats what it is. And thats where were at."   
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 21:24:48.00 Sarah clay is on daily dialysis. Her husband danny clay has been walking jefferson street 
wearing a sigN trying to get potential donors to be tested. Clay tells us 15 people contacted hiM 
interested in helping. So faR one man has started the process to see if hes a match. If tonights cold 
weather is bumming you ouT you can at least pretend its spring. The music city center is playing host to 
progressive insurance boat ansports show. Right noW inside there are more than 3-hundred boats on 
displaY in just about every price range. This is the first year the shows in the new convention center. And 
organizers are making good use of the extra space. "People want to be entertained they want to have a 
good time, if youve never scuba drived you can come to this show and do it at the be a diver pole. 
Anyone 10 and over get in the tub have a great time experiencing that." That." The boat and outdoor 
show wraps up sunday. Theyve become known as the scrappy seven.The seven scholarship players left 
on vanderbilts mens basketball team.To give you an idea of just how shortanded the commodores are 
right now, the normal number is 12!And the lack of numbers is taking a toll.Last night is a perfect 
example.The dores struggled in the 1st half against ole miss. But fought back to take the lead.The energy 
just wasnt there in the final 6-minutes though.Vandy outscored 18-6 down the stretch.Missed shots and 
turnovers the culprit for the commodores.Coach kevin stallings admitting his teams margin for error razor 
thin right now! ((Kevin stallings: "were not in a situation to where we can have a couple of guys have off 
nights and expect to win the game. And so, thats what it is. And thats where were at."   
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 19:06:59.00 The team spent the night in crown point, indianA and then got on a new bus this morning. 
They safely navigated the remaining 2 hours to kenoshA for their game tonight. If youre headed to the 
expo center tomorroW youll get more than boats and r-vs. Listen up cards fans .. and cats fans. Former 
coaches joe b hall and denny crum will be at the louisville boat .. R-v and sports show tomorrow .. We 
know they love to fish. Theyll be joined by kentucky afield hosT tim farmer. Thats frrom 12:15 until 1:30 .. 
Tomorrow afternooN at the kentucky expo center. Critics call kentucky -one of the worst -at protecting 
your credit from hackers. Right now in frankfort theres support to beef up the law   
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 18:09:02.00 Michael cooper is behind the paintinG and he last updated it in 201 with the addition of 
vanderbilt baseball coach tim corbin. Still ahead tonighT its one side of the preds "mike fisher" youve 
never sen before. :05-:11 Id get the question, what do you wanna be when you grow up? An nhl hockey 
player. Well have a first look at his brand new "i am second" filM and tell you what makes his testimonial 
so unique. Also the nashville boat and sportshow is in town. Well give you a peak inside and show you 
just how hands-on attendees can get. And tonight at ten flu season for humans could also leave your dog 
at risk. Well sit down with a veterinarian about how to protect your pets. Your watching wkrN nashvilles 
news 2 hes mostly .    
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 17:40:42.00 A thick layer of snow blankets. Thousands will be dreaming of summer this weekend, at the 
baltimore boat show. As gi barnett explains, one of the new attractions this year involves a line and a 
pole. Reporter: this is what summer looks like. Its a 22-footer. A pontoon or maybe a fully- loaded 
tugboat. Most of the folks here at the baltimore convention center, could see it well. I kind of dream about 
the nice weather coming. Reporter: the dead of winter is the right time to buy. I- bought a lot of 
bookstands here over the years. Reporter: and donald ellis said he is always looking to upgrade. Ive had 
33 boats. And i havent found one yet that suits me 100%. Im looking for a bigger boat. Reporter: this is 
capt tom halas boat. He needs a little more space on the seas. With the boats and vendors, he may find 
what hes looking for at the regions boat show. Its a way of life. You can have so much fun out there on 
the water. Reporter: for the fiertd time ever first time here, you can learn to fly fish. Its not just about 
offering you a boat. But also the trappings that come along with it. Theres everything that you need to be 
able to buy the boat, insure the at, finance the boat. Its all here. Now is the time to think about buying the 
boat. So that its ready when the weather warms up. Reporter: summer day dreams are included. At the 
baltimore convention center, im gi barnett, wjz eyewitness news. This is the 60th year that the baltimore 
boat show has docked in charm city. It sails out of sound on sunday. I noticed, gigi was back there, 
eating a filet o fish for lunch today. We were wondering what she realed reeled in. There it is. Still to come 
on wjz eyewitness news   
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 17:47:39.00 In the past theyve given us racy modelS and racecar drivers. Now theyre changing it up with 
this spoT showing a bunch of muscle- bound men running down the streeT so just what are they running 
toward?? From start to its go time ad lib w kevin kevin does weather if youre headed to the expo center . . 
Center tomorrow .. Youll get more than boats and rvs. Listen up cards fans .. and cats fans. Former 
coaches joe b hall and denny crum will be that the louisville boat .. R-v and sports show tomorrow. 
Theyll be joined by kentucky a-field host .. tim farmer. Thats frrom 12:15 tomorrow afternoon until 1:30. A 
five year old boy in police custody he gets to get chief for the day. Thats next. And in your headlines at 
the top of the houR a chef who wnet missing right before christmas   
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 17:21:36.00 Good luck! While we may be sick and tired of this colD some up north - are making the best 
of it. A number of people in minneapolis have built igloos in their yard. This one - took 350 blocks of ice to 
build! It dipped to 17 below in minneapolis today. It was a first for the local boat shows today .. Both the 
overland park and kansas city boat show - are going on right now! We stopped by the kansas city event 
at bartle hall today. There were hundreds of boats in displaY Ranging in price from 800 dollars - to eight 
thousand!! Folks got to see fishing boatS pontoonS even luxury cruisers. The show runs through sunday. 
The show runs through sunday. The wait is almost over! Well tell you when you can get your hands on 
chocolate ale - next. "This is kctv5 news at    
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 17:08:07.00 She fears for the hunderds of other families who were also left in the cold. Najahe sherman, 
news 2 at 5. Just moments ago, we learned n-e-s reconnected 220 of the more than 270 customers that 
were disconnected yesterday. A wild ride for police after a high speed chase stretches across two 
counties. Well tell you what prompted the chase, and take you out to where it all started. And if you think 
its too cold to be out on the lakE well take you to downtown nashvilles newest lake inside the music city 
centeR and give you a look at the boat show going on all around it. Youre watching rn.Nashvilles news 2 
police are searching for a burglary suspect . Wild ride overnight. It all started at a busy hermitage 
intersection. News twos heather jensen tells us what happened next. Trt: 1:05 oc: standard supers: 00-05 
heather jensen 12-22 1:30 am burglary suspect on the run heather jensen 0.04 This is the where the wild 
ride started, here at thintersection of old hickory boulevard and andrew jackson parkway   
 17:12:43.00 The same area where those multiple burglaries happened. The suspect, again, is still on the 
run. The pasenger of his vehicle was taken into custody and questioned. In hermitage, heather jensen, 
nn2. 40 With temperatures in the 20s, it may be with temperatures in the 20s, it may be hard to imagine 
being out on the lake. But despite the sub-freezing temperatures the nashville boat and sportshow kicked 
off today. The show features hundreds of new boats, kayaks, canoes and fun stuff. Its all at the new 
music city center. Our own stephanie langston got to try out a paddleboard in a large pool at the show. 
Vendors tell us its important for people to get a chance to try things out. A lot of people just think the sport 
may be out on the water. The show runs through sunday at the music city center  
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 16:05:51.00 It is biebers second run-in with the law this month. earlier, detectives near los angeles 
searched biebers home looking for evidence of felony vandalism after a neighbor accused him of 
throwing eggs at his house. He hasnt been charged in that case .. But in miami, bieber faces much more 
serious allegations. 3 (Christa) justin bieber hasnt yet commented on his arrest the last tweet from his 
twitter handle was 16 hours ago which was before his brush with the law.Brush with the law. (Patrick) the 
kansas city boat show is underway right now at bartle hall. From boats, to fish tanks, cooking 
demonstrations, even dog diving there will be a lot to see over the next few days. More than 30-thousand 
people are expected to attend. Organizers say large boats are the hot item. The boat show runs through 
9 oclock tonight. On friday, from noon to nine. Saturday from 10 to 9 and sunday from 10 to (christa) 
secity scare what happenedo prompt a lockout at columbine high school. (Patrick) and new fallout see 
whos going after the chris christie campaign now. (Gary) . (Patrick) right now - look at this pileup in 
michigan city, indiana   
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 11:05:45.00 Closer to home hundreds rallied outside the kansas statehouse in topeka.Governor sam 
brownback, u-s senator pat roberts and congressman tim huelskamp all spoke at the rally.The governor 
called young people "the pro-life generation." (Jiaojiao)inside the statehouse two ultrasounds were 
peformed in front of lawmakers.The chairwoman of the senate public heatlh and welfare committee 
arranged the demonstration.Shes proposing a measure that would require women to get ultrasounds 
before choosing to have an abortion.Critics called the ultrasounds a cheap stunt and inappropriate. 
(Cynthia)a kansasperm donor who answered an ad on craigslist must pay child support. A judge ruled 
today william marotta of topeka has to pay 6 thousand dollars and future child support. Thats because 
marotta and the lesbian couple he donated to didnt involve a licensed physician - which is a state 
requirement.That voided the contract marotta signeD Waiving his parental rights. (Cynthia) the 60th 
annual kansas city boat show kicks off today at bartle hall. From boats, to fish tanks, cooking 
demonstrations and even dog diving there will be a lot to see over the next more than 30-thousand 
people are expected to attend. Larger boats expected to be a hot item this year. The boat show runs 
through sunday. Right now you are looking at the hours of the event on your screen:today it runs from 2 
until 9. friday, from noon to nine. Saturday from 10 to 9. And sunday from 10 to 5. (Cynthia) bieber gets 



busteD Why the star was arrested this morning after a wild night in miami. A soft drink scarE The hien 
dangers in our favorite drinks like coke and dr. Pepper. Plus snow at the superbowL What happens if it 
snows on the day of the big game   
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 09:52:18.00 You got that medley crunch ? ? Hey! Must be the honey! ? Its time to get a whole new 
perspective on fishing at the kansas city boat and sportshow. The texas bass tank is just one of the really 
col features at this weekends event. So of course we sent our own texas cowboy, and fisherman rob 
collins to check it out! Dick hansen if you think youre having a bad daY wait until you hear this . Wrong 
place at the wrong time. The woman tels the hufington post, she was walking her dog in brazil, when a 
porcupine apparently fel off a lamp post and onto her head!   
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 09:30:36.00 And "great day live" on whas 11 isponsored by the progressive louisville boat, rv and 
sportsshow. Reporter: what better thing to do than to come visit the progressive louisville boat, rv and 
sports show. Im envious of your job. It is a great job and a great place to spend my time, at boat shows. 
Reporter: you also do some educational type things at the show. Yes. There is a little of everything at the 
show. You can come through the diy seminars and sit there hands on and talk to a tech and learn how to 
prepare a boat, how to take care of a boat or even an rv. Plus when you get tired of doing the adults 
stuff, there is lots of fun kid things to do. Reporter: forgive me for this, there is a weight limit. I dont fit so 
for all the kids out there and petite young lady, it is a great thing to come to. Reporter: lets talk about 
some of the do it yourself courses and program. If you never owned a boat, why is this a good place to 
come? It is a welcome to the water area. They have boating professionals in there that will tell you how 
to own your first boat, how to purchase, how to get insurance, how to take care of it. If you have been 
bodying for a long time and youre curious about something with winterizing your boat. They can go 
through steps 1 through 10 and say this is what you ask your dealer to do on a regular basis. How often 
can you go on a boat in the water as opposed to shows i do more boats at shows bit when it is warmer i 
will spend lots of weekends in the water as well. Reporter: when, where and how much? It is $10 for 
adults to get in. Considers 15 and under are all free whenever they come. Today until 9:00. Tomorrow 
from 10:00 A.M. Saturday from 10:00 A.M. To 9:00 and sunday 10:00 A.M. Reporter: this is the place to 
dream at least. Inside it is nice and warm. The music is playing and it is nice to have the boating lifestyle 
right into the convention center. Reporter: explain what this is and what im going to do. You can let your 
inner child out and have a good time. Reporter: first things first. I am going to get on this. Step in. 
Reporter: i am not going to fall in the water yet today. No. Reporter: im stepping into the hole. Im going to 
ask your name, jeff, i am going to ask you what am i doing jeff? Youre going to have a good time. Repter: 
im going to get a little workout here. Im going back. [ Laughter ] my inner kid is not very coordinated this 
morning but this is why. I am just a little bigger than a normal size kid. From the kentucky exposition 
center, oh goodness. That was a 360 for sure. It is the progressive louisville boat, rv and sportsshow. 
Big kids, little kids, everyone is welcome. Come join us. She is going backwards now. As she deals with 
her water wings, hear myself speak over the instant i saw you did my heart fly at your service, my lady. 
My romeo. We know you didnt write that, but. Shakespeare in love on february joining us to talk about it 
and read, youre back for your second stint. Your dream job you said. It is great to be back. Thanks for 
having me here. Absolutely. Before we kick off the season and we know the shakespeare in central park, 
tell us a little about the fund-raisecoming in this weekend. Right. First one of this kind we have ever done. 
Brown forman sponsoring this february 1st at 21c. It is shakespeare in love, an evening of rhyme and 
roses. You will come in and the players are playing. Well have food, cocktails from proof and actors and 
shakespeare yen costume and will perform. So not this weekend, the following. Yes, february 1st. It takes 
you into a completely romantic setting. Yes. You get a jump on valentines. Two weeks before you beat 
the crowds and what better place than 21c. I picked out a love song. This is one of my favorites number 
116. Let me not to the marriage of true minds admit impediments. Love is not love when it alters or bends 
with the remover to remove, oh, no. It is an ever mark. It is never shaken. The star to every wandering 
bark to worth unknown although his height be taken. Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks, but 



wears it out even to the edge of doom. If this be error and upon me proved i never with with or no man 
ever loved. Are you back into high school english and wondering what that means? The next massage 
mentions a bump ugly. That is number 117. Right. [ Laughter ] [ laughter ] that is what it is. It still, you are 
never too old to learn and figure out what this beautiful stuff means, right? Absolutely. I cant believe it. 
Read your line. I read it. A romeo and juliet youre on. Hold my hand rachel. Your hand is sweaty romeo. [ 
Laughter ] something like that. At least it was close. Thrive my soul. Good night, good night. Parting is 
such sweet sorrow that i shall say good night a until it be marrow. Hello. [ Laughter ] it beats twerking. Ill 
say that. Thank you so much. This is a delight to see you. He is never coming back after this. Shakes 
shakes shakespeare in love. Call or go to ky shakespeare.Com for beware. The inferior powder-made 
shake will disguise itself as superior. But ones hunger cannot be fooled. And master, how will i know what 
is real? One must walk the path to real-milk milk shakes. This path? No, this path is far too far, we should 
probably just drive. Come on. Sfx: beep beep . Yourself if you want to immerse yourself in the wine 
culture, you go to californias lush napa valley   
 09:53:12.00 Good body core workout. You can see down in the water really well. Were seeing the surge. 
People in this area just starting to get to know it. Nathan gave me a quick tutorial so ill give this a try. For 
more information go to the louisville boat show.Com. I will hand off microphone if you dont mind. Okay. 
Here we go. . . That is hilarious  
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 09:11:41.00 God answers our fervent heart-felt prayers, he answers those and delivers us. I realized that 
the stuff i have been through, the seven years i was on the streets, god was . Enjoy the stay inside this 
weekend and enjoy the baltimore boat show. The boat show is happening today at the baltimore 
convention center. Emily gracey joins us for this mornings hometown hotspot. - Tell us about the boat 
show. - What can we see? - Whats new for 2014 in boats? The baltimore boat sh is taking place at . The 
baltimore convention center today through sunday january 26th. To learn more log on to fox baltimore dot 
com. We want to get you into the boat show for free. The 10th caller right now at 410-481-45 wins a 
family 4-pack of tickets to the show. It will be the perfect weekend to do something indoors and forget 
about the cold outsidE heres jonathan with a preview of the chilly weather and possible winter storm 
headed our way   
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 09:00:52.00 Im nick vasos. Im kim byrnes. Wecontinue folowing breaking news right now out of kansas 
city, missouri where firefighters are on the scene of a house fire. Fire crews got the call around seven- 30. 
The home in located on north main stret and northwest 83rd street in k-c-m-o. Fox fours matt stewart is 
live near the scene with detailS On todays shoW . from the land, to the dock to the wateR there is 
something for everyone at the kansas city boat show. Rob collins takes on a cruise through bartle hall. 
What if you could spend time with 50 of the hapiest people alive today, hear their stories and ask them for 
happines advice? Thats the premise behind a new book by local author, wil bowen. Its an interview thats 
bound to make you smile today. Dealing with disapointment   
 09:14:24.00 And our own kathy quinn will co-host the event. Its and youre watching fox 4 news at . . 
From the start of summer! But if thats just too far away, you can get a taste of the warm weather this 
weekend. The boat and sport-show is in town, rob collins is live at bartle hall with boat ideas for every 
budget. Mark adams stil ahead, how many times have your parents told you, "life is not . . . We discus the 
mistakes we make as parents even when we are trying our best your personality can afect how you get 
along with others. Now, researchers say eating personalities can have a lasting impact on the way we eat  
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 09:01:26.00 And a little shakespeare in love this morning. I get to play the part of romeo. Does it mean i 
will say sweet nothings into rachels ear? Speak up. I might not be able to hear you. Angie fenton is going 



to get on a boat and pretend it is spring. Reporter: were at the louisville boat, rv & sportshow and if there 
was ever a day to dream about better weather in spring and summer, i think today is it. Well show you all 
the fun events around and take you to the annual show. Im king of the world. At least we can pretend it is 
warm out there by being on a boat. A dose of cold reality. What was the high in florida? It was in the 70s. 
Was in orlando and then went to naples to play golf. That is where i was. Hello. I miss you. I dont like you 
all of a under s en d. I parred that hole. That is number 2. Was this the day you played then? That was a 
couple days ago. I took that picture. This is what i saw when i left the airport. That was what was on the 
road at midnight. That is where i was. Heavy snow. This is where i am. Life is cray cray. Welcome back to 
kentuckiana. That is all i can say. We had that little dusting last night. Kristen will talk about the big story, 
the cold today. Nothing is melting which is part of the problem. But you did have some company down in 
florida. You went to the uofl game last night. I brought my buddies and said bring some basketballs. We 
were in tampa. The cards led by 23 at the half. 16 From wayne black sheer. 14 From him. He does it aga. 
By the time the final score, louisville increased the lead to 39 points. They were great last night. And 
mango was phenomenal again. Luke obviously back as we say. And terry is playing great without chris in 
there. Chris is not going to be back. He is having trouble with that one muscle. Was louisville on all 
cylinders or was south florida? I think they are clicking very well. They are playing defense the way coach 
pitino wants and they are slamming those boards and getting rebounds. He slammed you that you were 
not on the show this week. I look forward to that. They taped the coaches show a couple days ago. I didnt 
get to talk to rick down in florida. I was in the stands and he was coaching. They did very well. A more 
challenging year ahead for the cards football team. I know you were reading about that this morning 
because the new acc schedule just came out yesterday and boy what a schedule. The cards open at 
home september 1st internationally televised labor day game against miami, the team they beat. And 
bobby petrino says it is a great motivator for the team, they will play murray state next on september 6th. 
Then bcs champ florida state, hello. That is the day before halloween. That is the hines man trophy 
winner. That is big. And then louisville will close out the season so this is new too. Closing out against 
kentucky at home on november 29th. Those games begin the season but are going to end the season. 
That is a week after they beat notre dame so it is a good run. All good. That is quite a lineup isnt it? Yes. 
Louisville at notre dame. We have dreamed about that for a long time. We dont know when they will bring 
out the black uniforms yet? Game 1. lets do it. Bobby, are you listening. He had a $26 million rookie deal 
with the tennessee titans. I hate hearing this stuff. It isough. It has been over two years since he played 
an nfl game and now he filed for bankruptcy. Part is from a $2 million loan for the 2011 lockout but he 
said he never got the money because his former agent kept it. His assets are as high as a million dollars. 
His debt ten million dollars. I know he was with the packers for a short time and buffalo bills but did not 
make either roster. Others that filed in the last few years, i saw something on espn not too long ago how 
they are trying to turn things around to give them more financial help on the up front to make sure this 
didnt happen. One of the players they interviewed that i had no identified for bank sy was bernie cozart 
and it was a lot with him about how can we educate some of the players more when the going is good to 
invest wisely and be smart. They have some friends that lead them down bad paths too. Well in contrast 
to the big nfl players salaries, can you guess how much the professional cheerleaders are paid? A 
cheerleader is suing the raiders saying she averaged less than $5 an hour below minimum wage. She 
also said the raders got no time for meals or rest breaks. That is all paid at the end of the season, so it 
breaks down that way. That is rude. They are bankrupt before they get started. That is tough going. This 
is what i woke up to this morning. Justin bieber is in jail. I thought, good. Well, he is flaming out. I dont 
know. Arrested early this morning in miami charged this time with drag racing a rented yellow lamborghini. 
The 19-year-old taken into custody apparently under the influence, not the first time he has had trouble 
just this week. Yesterday there was an investigation that he got an unauthorized police escort where this 
happened this morning and earlier this month, the raid of his home ended with a friend arrested on drug 
charges. They raided the house because the neighbors said he egged it and caused $20,000 worth of 
damage. Pa picture they took yesterday afternoon showed his dad behind him and heis taking pictures. 
His dad is a fan. Maybe he should be a dad. After this maybe this is a wake-up call. After this, after that. 
The pattern is there. At least the stars know what they are signing up for but what if the performers are 
animals? An animal planet sh they claim drugged them separating babies from their mothers before they 
were ready and staged many of the scenes, call of the wild man with kentuckys own turtle man. They 
were deeply upset. This zebra which they confirm was drugged with sedatives before performing on 
camera. Contradicting an account, animal planet and shop entertainment said it was given behind their 
backs without their consent. That production company says while some of the scenes may be scripted 



and staged, they say the animals are actually rescued, relocated and given a second chance at life. I 
have a feeling well hear more about that. Indeed. Well keep up with that story. And this story is wrong. 
They were here for the crusade years ago. I wonder if there is a twist in this with the healthcare. Hang on. 
Celebrity marriages come and go but we never expected this one to sink. Captain and tin kneel calling it 
quits after almost 40 years together although they are still living in the same home. Married in 1975. Last 
time tony filed for divorce. He is a captain. She is 73. He is 71. Cradle robber but here is the rest of that 
story. Three years ago tony said darrell suffered from a neurological condition similar to parkinsons 
disease so the speculation is they separate because the bills start piling up? Right. I dont know if that is 
the case, but some were speculating that may have been more of an agreement with that. Because you 
could spend all your money on healthcare. Well, good luck to both of them. They were great when they 
were here years ago to the crusade. Yes. Would you like to see david beckhum covered or uncovered? 
You didnt answer the question. You dont have to answer. Put that football on. Lets see the pictures. Many 
super bowl advertisers are leaking commercials. Is that covered or uncovered? Commercials come out 
early every year. They are keeping theirs under wraps but maybe not the stars of the spots themselves. 
There is mr. Posh spice with two commercials, covered and uncovered. Fans can vote for which one they 
want to see during the super bowl. I still dont know the answer. He is not going to be naked i guess that 
was partially uncovered. A brush with greatness. For a louisville plumber he knocked on a door, came 
face todays with the wife of mohammed ali. She invited him back in an hour to meet her hubby. He 
posted this photo on facebook. How awesome is that? Posingith the great fest. He is from ireland so 
friends overseas started sharing this and it went viral. To make it more special this happened to be alis 
72nd birthday. He said that is alis house. I am going to see if it is. Knock, knock. Come back in an hour 
and you get to meet the champ. Most suffering from a bout of cabin fever. Angie is talking boats, jetskis, 
camping and fishing at the expo center. Reporter: were here at the kentucky expo center at the louisville 
boat, rv & sportshow. Talk about a dream job. This is the boating guy. You have to explain what that 
means, the boating guy. I get to travel from show to show and talk about the boating industry. Youre not 
just traveling in the states though. Youre worldwide. I do get to do a lot of international travel and there is 
no better lifestyle than being on a boat with your family and friends. Reporter: we agree. We have the 
great ohio river here. This is clearly a main stay, a tradition in louisville. What better way to kind of pretend 
like were not going through these frigid temperatures. It is nice and warm. Jimmy buffet music is playing 
in the background during the day. And this is probably the premiere show in the entire midwest area. 
Reporter: we cant cover it all in one morning. Plus you can see over 400 boats, there are hundreds of 
rvs, lots of kids features. You can go trout fishing if you want to do that. There are a ton of seminars. Diy 
boat maintenance or how to buy an rv, whatever you like. The paddle fest for all the folks that like to do 
paddle activities. There is so much stuff wall to wall, lots of things to do for the entire family. Reporter: 
when it comes to the trout fishing, are we practicing catch and release? It is for the kids, but they send 
some of the trout home for the kids too who want to keep them. There is no other place in louisville today 
where you can catch a trout and take it home with you. Reporter: we were talking before we went on air. 
You said a static. There is a huge correlation between the pet industry and the boat industry. People who 
own boats almost 80% of them own dogs as well. Reporter: that means i need to get on that boat 
owning. Give us the details. Open today until 5:00. Friday noon to 9:00. It is a really affordable event. It is. 
$10 Gets you in as an adult. Kids 15 and under free to get in. Plus you can electronically buy your ticket 
ahead of time online and save time in line here. Reporter: that is fantastic. Coming up im going to get on 
the water th the boating guy. A close-up of that. They get a new chef every six months. A family 
restaurant that has been around for 90 years is sure something to celebrate. Today they are celebrating 
the opening day of the 90th season with their hot rod show, singing competitns and famous as their fish 
sandwiches, hi. You look wonderful for 90. [ Laughter ] thank you. Thank you. The first 90 people that 
walk in the door today will get a piece of 90th birthday cake. Were celebrating today. All the employees 
will be in their birthday gear so it will be fun today, starting at 11:00 A.M .. Who came up with the fish, 
breading the fish and so forth? It was my dad and my uncle. They started with the breading of the 
chickens and the fish and the onion rings and developed it more into a sit- down restaurant. But when 
they started it, they realized i guess you said it was an irish german population? It was in the city and they 
first started as a roadside stand selling fruits and vegetables and that was the first building that was 
constructed. That is mike in front of it. That was where his farm was. That is. That was about 1950. And 
nancy, i dont kn any better, were they fishing out of the ohio the back nen? That is my uncle and he was 
in partnership with my dad and their wives. It is a white c0d. And it comes from iceland and the north 
atlantic ocean. That is my grandfather, mike. That is the one who started it all. And kerry. He was married 



to kerry and they had 8 children. These are customers. They are customers. That was last summer. [ 
Laughter ] that was the summer of 1959. That is the summer of 1955. That is what is great, you have 
family gatherings and people say, lets have a family reunion. And with social media, people are sharing 
the stories. I took my first steps there or all kinds of things. Youre encouraging people to share those with 
you. Yes, i was engaged there. That is my dad. That is a 400-pound fish that he caught off the coast of 
florida. How many fish sandwiches did that make? [ Laughter ] and he stuffed the head of that fish. He 
was so proud. He had a little trailer built for it to bring it back from florida. He brought that back? It took 
two weeks but it got it back home and he was so proud and they stuffed the head. They took the bottom 
off and fileted it. Youre open today. Probably outside seating wont be open for awhile. It is always open. 
You can go out there if you like. We want to let people know, all sorts of businesses that are down there 
that even though it is cold, you get busy, even right now. We have a big lunch crowd everyday. The river 
port area down there. People come in for a fish sandwich and well continue events throughout the year, 
too. It has been a big part of it. The square dancing and boxing now to karaoke contest and hot rod 
shows. Thank you for sharing your birthday with us. We said you deserve a shout out and applause for 
that. Thank you. Today is opening day. 9308 Cane run road. They will be open until the week before 
thanksgiving. The only boxing that happens there now is somebody that tries to bite into your fish 
sandwich. 937-9888. Shannon and nancy, great to see both of you. A reminder, the outside eating area is 
open but you may not want to fry it just yet. [ Laughter ] kristen walls will tell you it is too crazy cold for 
that. Reporter: youll get frostbite if youre outside longer than 30 minutes. Windchills between 10 to 20 
degrees below zero. We have the windchill advisory in effect until midday today. Dress in layers before 
you head out the door. You can see the sunshine is back out for today. May have a few lingering flurries 
for this morning. Otherwise, the temperatures currently sitting at 5 degrees and those winds not helping. 
Out of the west northwest at 13 miles an hour bringing our feels like temperature down to 12 below zero 
everywhere across the area. Looking at windchill values below zero, up to 3 right now in austin but 12 
degrees in for the knocks. Bedford clocking in at 14 degrees below zero. We will not see these windchill 
values improving that much. Later this afternoon only looking for your actual temperature to warm up into 
the low teens. Windchill values will be slightly below zero to 2 degrees above zero in the metro. Toward 
friday morning, still looking at the windchill values below zero. A dry day tomorrow. Mostly sunny skies 
and windchills will creep up above the zero mark. A chance for snow moving back into the area after 
midnight on friday. Mostly throughout the overnight hours well see the snow moving in. A couple inches 
expected for most of the area. Could see some locally higher amounts to the north. That snow should be 
out of here as we head towards saturday afternoon. We should make it slightly above the freezing mark 
for saturday and the same into our day on sunday. You can see here with your seven-day forecast should 
be in to 38 degrees on sunday and then after that system is through maybe only a few flurries possible 
out of that bit brutally cold temperatures back in the teens for monday into tuesday with the low 
temperatures back down to the single digits. We cant get a break. We cant. Jinx. Were number one if you 
look at the overnight low there. That is one way to look at it. Snow and ice. The name of the game for the 
athletes preparing for the winter olympics. While we hope to see the winning team next month, right now 
well settle for hugs and that little guy. Meet a few of the competitors representing the U.S.A. Getting some 
puppy love. And nothing but puppy love in bourbon 101 on "great day live." The whas 11 first alert storm 
team forecast on "great day live" is sponsored by kentuc time warner cable is here to help you get more 
entertainment for your money. So were giving you an exciting new offer thats full of free. For a limited 
time were giving away three months of hbo, cinemax, starz! , Showtime and the movie channel for free 
when you switch. Thats five premium movie channels so you can watch as many movies and shows as 
you want, for free. And if you sign up by january 27th, youll also get free installation with qualifying 
packages. Just call 1-855-want twc before january 27th. And triple play packages with tv, blazing fast 
internet and home phone start at only $79.99 A month for a year. But call 1-855-want twc now, because 
this offer ends january 27th. So dont wait. Call 1-855-want twc now to get all five premium channels free 
for three months, and free installation. Time warner cable. Enjoy better. Guaranteed. This guy is a one- 
man-banD playing gu and well this guy is a one-man band playing guitar, piano, harmonica and vocals 
too   
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 08:45:00.00 . . . So you might not be thinking about hitting the lake anytime son. But today is a good day 
to start. The kansas city boat and sport- show is in town. Fox fours rob collins is live at bartle hall with 
more. The two remaining beatles will . Share the stage once again! Find out why theyre reuniting and 
where you can see them! People in one kansas town are paying extra close atention to "american idol" 
this season   
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 08:31:53.00 Preview: 2Full Motion: 
http://ky114.criticalmention.com/8429/20140123140000/20140123143000.jpg One philadelphia 3woman 
has quite a story to tell because of this cold weather.Meet bella sophiA Born on a sled yesterday!Mom 
shirley says her contractions were too quick and too strong for to walk.Her husband couldnt drive up their 
steep hilL so he put his wife in their toddlers plastic sleD to pull her to the car. But little bella just couldnt 
wait any longer. 3 Cast your reelS the nashville boat show is taking over music city center right now .. 3 
Thats where we find fox 17s justin mcfarland live with the latest. . Keith ogulmick3show manager 3 right 
noW hundreds of pro life advocates are rallying in kansas on the 41st anniversary of roe versus wade. 
"You ready to fight for life? Are you ready to keep marching for life? Woo" ((nats)) ((nats)) today marks 
the 41st anniversary of the historic court decision which legalized abortion throughout the entire nine 
months of pregnancy.Pro-life advocates say they are committed to standing up for the rights of unborn 
children. New this morninG Justin beiber trades the stage for a jail cell. Police arrested the pop star in 
miami on suspicion of d-u-i and drag racing.We know the 19 year old was in a rented lamborghini at the 
time. This is the first arrest for bieber, but certainly not his first run in with the law. It may have the worst 
weatheR but travel agents say this super bowl could be the best deal ever. And if youre looking for the 
best deal on a new homE Look no further than music city! Its oclock and degrees. Youre watching fox 17 
news-all local, all morning. Commercial break commercial break    
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 06:30:02.00 Welcome back war welcome in to news 2 this morning. Jerry barlar on the roadways. It is 
cold out there but things have been good on the roadways. We will check traffic in a moment. Good friday 
though. A cold weekend, lots going on in nashville though inside, the boat show, wont you know. A lot of 
things going on. A lot of stuff on our facebook page. We love to have you engaged with the show. John 
dwyer in for neil orne who is recovering fom the flu and back monday. Thats right. Im dawn davenport. 
Glad you are waking up with us at 6:30. As you head out the door bundle were talking coats shall hats, 
gloves. You nee name it, you need it. The numbers are not large. 5 In nashville, 2 in clarksville, 1 in 
maurer brother, 1 below in cookeville, 1 below in shelbyville, 2 below in jamestown. Several school 
closings and these are primarily on account for the snow we had earlier this week. Weve also got some 
school delays and some school delays like wilson county, cheatham county, montgomery county are due 
to the cold, cold temperatures. Watch the ticker on the bottom of the screen for details and find them 24/7 
online at wkrn.Com. You can pull it up on your smart phone. Todays planner, lots of sunshine but thats 
about all were going to have a lot of. Temperatures frigid in the morning, starting in single digits. 20 
Degrees at noon, 26 thats it for the high this afternoon and to add insult to injury we will develop a breeze 
from the southwest at 10 to 20 miles per hour this afternoon. That will make it feel like the teens. At least 
we are not dealing with snow. Not this morning were not. They are watching some snow across the deep 
south, parts of texas and louisiana. Here it will an dry day. Wanted to give you a preview how we start the 
weekend. We have been talking all week long about some briefly milder temperatures for parts of the 
weekend. Thats still on track but before that happens we flirt with some snow shors saturday morning. 
This is not going to be a huge blizzard but snow showers first thing tomorrow and that could yield a 
coating of snow on the ground and cause some slick spots. Coming up we walk through the snow 
potential, talk amounts for saturday morning in just a few. We also look at temperature trends through the 
weekend. Thank you, justin. On traffic tracker a couple of incidents to tell you about. That stall at 24 east 
down south of towns no good and an injury accident now just reported i-65 south at vietnam veterans 
boulevard. Thats a bit of a bottleneck through there nort of downtown. Give yourself extra time if you are 
going to have to deal with this. This is 24 at haywood down near the southeast corridor going toward 



rutherford county and looks good coming and going on your friday morning. These frigid temperatures are 
turning parts of nashville into a seen from "frozen."   
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 01:27:16.00 Sarah clay is on daily dialysis. Her husband danny clay has been walking jefferson street 
wearing a sigN trying to get potential donors to be sted. Clay tells us 15 people contacted hiM interested 
in helping. So faR one man has started the process to see if hes a match. If tonights cold weather is 
bumming you ouT you can at least pretend its spring. The music city center is playing host to progressive 
insurance boat and sports show. Right noW inside there are more than 3-hundred boats on displaY in 
just about every price range. This is the first year the show is in the new convention center. And 
organizers are making good use of the extra space. "People want to be entertained they want to have a 
good time, if youve never scuba drived you can come to this show and do it at the be a diver pole. 
Anyone 10 and over get in the tub have a great time experiencing that." That." The boat and outdoor 
show wraps up sunday. Theyve become known as the scrappy seven.The seven scholarship players left 
on vanderbilts mens basketball team.To give you an idea of just how shortanded the commodores are 
right now, the normal number is 12!And the lack of numbers is taking a toll.Last night is a perfect 
example.The dores struggled in the 1st half against ole miss. But fought back to take the lead.The energy 
just wasnt there in the final 6-minutes though.Vandy outscored 18-6 down the stretch.Missed shots and 
turnovers the culprit for the commodores.Coach kevin stallings admitting his teams margin for error is 
razor thin right now! ((Kevin stallings: "were not in a situation to where we can have a couple of guys have 
off nights and expect to win the game. And so, thats what it is. And thats where were at."   
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 21:24:48.00 Sarah clay is on daily dialysis. Her husband danny clay has been walking jefferson street 
wearing a sigN trying to get potential donors to be tested. Clay tells us 15 people contacted hiM 
interested in helping. So faR one man has started the process to see if hes a match. If tonights cold 
weather is bumming you ouT you can at least pretend its spring. The music city center is playing host to 
progressive insurance boat ansports show. Right noW inside there are more than 3-hundred boats on 
displaY in just about every price range. This is the first year the shows in the new convention center. And 
organizers are making good use of the extra space. "People want to be entertained they want to have a 
good time, if youve never scuba drived you can come to this show and do it at the be a diver pole. 
Anyone 10 and over get in the tub have a great time experiencing that." That." The boat and outdoor 
show wraps up sunday. Theyve become known as the scrappy seven.The seven scholarship players left 
on vanderbilts mens basketball team.To give you an idea of just how shortanded the commodores are 
right now, the normal number is 12!And the lack of numbers is taking a toll.Last night is a perfect 
example.The dores struggled in the 1st half against ole miss. But fought back to take the lead.The energy 
just wasnt there in the final 6-minutes though.Vandy outscored 18-6 down the stretch.Missed shots and 
turnovers the culprit for the commodores.Coach kevin stallings admitting his teams margin for error razor 
thin right now! ((Kevin stallings: "were not in a situation to where we can have a couple of guys have off 
nights and expect to win the game. And so, thats what it is. And thats where were at."   
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 18:09:02.00 Michael cooper is behind the paintinG and he last updated it in 201 with the addition of 
vanderbilt baseball coach tim corbin. Still ahead tonighT its one side of the preds "mike fisher" youve 
never sen before. :05-:11 Id get the question, what do you wanna be when you grow up? An nhl hockey 
player. Well have a first look at his brand new "i am second" filM and tell you what makes his testimonial 
so unique. Also the nashville boat and sportshow is in town. Well give you a peak inside and show you 
just how hands-on attendees can get. And tonight at ten flu season for humans could also leave your dog 



at risk. Well sit down with a veterinarian about how to protect your pets. Your watching wkrN nashvilles 
news 2 hes mostly .    
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 17:08:07.00 She fears for the hunderds of other families who were also left in the cold. Najahe sherman, 
news 2 at 5. Just moments ago, we learned n-e-s reconnected 220 of the more than 270 customers that 
were disconnected yesterday. A wild ride for police after a high speed chase stretches across two 
counties. Well tell you what prompted the chase, and take you out to where it all started. And if you think 
its too cold to be out on the lakE well take you to downtown nashvilles newest lake inside the music city 
centeR and give you a look at the boat show going on all around it. Youre watching rn.Nashvilles news 2 
police are searching for a burglary suspect . Wild ride overnight. It all started at a busy hermitage 
intersection. News twos heather jensen tells us what happened next. Trt: 1:05 oc: standard supers: 00-05 
heather jensen 12-22 1:30 am burglary suspect on the run heather jensen 0.04 This is the where the wild 
ride started, here at thintersection of old hickory boulevard and andrew jackson parkway   
 17:12:43.00 The same area where those multiple burglaries happened. The suspect, again, is still on the 
run. The pasenger of his vehicle was taken into custody and questioned. In hermitage, heather jensen, 
nn2. 40 With temperatures in the 20s, it may be with temperatures in the 20s, it may be hard to imagine 
being out on the lake. But despite the sub-freezing temperatures the nashville boat and sportshow kicked 
off today. The show features hundreds of new boats, kayaks, canoes and fun stuff. Its all at the new 
music city center. Our own stephanie langston got to try out a paddleboard in a large pool at the show. 
Vendors tell us its important for people to get a chance to try things out. A lot of people just think the sport 
may be out on the water. The show runs through sunday at the music city center  
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 08:31:53.00 Preview: 2Full Motion: 
http://ky114.criticalmention.com/8429/20140123140000/20140123143000.jpg One philadelphia 3woman 
has quite a story to tell because of this cold weather.Meet bella sophiA Born on a sled yesterday!Mom 
shirley says her contractions were too quick and too strong for to walk.Her husband couldnt drive up their 
steep hilL so he put his wife in their toddlers plastic sleD to pull her to the car. But little bella just couldnt 
wait any longer. 3 Cast your reelS the nashville boat show is taking over music city center right now .. 3 
Thats where we find fox 17s justin mcfarland live with the latest. . Keith ogulmick3show manager 3 right 
noW hundreds of pro life advocates are rallying in kansas on the 41st anniversary of roe versus wade. 
"You ready to fight for life? Are you ready to keep marching for life? Woo" ((nats)) ((nats)) today marks 
the 41st anniversary of the historic court decision which legalized abortion throughout the entire nine 
months of pregnancy.Pro-life advocates say they are committed to standing up for the rights of unborn 
children. New this morninG Justin beiber trades the stage for a jail cell. Police arrested the pop star in 
miami on suspicion of d-u-i and drag racing.We know the 19 year old was in a rented lamborghini at the 
time. This is the first arrest for bieber, but certainly not his first run in with the law. It may have the worst 
weatheR but travel agents say this super bowl could be the best deal ever. And if youre looking for the 
best deal on a new homE Look no further than music city! Its oclock and degrees. Youre watching fox 17 
news-all local, all morning. Commercial break commercial break    
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 12:35:14.00 Looking at live images from more than 300 cameras in the k-c scout traffic network has been 
the most popular feature of the app so far, according to sims. Travelers like to know whats going on in 
front of them. Accesing the cameras does use data on your phones data plan, so you may need to 
manage that usage. A soft launch of the ap in september alowed programmers time to work out any bugs. 
Now that its being actively promoted by kansas city scout, theres already been more than 5-thousand 
downloads of the free ap. To learn more about how to get it, go to our website, fox-4-k-c dot com. John 
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pepitone fox four news working for you live downtown the kansas city boat and sportshow continues this 
weekend. Its a popular event each year at bartle hall. It kicked of yesterday - and continues through 
sunday. There wil be many hands-on activities for families. You can learn al about hunting, cooking and 
even check out sea creatures at the sea life aquariums mobile touch tank. A new app brings the casino 
into your living room   
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 17:21:36.00 Good luck! While we may be sick and tired of this colD some up north - are making the best 
of it. A number of people in minneapolis have built igloos in their yard. This one - took 350 blocks of ice to 
build! It dipped to 17 below in minneapolis today. It was a first for the local boat shows today .. Both the 
overland park and kansas city boat show - are going on right now! We stopped by the kansas city event 
at bartle hall today. There were hundreds of boats in displaY Ranging in price from 800 dollars - to eight 
thousand!! Folks got to see fishing boatS pontoonS even luxury cruisers. The show runs through sunday. 
The show runs through sunday. The wait is almost over! Well tell you when you can get your hands on 
chocolate ale - next. "This is kctv5 news at    

 
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  4:00pm  Aired On:  KSHB  Affiliate: NBC Show: 41 Action News at 4 (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 37,172  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,682.77   
 16:05:51.00 It is biebers second run-in with the law this month. earlier, detectives near los angeles 
searched biebers home looking for evidence of felony vandalism after a neighbor accused him of 
throwing eggs at his house. He hasnt been charged in that case .. But in miami, bieber faces much more 
serious allegations. 3 (Christa) justin bieber hasnt yet commented on his arrest the last tweet from his 
twitter handle was 16 hours ago which was before his brush with the law.Brush with the law. (Patrick) the 
kansas city boat show is underway right now at bartle hall. From boats, to fish tanks, cooking 
demonstrations, even dog diving there will be a lot to see over the next few days. More than 30-thousand 
people are expected to attend. Organizers say large boats are the hot item. The boat show runs through 
9 oclock tonight. On friday, from noon to nine. Saturday from 10 to 9 and sunday from 10 to (christa) 
secity scare what happenedo prompt a lockout at columbine high school. (Patrick) and new fallout see 
whos going after the chris christie campaign now. (Gary) . (Patrick) right now - look at this pileup in 
michigan city, indiana   
 

20) Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  11:00am  Aired On:  KSHB  Affiliate: NBC Show: 41 Action News Midday (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 20,903  | Estimated Publicity Value: $946.27   
 11:05:45.00 Closer to home hundreds rallied outside the kansas statehouse in topeka.Governor sam 
brownback, u-s senator pat roberts and congressman tim huelskamp all spoke at the rally.The governor 
called young people "the pro-life generation." (Jiaojiao)inside the statehouse two ultrasounds were 
peformed in front of lawmakers.The chairwoman of the senate public heatlh and welfare committee 
arranged the demonstration.Shes proposing a measure that would require women to get ultrasounds 
before choosing to have an abortion.Critics called the ultrasounds a cheap stunt and inappropriate. 
(Cynthia)a kansasperm donor who answered an ad on craigslist must pay child support. A judge ruled 
today william marotta of topeka has to pay 6 thousand dollars and future child support. Thats because 
marotta and the lesbian couple he donated to didnt involve a licensed physician - which is a state 
requirement.That voided the contract marotta signeD Waiving his parental rights. (Cynthia) the 60th 
annual kansas city boat show kicks off today at bartle hall. From boats, to fish tanks, cooking 
demonstrations and even dog diving there will be a lot to see over the next more than 30-thousand 
people are expected to attend. Larger boats expected to be a hot item this year. The boat show runs 
through sunday. Right now you are looking at the hours of the event on your screen:today it runs from 2 
until 9. friday, from noon to nine. Saturday from 10 to 9. And sunday from 10 to 5. (Cynthia) bieber gets 
busteD Why the star was arrested this morning after a wild night in miami. A soft drink scarE The hien 
dangers in our favorite drinks like coke and dr. Pepper. Plus snow at the superbowL What happens if it 
snows on the day of the big game   
 



21) Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  9:30am  Aired On:  WDAF  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 4 News at 9AM (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 52,925  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,395.91   
 09:52:18.00 You got that medley crunch ? ? Hey! Must be the honey! ? Its time to get a whole new 
perspective on fishing at the kansas city boat and sportshow. The texas bass tank is just one of the really 
col features at this weekends event. So of course we sent our own texas cowboy, and fisherman rob 
collins to check it out! Dick hansen if you think youre having a bad daY wait until you hear this . Wrong 
place at the wrong time. The woman tels the hufington post, she was walking her dog in brazil, when a 
porcupine apparently fel off a lamp post and onto her head!   
 

22) Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  9:00am  Aired On:  WDAF  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 4 News at 9AM (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 57,592  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,607.18   
 09:00:52.00 Im nick vasos. Im kim byrnes. Wecontinue folowing breaking news right now out of kansas 
city, missouri where firefighters are on the scene of a house fire. Fire crews got the call around seven- 30. 
The home in located on north main stret and northwest 83rd street in k-c-m-o. Fox fours matt stewart is 
live near the scene with detailS On todays shoW . from the land, to the dock to the wateR there is 
something for everyone at the kansas city boat show. Rob collins takes on a cruise through bartle hall. 
What if you could spend time with 50 of the hapiest people alive today, hear their stories and ask them for 
happines advice? Thats the premise behind a new book by local author, wil bowen. Its an interview thats 
bound to make you smile today. Dealing with disapointment   
 09:14:24.00 And our own kathy quinn will co-host the event. Its and youre watching fox 4 news at . . 
From the start of summer! But if thats just too far away, you can get a taste of the warm weather this 
weekend. The boat and sport-show is in town, rob collins is live at bartle hall with boat ideas for every 
budget. Mark adams stil ahead, how many times have your parents told you, "life is not . . . We discus the 
mistakes we make as parents even when we are trying our best your personality can afect how you get 
along with others. Now, researchers say eating personalities can have a lasting impact on the way we eat  
 

26) Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  WDAF  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 4 News Morning Show 
(4/4)  
Estimated Audience Number: 59,886  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,711.03   
 08:45:00.00 . . . So you might not be thinking about hitting the lake anytime son. But today is a good day 
to start. The kansas city boat and sport- show is in town. Fox fours rob collins is live at bartle hall with 
more. The two remaining beatles will . Share the stage once again! Find out why theyre reuniting and 
where you can see them! People in one kansas town are paying extra close atention to "american idol" 
this season   

† Report Summary:            
Total Hits:43 
Total Audience Impressions:1,329,723 
Total Publicity Value:$60,196.33 
  
Market: Baltimore MD [BA] [27] HUT: 1,097,310 DMA%: 0.95 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  9:00am  Aired On:  WBFF  Affiliate: Fox Show: Fox 45 Good Day Baltimore 
(1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 23,335  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,056.37   
 09:08:58.00 Rick boone shows us what experts say are the top items for your wallet. Youll be able to 
see the super bowl this year in a whole new waY LateR the free way you can stream the big gamE and 
which device you wont be able to watch it on. Emily ad libs i know that what jesus christ heard my 
mommas prayers. God answers our fervent heart-felt prayers, he answers those and delivers us. I 
realized that the stuff i have been through, the seven years i was on the streets, god was . Enjoy the stay 
inside this weekend and enjoy the baltimore boat show. The boat show is happening today at the 
baltimore convention center. Emily gracey joins us for this mornings hometown hotspot. - Tell us about 
the boat show. - What can we see? - Whats new for 2014 in boats? The baltimore boat sh is taking place 



at . The baltimore convention center today through sunday january 26th. To learn more log on to fox 
baltimore dot com. We want to get you into the boat show for free. The 10th caller right now at 410-
481-45 wins a family 4-pack of tickets to the show. It will be the perfect weekend to do something 
indoors and forget about the cold outsidE heres jonathan with a preview of the chilly weather and 
possible winter storm headed our way. Jonathan ad libs tease [ male announcer ] when your small 
business has the power and reliability of verizon fios, youre not just ready, youre "downloading huge 
files during the busiest part of the day" ready. Youre "early morning conference call with a dozen 
participants" ready. Youre "checking inventory and juggling online orders" ready   
  
Market: Baltimore MD [BA] [27] HUT: 1,097,310 DMA%: 0.95 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  8:00am  Aired On:  WBFF  Affiliate: Fox Show: Fox 45 Morning News (5/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 34,344  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,554.75   
 08:12:42.00 Get close to all the action and save 1500 dollars on samsungs ultra high definition 4k led tv. 
Plus, samsung 60-inch led tvs start at only $999. And samsung 55-inch led tvs start at just $799. Get to 
H.H. gregg now, your samsung headquarters for the big game. See it all at H. gregg.Com. Dont let the 
snow stop you from thinking about relaxing on a boat. The baltimore boat show is coming to the 
baltimore convention center this weekend. Emily gracey joins us for this mornings hometown hotspot. - 
Tell us about the boat show. - What can we see? - Whats new for . 2014 In boats? The baltimore boat 
show is taking place at the baltimore convention center today through sunday january 26th. To learn 
more log on to fox baltimore dot com. We want to get you into the boat show for free. The 10th caller 
right now wins a family 4-pack of tickets to the show. . . . Governor omalleys 2015 budgeT could create a 
lot of problemS for his successor   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  8:00am  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB in the Morning (3/4)  
Estimated Audience Number: 44,370  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,008.62   
 08:20:23.00 They sell out fast and cast iron steakhouse has two locations one in jeffersonville and one 
in prospect. And chuck is going to put the salmon in asparagus on the plate to see the finished product. 
Just still in your mouth starts watering for 9:00 A.M. when we this ready to go. And well cover that with 
cumber dill sauce and thats in my refrigerator this morning so if you want the sauce these go on sale 
right at 9:00 on website and it it might be ten? Outside but it is not too early to start hitting the water or 
going camping. If youre doing it indoors like keith kaiser at the expo center getting ready for the boat 
and rv and sports show. Keith? Yes. Hanging out here with the brown brothers. Which a wake board 
professional. And benjamin right here right now, ill try my hand, these are practice boards on the 
trampoline. Well see what they can do, and tell you about the louisville boat rv and sports show, and 
how you can go for free coming up on wdrb in the morning. . ? ? ? All the goodness of milk, all the 
deliciousness of hersheys syrup. 8:23, Well tell were you the clouds are go, we could throw in a ten 
percent chance for a random flurry as the cold air ntinues to pour into the region. Sustained at 16, 
gusting to 23, and this will not deviate at all today. So well be in this range, meaning well be in this range 
with the feels-like temperature which is not good. A lot of purple on the map. Sunshine, fair weather 
clouds, all the way to 8 at midday. And because we have so much sunshine today, we should at least be 
able to muster up ten degrees, mike. How about that? All right, thank you, jude. We have had traffic 
thats been pretty steady into downtown overall. Looks like a pin wheel into downtown. Northbound 65, 
in the area of st. Catherine street and broadway. And then now were starting to see that traffic building, 
71 and 64, just as youre making the merger in some spa petty junction from the oxmoor auto group 
traffic center, im mike marshall with beat the traffic. Snow thank you, mike. Keith kaiser is thinking 
summer this morning at the louisville rv boat rv and sports show. Just throw them all together, it is a big 
old place of fun. And keith kaiser is uh-hmmenning around this morning. Hi, keith. Jumping around on 
my wake board and training board. Hanging out with the boat dock and the brown brothers right here. 



There is benjamin and hes doi tricks right now, and nick over there and zack. And mike brown right here. 
Your boys are fearless. The coaches taught them the best way to learn wake board tricks is on the 
trampoline. And take it to the water and you have the trick. You have a trampoline at the house and this 
setup here this concept. They can go out in in the traditional way and take a beating and this is the 
safest way to learn as far as what we have experienced. So nick, right here, hes a pro. And he knows 
what hes doing out there on the water and the trampoline. Hes working on spin and flip drills working 
on line tensions so that he can use the rope. The fight are at ten the 12:00. Zack here, 16 years old, and 
really, im afraid that hes going to hit the trailer back he. But, no, the rope is at the right distance, and he 
can control himself on where he is on the water too. Yes. Balance where the front of the trampoline 
because a lot of tricks, like that right there, therell throw the feet back and. Sometimes, things do 
happen, and, they have hit the trailer and hit the wall. And, you know. Thats part of traing, and you have 
to you wiped out, zack. Get out of there, it is my turn. But, yeah, the louisville boat and rv and sports 
show. Come on out and enjoy yourself and these guy will be doing demos all day long. Grab that for me 
and move it a little faster. But, all right, good. We want you to go for free. Call 588-chat. And well give 
you a four pack to come out to louisville boat and rv and sports show. And have a good time and, watch 
these guys do their thing, and explore all of these boats and rvs and have a good time. All right. They 
told me some of the trick were like the tootsie role. And now, ill break out the gangnam style. I was 
waiting for it. Im in the water. Swimming. I thought he was going to did a flip. I did too. Keith, we need 
confirmation. Are you okay? I am okay   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  7:30am  Aired On:  WDAF  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 4 News Morning Show 
(2/4)  
Estimated Audience Number: 75,434  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,414.89   
 07:49:19.00 People to think about days out on the lake .. But this might change your mind. The boat 
show is in is town this weekend   
  
Market: Baltimore MD [BA] [27] HUT: 1,097,310 DMA%: 0.95 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  7:00am  Aired On:  WBFF  Affiliate: Fox Show: Fox 45 Morning News (3/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 40,389  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,828.41   
 07:21:03.00 A judge has denies a request to delay the arraignment of former virginia governor robert 
mcdonnell. It will be held as scheduled , tomorrow. Mcdonnell was indicted along with his wife on 
federal charges of accepting illegal gifts. According to the indictment the mcdonnells received gifts 
valued at a minimum of 140- thousand- dollars. They include designer clothes, a rolex watch, golf clubs, 
iphones and a painting. Start planning your summer todaY at the baltimore boat show! The boat show is 
coming to the convention center this weekend. Emily gracey joins us for this mornings hometown 
hotspot. - Tell us about the boat show. - What can we see? - Whats new for 2014 in boats? The 
baltimore boat show is . The baltimore convention center today through sunday january 26th. To learn 
more log on to fox baltimore dot com. Governor omalley .. Is preparing for his last state of the state 
speech. The agenda and goals .   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  7:00am  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB in the Morning (1/4)  
Estimated Audience Number: 43,827  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,984.04   
 07:18:32.00 We will be watching and cheering for you from here. Thank you. Very nice to meet you, 
brandy. Keith kaiser is getting a little taste of summer this morning. We would all like a taste of that 
good morning, can keith. This is where the canoe or kayak battle begins and now well have nathan on 
the pad 8 board, and the other paddle board, well explain that one too, and, tell mel how to be a part of 
the louisville boat ar and sports show for me coming up on wdrb in the morning. Were off! Jk animation 
heres mike marshall with beat the traffic!!! . .    



 07:24:27.00 Couple of cars involved in this crash on the snyder northbound. Just as youre getting up to 
the interchange with i-64. You can see traffic, we are what we call bumper to bumper from 64, 
taylorville road, past old heady and really close the exit ramp there on billtown so that will cost you 
extra minutes on that drive time. Taylorsville up to i-64, about a 13 minute ride already from the oxmoor 
auto group traffic center, im mike marshall with beat the traffic. Thank you, mike. Keith kaiser is having 
a lot of fun at the boat, rv and sport show. Hes been in a bubble ball thing, and on a paddle board. And 
also checked out a pontoon boat a few of the things you can do at the show this weekend and now hes 
paddling around in it. Good morning. Yes, im cruising around and this is paddle fest of the louisville boat 
and rv sports show. Nathan and devon, canoe, kentucky. Correct. And, people interested in canoeing 
and kayaking and give you the chance to learn about and it be educate by the factory reps and the pros 
in the industry, some of our team as well as you can jump on a kayak and jump on a board and give it a 
try, paddle around a bit. I got the kayak here and feeling pretty good. And your son is over there on the 
what do you call that?  
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  6:30am  Aired On:  KMBC  Affiliate: ABC Show: First News (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 62,433  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,826.34   
 06:31:43.00 There really is a difference in the coat your kids wear on a morning like this -what s the 
warmest way to bundle them uP And looking ahead to the super bowl weather plan - what happens if it 
snowS /kansas citians aren t waiting for warm weather to talk summer time. Where you can find the 
boat show this weekend. School closings - this morning. They re scrolling at the bottom of your screen. 
You can also find them at k- m-b-c dot com. The bitter cold is this morning s big story. One news team - 
gave viewers a unique look at just cold it s been   
 06:42:45.00 Degrees. It s a sure sign of spring. The kansas city boat and sport show starts today - at 
bartle hall  
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  6:30am  Aired On:  KSHB  Affiliate: NBC Show: 41 Action News Today (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 25,115  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,136.95   
 06:34:04.00 The blue colored ice melt may also be helpful because you can see it and pick up any 
chunks that fall into your grass. If you already have salt inside of your vegetation, try gypsum. It will keep 
the salt from sticking to your plants and getting down into the roots. (Patrick) happening today the 60th 
annual kansas city boat sw kicks off at bartle hall. (Jiaojiao)from boats, to fish tanks, cooking 
demonstrations and even dog diving there will be a lot to see over the next several days. Sarah 
hollenbeck is live there now escaping these cold winter temperatures. (Sarah)the marketing 3 person 
who picked these dates really got the timing right. Outside it may be in the single digits but in here weve 
dove into summer. The boat show 3 3the boat show runs through sunday. Right now you are looking at 
the hours of the event on your screen:thursday, january 23: 2:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M. friday, january 24: 
12:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.Saturday, january sunday, january 26: 10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. (Sarahreporting live 
at the kansas city boat show in bartle hall, sarah hollenbeck, 41 action news. (Jiaojiao)(patrick) 3 
(jiaojiao)3 sesame street is slimming noW (patrick) the changes coming to the popular kids show to 
encourage health eatinG (kalee)    
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  6:30am  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB News in the Morning 
(2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 42,634  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,930.04   
 06:51:03.00 Nice to see you, thank you for having me. You got it. What a great dish for this time of the 
year. God. Well this cold snap is a great time to think about warmer weather and getting outdoors. Keith 
kaiser is getting a preview of the louisville boat rv and sport show this morning hi, keith. Hello, yeah, one 



ofs us is standing on water, and the other one isnt. What is it? Thats probably nathan. Yeah. Paddle 
board   
 06:51:44.00 Plenty of places in the state to go and it is a huge thing. Take off there. We come back, ill 
get on the water. Maybe in a canoe. Maybe a paddle board here. And, tell you about this great event, 
louisville boat rv and sports show, 57th annual event. More coming up on wdrb in the morning. Heres a 
look at todays top storiesround two of extreme cold weather is gripping our area. Warnings are out 
about dangerous windchills that could reach 20 below. No relief is expected from this polar vortex until 
next week. Bellarmines mens basketball team was in a bus accident near chicago.A jack-knifed truck hit 
their charter bus near renssalaer, indiana.The crash caused minor damage t the bus; no one was 
hurt.The 12th-ranked cards remain unbeaten on the road.They beat south florida last night 86-47  
  
Market: Baltimore MD [BA] [27] HUT: 1,097,310 DMA%: 0.95 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WBFF  Affiliate: Fox Show: Fox 45 Morning News (1/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 26,471  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,198.34   
 06:11:07.00 Forecasters are warning of dangerous currents and there is a high- surf warning in effect. A 
large storm with hurricane- force winds are causing the giant waves. Bill cosby is making a return to t-V 
Later, where you can expect to see americas favorite dad. Emily ad libs . . In the mood for summer at the 
baltimore boat show! The boat show is coming to the convention center this weekend. Emily gracey 
joins us for this mornings hometown hotspot. - Tel us about the boat show. - What can we see? - Whats 
new for 2014 in boats? The baltimore boat show is taking place at the baltimore convention center 
today through sunday january 26th. To learn more log on to fox baltimore dot com. . . .    
  
Market: Paducah KY-Cape Girardeau MO-Harrisburg IL [HV] [81] HUT: 393,330 DMA%: 0.34 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  KFVS  Affiliate: CBS Show: The Breakfast Show (4/5)  
Estimated Audience Number: 48,153  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,179.88   
 06:24:00.00 . Do not use cockpit so it has all your gages. The louisvile boat, rv andsports show is back. 
"This has premium sound system" and dealers arehoping the economy is too. 08, 09 Was atough period 
when the housingmeltdown happened itaffects our business to." Boats sales and the ecomony gohand 
in hand according to thenmma or national marinemanufacturers association. Nats, theres theprice tag 
people havemore cash to spend on justplain and sometimes expensive fun. The nmmareports sales 
went up 10percent in 2012 reaching almost 36 biliondollars. In 2013, salesgrew by 5 percent. Natsits not 
just boats making a comeback.Nats lets turn this on.Sport utility vehicles are taking off to." Its a great sig 
absolutely.Things are hopefullyturning a corner and were back to where we wherein 2007."   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  KCTV  Affiliate: CBS Show: KCTV5 News It's Your Morning 
(1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 29,145  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,319.39   
 06:23:03.00 Run into at the sundance film festival. Some local students went there and have a star-
studded tale to tell. This couldnt come at a better time. A taste of summer comes to the metro- as the 
kansas city boat show kicks off today. Its your morning at 6:00am! Kctv 5 news will be right back!   
 06:25:54.00 They ran into celebrities like kurt russelL Anna kendrick. Aaron paul from breaking bad. We 
caught up with the group when they returned to kci last night. "Just a wonderful experiencE see 
premieres and all that sort of thing" this years sundance festival continues until sunday. The 60th annual 
kansas city boat and sportshow starts today. It will run through sunday at bartle hall. Tickets are ten 
dollars for those 16 and older, or you can buy them before you go online for just 8 bucks. Those 15 and 
under get in free. Today and tomorrow, you can get 2 dollars off admission with showing your price 
chopper card  
  



Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  KMBC  Affiliate: ABC Show: First News (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 52,268  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,366.17   
 06:28:48.00 It prompted a short lockdown - after the victim and another man - ended up at the school. 
The victim asked for help. School officials didn t allow him inside the building. They called 9-1-. The 
victim was shot in the leg. He s expected to be okaY. . This morning - a look at kansas city boat and sport 
show that begins today. Plus - one man who makes a living outside - gets the opportunity of a lifetime. 
We ll show you what he was offered - after catching the attention of a driver. CISIONFirst News (1/2)End 
Time 01/23/14 06:30:00   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/23/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  KSHB  Affiliate: NBC Show: 41 Action News Today (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 20,899  | Estimated Publicity Value: $946.09   
 06:04:54.00 Scott presnell, paris brothers"its always interesting to work in an underground scenario, 
but it takes you about a day to realize that its always like we say 72 and overcast here inside the case so 
the weather is perfect, the environment is great. Its like working in any other office building except its 
perfect conditions." The companies inside subtropolis ll us they save thousands of dollars a year in heat 
and a/c costs. (Patrick) 3happening today the 60th annual kansas city boat show kicks off at bartle hall. 
(Jiaojiao)from boats, to fish tanks, cooking demonstrations and even dog diving there will be a lot to see 
over the next 4 days. Sarah hollenbeck is live there now escaping these cold winter temperatures. 
(Sarah) the marketing person who picked these dates really got the timing right. Outside it may be in the 
single digits but in here weve dove into summer. 3 The boat show runs through 3sunday. Right now you 
are looking at the hours of the event on your screen: thursday, january 23: 2:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.Friday, 
january 24: 12:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.Saturday, january 25: 10:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.Sunday, january 26: 10:00 
A.M. - 5:00 M. (Sarah) reporting live at the kansas city boat show in bartle hall, sarah hollenbeck, 41 
action news   
 06:18:08.00 But sadly maranatha lost in overtime 88 to 87. (Jiaojiao)(patrick)3 3 (jiaojiao) there are 
millions of diets out therE Promising to help people lose weight. (Patrick) the one key before starting any 
dieT (jiaojiao) plus another live look at the boat show at bartle hall with the dock dog diving exhibit  
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 06:18:58.00 We ought to be able to have a more mod intax structure that would keep up with the 
economy. The budget goes to lawmakers for consideration. Courtney gottfried, wdrb news. It may be 
10? Outside but never too early to start hitting the water or going camping. Keith kaiser is checking out 
the boat rv and sports show. Are you stuck? No, this is actually fun. Ill try this out with intense vigor. 
Coming up on wdrb in the morning. . . Eric craw for joining me on the sports page and eric were talking 
under the of l football, the new schedule is out and there should not be any complaing about this years 
schedule not being tough enough. There will not be any complaing. This has been a day weve waited for 
for a long time. They get their first schedule in atlantic coast conference and starts off with a bang. They 
play miami at home on monday night football to open the season. Labor day. Pretty cool. Pretty cooling 
big games, theyve got a home game against the defending national champion florida state two clemson 
and two notre dame and not much more you could ask for. Thats a big time schedule and you talked to 
bobby petrino about what he likes to do in the summer preparing and this will be a little different. Hes a 
little different because he likes to get a full game plan on every team that they are going play during the 
off season and in this case, theres a lot of teams he has not faced and louisville has not faced. I talked to 
him about that process and a column at wdrb.Com. All right, eric writes about and it check it there. 
Wdrb.Com. And it will be very intriguing year indeed, eric. Thank you. Thank you. A myriad of problems 



this morning. The roads in downtown, not totally covered up. We had fresh snow in overnight covering 
up many side streets in your neighborhoods. Quite messy. Temperatures obviously you knew that was 
well el feel like were below zero, down to 9. The feels-like temperature, negative 10. Right now, the 
winds are sustained from the northwest at 20 miles per hour. Windchill advisory today, in the winds still 
gusting from louisville to st. Louis and kansas city and still we see these numbers taper back. Well keep it 
windy. All day long, those windchill readings will be the big talker. Snow today, really not going happen. 
About a ten to 20 percent chance for a tran come flurry. This is the headline here. Everyone sharing in 
this bad stuff. Midnight snow squalls are the actual polar front. The arctic boundary that hit louisville 
metro, drive do you think toward the, aways and fizzling out but that did the damage. About a 15 
minute window with whiteout conditions and youll be greeted by slippery roadways and travel 
computers. 3:00, Ten blizzard-like conditions and ill let you no he what parts of the weekend offer 
whiteout conditions again what we cant stress enough this morning once again, neighborhood roads, 
outlying county roads. Still and snow and ice covering. Once were out on interstates everything moving 
well. Check some of the speeds out at 65 and the snyder. No problem on the snyder coming past 
smyrna. The church road, and right over to bardstown road. Heading out around appliance park down to 
the intersection at hurstbourne from the oxmoor auto group traffic center, im mike marshall with beat 
the traffic. All right, mike, thank you very much keith kaiser is in a sportsmans wonder land. The sport 
show happening now through the weekend at the kentucky exposition center, good morning. Good 
morning. Just a human hamster inside of the bubble on water. So, you can do that here at the louisville 
boat rv and sports show. Dean over there, with this con traption and jeff back there helping me to 
manage the bubble so dean, whats the object here? Just to be a kid. Have fun. Yeah. Stand up and run   
 06:26:16.00 Dean is you buy one of these and put them on your pond or your lake? I suppose that you 
could. We havent used them outside of controlled environment like this pool. But, people with those 
notions. You can put the paddles on and it take it in a different direction. But, the louisville boat rv and 
sports show is happening now through sunday, come on out and enjoy yourself. Well away tickets right 
now. 588-Chat, 588-chat. The tickets are yours to come out and enjoy the show. Candyce, sterling, i 
want you to spin me. All right  
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 06:08:19.00 More trouble for target this morning. What the retailer is now doing after that massive 
credit breech. Plus the indiana general assembly moves one step closer to banning gay marriage in the 
state.What happened last nighT and what still has to happen to put it to a vote thats at 6:30. . . Were 
giving away 2 tickets to the louisville, boat, rv and sportshow. It was on this day in 1971 the lowest 
temperature was ever recorded in the united states what was it? A minus 50 b minus 80or c minus 
100just be the 11th caller right now with the correct answer at 502-582-7227 . you arent eligible if 
youve won in the last 90 days.The answer and the name of todays winner a little later in the show. Wind 
chill advory until noon - wc: -10 to -15- frostbite in 15 to 30 minutes- hypothermia- dress in layers an 
arctic front is now south of the area this morning leaving behind gusty winds 15-20 mph, with wind chills 
-5 to -15 through midday today (dangerously cold! ). Tonight, near 1 with dangerous wind chills again   
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 06:25:16.00 Her parents decided to pull her from the class, but they say the teacher is still teaching 
while their daughter spends the period studying in theprincipals office. Speaker: they have a zero 
tolerance for bullying and discrimination. You would think that would apply to not only students but to 



teachers. Bill: the school district said it is investigating. Virginia: happening today. The annual san diego 
sunroad marina boat show kicks off. More than 100 new and used sailboats and yachts will be ondisplay. 
There will also be a handful of special boating events, and rides for the kids. The show runs through 
sunday, at the sunroad marina on harbor island.The popularity of facebook is starting to decline. Thats 
according to a new studyfrom princeton university. Researchers predict the social media giant will lose 
80 percent of its users between 20- 15 and 20-17   
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 06:21:57.70 We slow, on the eastbound side the westbound commute, making things lighter at the pub 
lin interchange and a benefit for dublin. Northbound routes nice. Fremont area a live look well end with 
this live shot or southbound 880 a smooth flow past the truck field. Sun for the north bay. Thank you. 
New this morning boats have taken over add add park for the official look at the cove. Setting up for the 
four-day event from pier 48 where you can try indoor paddle sport, out to the cove, there we go 
sfwoorks the what do you call a dining room in a boat? There are events for all skill levels. People who 
have never stepped foot on a sfwhot ive been on galley. You can be the skipper. Still ahead on "today in 
the bay," big black cloud of smoke. New details about this new video   
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 05:37:16.00 Overnight- johnson county firefighters were on the scene of a large landfill fires for hours. 
This at the defeenbaugh landfill in western shawnee. You can see flames from mulch piles and methane 
gas wells. At times the smoke was so thick it was hard for firefighters to see. There are no reports of 
injuries. A sure sign of spring- the kansas city boat and sport show starts today   
 05:41:32.00 The kansas city boat and sport show starts today - at bartle hall. If water isn t your thing - 
there are r- v s on display. The show runs through sunday. Tickets are 10 dollars for adults - kids 15 and 
younger are free. Ticket information and more - is on our web site - k-m-b-c dot com. A hunting 
enthusiast - and retired army specialist - hurt in iraq - gets a special gift  
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 05:35:33.00 Kansas city kansas mayor mark holland tweeted this picture of bob dole at the reception 
last night.Several people there told 41 action news there was a big crowd.And it seemed like republican 
leaders enjoyed themselves. Several cities are fighting to host the 2016 republican 
convention.Tomorrow republican leaders will pick a committee for the selection process. 
(Patrick)happening today the 60th annual kansas city boat show kicks off at bartle hall. (Jiaojiao)from 
boats, to fish tanks, cooking demonstrations and even dog diving there will be a lot to see over the next 
3 days. Sarah hollenbeck is live there now escaping these cold winter temperatures. (Sarah) the 
marketing person who picked these dates really got the timing right. Outside it may be in the single 
digits but in here weve dove into summer   
 05:37:39.00 The boat show 3runs through sunday. Right now you are looking at the hours of the event 
on your screen:3 thursday, january 23: 2:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.Friday, january 24: 12:00 P.M. - 9:00 
P.M.Saturday, january 25: 10:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.Sunday, january 26: 10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.(sarah) 
reporting live at the kansas city boat show in bartle hall, sarah hollenbeck, 41 action news  
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 05:47:00.00 . Wdrb has another great "be our guest" half price deal. And this week, we are giving you a 
chance to dine at cast iron steakhouse for half price! With locations in both prospect and jeffersonville, 
they pride themselves on top-quality, hand-cut steaks aged up to 28 days.And they have fresh 
seafood.And this week, we have special $25 dollar certificates on sale for half price starting at 9 A.M. 
this morning.All you have to do is go to wdrb.Com right there on the home page just click on "be our 
guest." And we are going to give one away right now!Just be the fifth caller to 588-chat! Keith kaiser has 
his sights set on summer.Thats why hes visiting the 2014 louisville boat, rv & sportshow. Samsung and H. 
gregg are . Teaming up to get your home ready for the big game. Get close to all the action and save 
1500 dollars on samsungs ultra high definition led tv. Plus, samsung 60-inch led tvs start at only $999. 
And samsung 55-inch led tvs start at just $799   
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 05:36:25.00 The juvenile was taken into custody. Its almost tee-off time in torrey pines. The best golfers 
in the world will compete at the farmers insurance open golf tournament the first round of the 
tournament will see tiger woods tee-off with 20-year-old phenom jordan spieth and jimmy walker. 
Spieth won once last year and posted nine top 10 finishes. Walker won the sony open in hawaii earlier 
this month san diegan phil mickelson tees off at 9:30 this morninG 2011 Champion bubba watson, and 
2012 winner brandt snedeker will also compete. Meantime the san diego sun-road marina boat show is 
getting ready to unfurl its sails. More than 125 new and used sailboats and yachts will be on display. The 
event kicks off at noon, on harbor island drive. Nsa leaker edward snowden is opening up to the public 
today in an online question and answer session. Its the first time snowden is speaking directly since 
escaping the u-s and settling in russia. Marlie hall has more   
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 05:39:40.00 This is getting ready just before 6:00. Well see things calm down and kick in at about 6:15. 
Were two weeks away from the start of the winter olympics. Security intensifies. Well have a live report. 
And on this friday eve they are getting ready for the boat show. Look at that. Go have a little breakfast 
perhaps. . A very good thursday morning to you   
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 05:05:35.00 The first meeting was last night at union station. The street car track will go along main 
street, connecting the river market to union station. Construction will start next month. The next 
meeting is monday from 10 until noon at central library. (Patrick)happening today the 60th annual 
kansas city boat show kicks off at bartle hall. (Jiaojiao)from boats, to fish tanks, cooking demonstrations 
and even dog diving there will be a lot to see over the next 3 days. Sarah hollenbeck is live there now 
escaping these cold winter temperatures. (Sarah)the marketing person who picked these dates really 
got the timing right. Outside it may be in the single digits but in here weve dove into summer. 3 The 
boat show runs through sunday. Right now you are looking at the hours of the event on your 
screen:thursday, january 23: 2:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.Friday, january 24: 12:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.Saturday, 
january 25: 10:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.Sunday, january 26: 10:00 P.M.10:00 A.M. - 5:00 Sunday, january 26: 
P.M.25: 10:00 A.M. - 9:00 Saturday, january P.M. 12:00 P.M. - 9:00 Friday, january 24: P.M.23: 2:00 P.M. 
- 9:00 Thursday, january your screen:the event on the hours of a looking at the hours of the event on 
your screen: thursday, january 23: 2:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.Friday, january 24: 12:00 P.M. - 9:00 



P.M.Saturday, january 25: 10:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.Sunday, january 26: 10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.(sarah) 
reporting live at the kansas city boat show in bartle hall, sarah hollenbeck, 41 action news   
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 05:14:00.00 . . Embodies the sacrifice thousands of kentucky families are ?Still making because of the 
war in afghanistan. Wdrbs lindsay allen shows us the unforgettable reunion between this little girl and 
her soldier father. . Litt taste of summer this morning.Hes checking out the hes checking out the 
louisville boat, rv & sportshow at the kentucky expo center. . . [ Female announcer ] it balances yoU [ 
Water crashing ] it fills you with energY And it gives you what you are looking for to live a more natural 
life. In a convenient two bar pack. This is nature valleY Delicious granola bars made with the best 
ingredients in nature. Nature valley. Nature at its most delicious. Keith explores the 2014 . Louisville 
boat, rv & sportshow going on now through the weekend at the kentucky exposition center. . . 
Anywhere soon.Rachel collier shows us what you can expect as you head out the door this morning.Plus 
the louisvillian making her way to hollywood on season 13 of american idol. What does that first 
spoonful taste like? Ok   
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 04:41:32.00 It s a sure sign of spring. The kansas city boat and sport show starts toda- at bartle hall   
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 04:36:24.00 The best golfers in the world are teeing off in torrey pines this morning .. As the farmers 
insurance open golf tournament gets underway. The first round of the tournament will pair tiger woods 
with 20- year-old phenom jordan spieth he won once last year and posted nine top 10 finishes. Jimmy 
walker is also in the group. He won the sony open in hawaii earlier this month the farmers insurance 
field also includes san diegan phil mickelson, 2011 champion bubba watson, and 2012 winner brandt 
snedeker. Meantime the san diego sun-road marina boat show is getting ready to unfurl its sails. More 
than 125 new and used sailboats and yachts will be on display. The event kicks off at noon, on harbor 
island drive. People on the north shore of oahu are being warned to stay out of the water as the largest 
swell in a decade rolls in. Huge waves with 40 to 50 foot faces are expected to hit the north shore. West 
shore waves could reach 20 to 30 feet   
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 02:27:11.00 It is a critical utility, that supports economic developement, education, healthcare, in every 
business sector. Kentucky ranked in the bottom five nationally for high speed broadband availability. It is 
now rolling out mobile money, a free checking account service, here is how it works. Thousand no-fee 
atms offered by the company. And local any of the no fee atms. T-mobile would cover early termination 
fees for people wanted to switch to its service. More than 150 regional boat and rv dealers will be there. 
You name it. More than 100 boat dealers will be there. Tickets are $10 for adults, kids under 15 get in 
for free. Lastier the show brought in close to 40,000 people. Despite the fridged temperatures. The 
kentucky derby festival oldest event, republican bank announced its renewed sponsorship through 
2016, this years team, call of the wild. It was first held in 1956, its one of nearly 70 events put on it is 
estimated it provides an economic impact of $22 million   
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 23:31:24.00 That boat show looks pretty good. Maybe well get a discount since the weather is so bad. 
Florida is 40 now, we cant go there. We will see you tomorrow. Huh, fifteen minutes could save you 
fifteen percent or more on car insurance. Yeah   
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 22:26:54.00 It is a critical utility, that supports economic developement, education, healthcare, in every 
business sector. Kentucky ranked in the bottom five nationally for high speed broadband availability. It is 
now rolling out mobile money, a free checking account service, here is how it works. Thousand no-fee 
atms offered by the company. And local any of the no fee atms. T-mobile would cover early termination 
fees for people wanted to switch to its service. More than 150 regional boat and rv dealers will be there. 
You name it. More than 100 boat dealers will be there. Tickets are $10 for adults, kids under 15 get in 
for free. Lastier the show brought in close to 40,000 people. Despite the fridged temperatures. The 
kentucky derby festival oldest event, republican bank announced its renewed sponsorship through 
2016, this years team, call of the wild. It was first held in 1956, its one of nearly 70 events put on it is 
estimated it provides an economic impact of $22 million   
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 18:03:24.00 12:57:37 - 12:57:49 Jim porter bennetts gas weather like this where you would normally 
use one tank a year, weather like this you may use two. People are not used to this kind of weather so 
theyre not keeping up with their tanks. TankS Fueling the income of employees across the nation. John 
ott starview greenhouses if theres no propane by then it just stops kentucky and indiana energy officials 
relaxed fuel transportation regulations. The closest propane pipeline is in princeton indiana. Toss to 
kevin at boat show for live weather we may still have weeks of cold weather ahead of us - but we can 
start planning for the summer. Chief meteorologist kevin harned is doing just that tonight - hes live at 
the louisville boat, rv, and sportshow. Students injured in a hit-and-run accident involving a j-c-p-s bus 
this morning. Heres where it happeneD Near the intersection of brook street and broadway. The district 
says a car rear-ned bus number 9985. It was headed to breckinridge metro high school. Reports say 
three students were taken to the hospital with minor injuries   
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 17:39:38.00 Her words, just ahead. Kevin tease . Promise. And many of you are already dreaming of 
hitting the lake .. Or a campground. At the fair and expo center right noW theyre gearing up for the 
boat, r-v d sport show. And wave 3 chief meteorologist kevin harned is live there this evening .. Showing 
us what we can expect. . .    
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 17:35:51.00 Family scholar house says it will use its new vehicle to help families get to school, doctors 
appointments, field trips and more. Cathy dykstra, family scholar house: "on a cold day like today, 
having a way to get your child to the pediatric clinic or having a way to get to an internship for yourself is 



really important. Having transportation so we can help our families like that is critical so were really 
grateful." Over the past two years, toyota has given new vehicles to 200 non-profitS Including the 
louisville zoo. Spring and summer on the minds of a lot of people as we deal with this record cold and 
snow. What better time for opening day at the 57th annual louisville boat, r-v and sportshow at the 
kentucky expo center. You can test out kayaks and canoes, check out new r-vs, attend seminiars on 
hunting and fishing even try out different techniques for catching different types of fish. Its all 
happening at the expo centers south wing. The show is open until nine o-clock tonighT hours thursday 
and friday are noon to nine p-m, ten a-m to nine p-m on saturday and sunday from ten to five. Tickets 
are ten dollars for adults, eight dollars for seniors kids 15 and under get in free. Just a reminder parking 
is eight dollars   
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 17:48:23.00 You can see the fogand were anticipating fog to mark for the opening day. The gates are 
going to open at 7:00 in the morning. If youre going tobe heading out earlier round 9:00 expect some of 
the fog to hang on. Warm weather will return this the same outside a live look for my camera. Heres a 
look at some of thetemperatures for today the 7 day forecast the numbers look good and to the week 
ended temperatures wellabove normal for this time of the year. At the san diego boat show starts 
tomorrow. Today is your lucky daybecause we are hanging out at the boat show. It is preview day. It 
does not officially start until tomorrow. We are of $41.2 Million yaaboard a $1.2 Million yacht. What a 
vote   
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 17:00:35.00 The propane shortage had its roots in the midwest after high corn crops. Propane is used to 
dry crops. At 6 - why jobs are on the line in henry county because of a propane shortage. Sa. Wave 3 
news the cold weather looks like its settling in for the long haul. Wave 3 chief meteorologist kevin 
harned is thinking warm however - live at the louisville boat, r-v and sport show. And, kevin, it sure 
would be nice if we were talking about boating weather. It was back to school today for hundreds of 
thousands of jcps students following a snow day tuesday but as wave 3 news reporter cedra mayfield 
shows us things werent quite back to normal yet. "The school day got off to a late start for jcps students; 
two hours late to be exact. The delay, promoted, by cold temperatures and slick conditions." Nat pop: 
school kids walking on foot nat pop: school bus by bus nat pop: car pulling up/car door closing or 
chauffered by guardianS like keishanna hughes "i just wanted to make sure that my kids got off to school 
safe and warm." Jcps students returned to class wednesdaY includi ng here at myzeek middle school   
 17:17:49.00 The 30-thousand student campus went on lockdown at mid-morning and police gave an all 
clear about an hour later. A federal agency says a second, less toxic chemical was released during a spill 
that contaminated the water supply for three hundred thousand west virginians. A storage tank that 
leaked a coal- cleaning chemical also contained a mixture of a chemcial called p- p-h. Information on 
toxicity is limited, but the centers for disease control say it appears lower than the primary chemical 
leaked on january 9th. Here in wave country the focus is on the colD were looking at another night in 
the single digits. But wave 3 chief meterologist kevin harned is thinking warm thoughts hes taking a tour 
of whats in store at the louisville boat, r-v and sportshow. Kevin does weather wrap it up . . . 
Temperatures .. Thousands of abortion opponents crowded on washington D.C.s snow covered national 
mall for the annual march for life  
  



Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  4:30pm  Aired On:  WHAS  Affiliate: ABC Show: WHAS11 News at 4PM (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 28,289  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,280.64   
 16:48:57.00 It will be just above freezing for highs saturday-sunday. Another cold blast early next week 
with highs in the teens and 20s, lows in the single digits!!! Mean old man winter!!!In the single . . If you 
are sick of the sub zero temperatureS how about a little trip to paradise inside the kentucky expo center. 
The louisville boat, rv and sports show in town starting tonight and theyve got a little bit of everything to 
get you ready for warmer weather. Whas 11s michelle arnold join us live from the kentucky expo center 
with detailS hey michelle! Still aheaD one of two . Indiana girls injured in a parasailing accident in florida 
now talking about it and what got her through after she was critically injured. [ Male announcer ] we all 
want to be in touch. To stay connected   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  4:00pm  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB News at 4  
Estimated Audience Number: 35,824  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,621.75   
 16:15:29.00 At the close, the dow is down just over 41 points at the nasdaq up more than 17 its a loud 
request in kentucky capitol today. Hundreds of state transportation workers and other employees 
rallied for more money. Theyre pushing state leaders to approve cost of living increases this year saying 
their salaries are not on par with inflation. So theyre doing things to cut costs to make it. But its getting 
harder and harder when everything else is going up and up and the pay is not going up at all. Even with 
electric and water it has just been aindustrynomical in the last two years. But you cant do anything 
about it. Reporter: the rally comes one day after kentucky governor steve beshear outlined a bleak 
budget proposing 5% cuts in several state agencies to fund education. It seems a little weird to think 
about boats and R.V.S on a day when the high temperature is in the teens. But wdrbs chris suitor 
explains a lot of people are getting ready to head out to the louisville boat rng R.V. And sports show. 
Reporter: the show runs through sunday at the kentucky expo center and promises to give outdoor 
enthusiasts everything they need. Pontoon, speedboats, A.T.V.S you name it. More than 150 boat and 
R.V. Dealers will be there. There are a lot of interact average activities for families, too. Organizers say it 
also helps everyone escape the brutal winter weather. And i think the recent cold has just brought it 
further to the minds of everyone when are we going to see spring. We like to say its 70 and sunny all the 
time here at the boat, R.V. and sport show. Tickets are $10, kids under 15 get in for free. Last year the 
show brought in close to 40,000 people. Organizers are expecting just as many this year despite those 
frigid temps. Chris suitor, wdrb news. Chris, thank you   
 16:22:13.00 Check out the atransactions attractions at the louisville R.V. and boat show. Let you win on 
our be our . . If you want to know the sacrifice thousands of kentucky families are ?Still making if you 
want to note sacrifice that thousands of families are still making because of the war in afghanistan look 
no further than a hardin county 6-year-old  
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  4:00pm  Aired On:  WHAS  Affiliate: ABC Show: WHAS11 News at 4PM (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 21,409  | Estimated Publicity Value: $969.18   
 16:12:31.00 He asked his parents and hiswife not to travel there.Shawn fredericks that he wanted us to 
stay home so that he wouldnt have to worry about it,one less thing to be concerned about.Th fredericks 
told abc news it was not an easy decision.Dan fredericksits kind of bittersweet, we kind of wanted to go 
to support him but we understand that he has to concentrate on the race, so we said, okay, wellstay 
home and watch it on tv.O/c close: tk kt abc news washington bobby petrino ready to lead the cardinals 
into the acc - -and today we get our first glimpse of that schedule and who well play. Our kent spencer 
ready to talk about the big names, big games at 4:30, like the national champs florida state! Plus . . 
Escape the frigid temperatures and go to a outdoor paradise set up inside the kentucky expo center this 
week. The louisville boat, rv and sportshow kicks off tonight featuring not only the newest boats and rvS 



but activities for everyone! Whas 11s michelle arnold join us live from the kentucky expo center with 
whats new this yeaR hey michelle! . . .    
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  12:30pm  Aired On:  WLKY  Affiliate: CBS Show: WLKY News at Noon (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 33,955  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,537.14   
 12:47:14.00 The not for profit organization that advocates for the adoption of kentuckys foster children. 
We believe children all over the world deserve moms and dads and the chance to grow up in a family. 
17:19:32 To that person who sitting at home who has a lot of love to give and wants a child, what do you 
saY come to the adoption faiR Out: 11 agencieS Liz adptn irs ee and open to the public. Its this sunday, 
january 26th from one until four o-clock at the u of l shelby campus, which is at the corner of 
hurstbourne lane and shelbyville road. And you can find out more information by calling 1-800-928-4303 
or wednedayschild.Com. The 57th annual louisville boat, r-v and sport-show opens tonight, in the south 
wing at the fairgrounds. Exhibitors will have hundreds of boats and r-vs on display. Doors open tonight 
at five, and tomorrow at noon. And the show runs through sunday. Admission is ten dollars for adults, 
and eight for senior citizens. Admission is free for kids 14 and younger. You can find more information at 
wlky dot com   
  
Market: Kansas City MO [KC] [31] HUT: 939,740 DMA%: 0.82 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  11:30am  Aired On:  KSHB  Affiliate: NBC Show: 41 Action News Midday (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 16,955  | Estimated Publicity Value: $767.55   
 11:36:16.00 Liz trujilioi dont feel like a hero i hope someone would do the same for me if my dog were 
missing horton is doing just fine. By the way police did arrest someone in connection with that 
carjacking. (Cynthia)the annual kansas city boat show kicks off tomorrow.Hundreds of boats will sail into 
the bartle hall for the 60th year of the event. Yesterday crews started setting up their displays.More 
than 30-thousand people are expected to attend. Larger boats expected to be a hot item this year. 
25:27:35 "Something were seeing is big boats, that market is really going up which is great to see for the 
economy people are acutally making a lot more money where they can afford bigger boats like this" 
(patrick)the boat show opens tomorrow well have a live report from bartle hall tomorrow morning.The 
show runs through sunday. (Cynthia) a little boy dies while trying to save his family from a fire."   
  
Market: San Diego CA [SD] [28] HUT: 1,077,600 DMA%: 0.94 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  9:00am  Aired On:  KSWB  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 5 Morning News at 9am 
(1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 19,047  | Estimated Publicity Value: $862.25   
 09:24:12.00 I do not see any street signs the police tell me they did not seem to betravelling to quickly 
according topolice. We will continue to follow this andcontinue to get updates on that womens 
conditionand truck apparently hitting a womanwalking across the street with two kids taken to the 
hospital and a very tragic coming upwere at the san diego boat show. And id is wine wednesday is all 
about how to open a bottle of wine without a corkscrew. . . A lot of fog this morning in san diego the 
ongoing debate whether notthe fog is pretty i think it is very pretty damn it depends it is pretty to look 
at from afar not when you are trying to land in san diego. Sky fox is being very indecisive and it does 
what it wants to do. That is kind of likeour show a little bit. Alive at the san diego boat show this 
morning. This is more my style over here a little bit smalleryou dont have to worry about backingthis 
thing in because it is so big that is what is so cool about the boat show you get a million dollar boat, 
financial like this would ever see is your style and your budget lets face it on not the guy toafford 
something like that. The guysputting this all together bigger and better this year the markets turning 
around people are shopping for boatsand that is great news for you. We have 130 boatson land in the 
water we have 100 tubes of allbuilding related products is all out there. We also have great food 



andmusic and we look into that great camis come out learned about boating we have free boat rides 
that we can give isan exciting event. We say there are   
  
Market: San Diego CA [SD] [28] HUT: 1,077,600 DMA%: 0.94 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  KSWB  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 5 Morning News at 6am 
(6/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 23,430  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,060.67   
 08:40:13.00 Theres not much time left - open enrollment ends soon. So call 800-890-7561, or go to 
coveredca.Com, and get covered. Fox sports grill camatop the hilton bayfront hotel. Our audit of guys 
out here playingyoutube video is on his phone. Brad is checking out some really cool boats this morning. 
He is at the san diego boat show with a look at what is cool of the waterwhere are you looking. I am 
what is coolon the water right now lets get thisyoull want to see that this early in the morning in a lot of 
people this morning just get out their cereal. We are on a half a million dollar about. The son nor boat 
showbigger and better this year is happening this year can you imagine pick yourself on a boat sailing off 
to the cat in the islands can you imagine that back in the studio?That is where you will sleep right there 
we have a guy here who knows a lot about this and started 0 i bought a little while ago i decided to get 
this one instead good morning to talk about this but what is going on at the polls show there is a lot 
going onmillions of dollars worth of boats. This one was built in maine where of course it is pretty cold 
right now american-built is been a long for a long time. It is kind of multi use itis a great motor boat for 
cruising around the harbor going to catalina it has cocktails for 12 dinners for six and 62 it is the perfect 
boat   
  
Market: San Diego CA [SD] [28] HUT: 1,077,600 DMA%: 0.94 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  7:30am  Aired On:  KSWB  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 5 Morning News at 6am 
(4/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 40,286  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,823.74   
 07:38:03.00 Warren buffett sayshat he will pay the money to anyone who can correctly guessed all of 
the winners.What are the chances of this happening?One in more than 4 billion. The contest opens 
march 3rd. No one can get every game. It is statistically impossible. Brad willis is on a boat this morns is 
on a bout this morningboat this morning. He is at the san diego boat show with a preview of what 
ishappening over the next few days. Sweet looking hat. It feels good to start singing. Look at this right 
here. This got was just sold. It is off the market. If you are looking at this and saying he wanted it, it has 
been sold. Were talking about the san diego boat show. Tell me about the bombing world. Games and 
speed since 2008. Were seeing a lot of brand new boats on the market, that is a good sign of the 
economy making a bounceback. Im going to havthis not is 38 ft. Yacht is 38 ft   
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Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  9:00am  Aired On:  WHAS  Affiliate: ABC Show: Great Day Live! (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 16,744  | Estimated Publicity Value: $758.00   
 09:08:36.00 She is over there [ laughter ] yes, she is going to have to give us lessons because i know 
nothing about it. I hear people talking about it, but i dont want to get addicted. Single digit 
temperatures has us tremeing of warm days on the lake. The rv show opens tonight. Hundreds of boats, 
rvs under one roof. Today is customer appreciation day. It is $7 at the door. Todays weather feels far, 



far, far away from memorial weekend. Yes. So cold and even colder tonight. Cold enough for you? What 
is it about right now?   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WHAS  Affiliate: ABC Show: Good Morning Kentuckiana 
(4/5)  
Estimated Audience Number: 30,749  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,392.00   
 06:11:20.00 Giving away 2 sets of 2 tickets to the boat, rv and sport show this week at the kentucky 
exposition center. Heres your questionhow many americans fish each year?A more than 50 millionb 
more than 44 millionor c - more than 40 millionjust be the 11th and 12th clers right now with the 
correct answer at 502-582-7227 . you arent eligible if youve won in the last 90 days.The answer and the 
name of todays winners a little later in the show   
 06:24:48.00 Now the answer for todays coffee quiz its b more than 44 million americans fish each 
year.Todays winners are .. Kyle gathof of lagrange and neil riddle of salem indiana.Congrats. Whos ready 
for summer? You can at the louisville, boat, rv and sportshow. It opens to the public today at the 
kentucky exposition center.It brings together hundreds of boats, rvs and accessories for outdoor sports 
all under one roof.Today is customer appreciation day and tickets are 7 dollars a person on site. New 
this morninG . embattled toronto mayor rob ford is apologizing for "falling off the wagon"  
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WLKY  Affiliate: CBS Show: WLKY News at 6:00AM (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 33,879  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,533.70   
 06:27:03.00 The ordinance is pending before a council committee and would make it easier for 
convicted felons to get jobs within city government. The "tweetchat" for "ban the box" is set for eight 
tonight. You can participate by following the "ban-the- box" hashtag. Today the 57th annual louisville 
boat, r-v and sport-show kicks off in the south wing at the fairgrounds. Exhibitors will have hundreds of 
boats and r-vs on display. The boat, r-v and sport- show runs through sunday. Admission is ten dollars 
for adults eight for senior citizens. Admission is free for kids 14 and younger. The winter weather is 
taking a toll on travelerS Which flights are cancelled this morning at louisville international, still ahead. 
And tracking the roads .   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  5:00am  Aired On:  WTVF  Affiliate: CBS Show: Morning Report Early Edition 
(1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 84,141  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,809.06   
 05:07:16.00 You can see traffic not heavy, roads are good once you get over the fact its so cold. Another 
camera shot giving us a peek i-40 back toward the airport, looking back towards the hotels at briley 
parkway. Still not heavy traffic out there. Our map is clean and clear of crashes, none reported in the 
nashville area the last couple of hours and all that green means no be a instruction, rolling right along. 
Do watch out, anything that was moisture got frozen, you may see somewhat we call black ice, or you 
may not see it but feel it when your wheels bin to slip. Oureport brought to you by nashville boat show. 
That is 5 live traffic, good morning, mr. Statom. Mr. Nichols, good morning. Good morning, everybody, 
around the mid south we have cold temperatures out there, some areas waking up with snow on the 
ground. And thats the reason we have all those school closings. This is from pickett county and they 
actually started seeing snow yesterday morning and were one of the couple of the tennessee schools 
that called off school in the morning yesterday before others started doing it mid to late morning   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/22/2014  Time:  1:00am  Aired On:  WZTV  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 17 News at 9:00 (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 0  | Estimated Publicity Value: $0.00   



 01:10:34.00 3 Terry weakley/rippys owner says," its kind hard for especially older people like tourists 
that come in town its kind of hard for them to get out in this cooler specially at night. 141840 Most of 
our business is night time and when they come in here and sit down and stay for little bit and they walk 
out and that cooler hit some its tough." Terry says with the boat show and other events downtown this 
weekend should be busy.But like lost of us hes wishing for warmer weather. Weather. 3 Terry says "ill be 
glad when its 80? Ill be happy then i can open all the doors and windows and people could just walk 
right in." Downtown restaurants say they see a drop in business during january because there arent as 
many activities going on this month   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  9:00pm  Aired On:  WZTV  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 17 News at 9:00 (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 66,686  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,018.87   
 21:07:50.00 3 Terry weakley/rippys owner says," its kind hard for especially older people like tourists 
that come in town its kind of hard for them to get out in this cooler specially at night. 141840 Most of 
our business is night time and when they come in here and sit down and stay for little bit and they walk 
out and that cooler hit some its tough." Terry says with the boat show and other events downtown this 
weekend should be busy.But like lost of us hes wishing for warmer weather. Weather. 3 Terry says "ill be 
glad when its 80? Ill be happy then i can open all the doors and windows and people could just walk 
right in." Downtown restaurants say they see a drop in business during january because there arent as 
many activities going on this month   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  11:30am  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: Wave 3 News Midday (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 14,674  | Estimated Publicity Value: $664.29   
 11:37:33.00 A poll earlier this month by "the foundation for a healthy kentucky" indicates the majority 
of kentuckians like the idea with 65 percent of respondents supporting a statewide baN. . All this snow 
and cold weather may have you dreaming of summer vacatioN well, youre in luck. Well have a preview 
of the boat, sport and rv shoW coming up. BuT . back to realitlY its cold out there for now .. Youre frigid 
forecast is just ahead.    
 11:40:37.00 Runners and r-vs. Theyve all cruised into towN for the louisville boat, r-v and sportshow. As 
wave 3 news reporter natalia martinez tells uS events like this arrive just in time. And they also serve as 
a meter . to gauge how confidt people are in the economy. Cockpit so it has all your gages. The louisville 
boat, rv and sports show is back. "This has a premium sound system" and dealers are hoping the 
economy is too. "08, 09 Was a tough period when the housing meltdown happened it affects our 
business too." Boats saleand the ecomony go hand in hand according to the nmma or national marine 
manufacturers associatioN . nats, theres the price tag people have more cash to spend on just plain and 
sometimes expensive fun. "Its come up dramatically since five years ago." The nmma reports sales went 
up 10 percent in 2012 reaching almost 36 billion dollars. In 2013, sales grew by 5 percent. Nats its not 
just boats making a comeback. Nats lets turn this on. Sport utility vehicles are taking off too. "Its a great 
sign absolutely. Things are hopefully turning a corner and were back to where we where in 2007." 
Garner says things now are all about "we can close this down." Value. Its got power windows." "People 
are stl purchasing what theyd like to get, maybe not with as many bells and whistles." Natalia martinez, 
wave 3 news. If you want to check out the louisville boat, r-v & sportshoW weve posted everything you 
need to know on wave 3 dot com. Click "i saw it on wave 3 news" icoN on the right side of the page. It 
will soon be time for those home improvement projectS . are the super expensive house paints really 
worth the money?  
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB in the Morning (4/4)  
Estimated Audience Number: 40,062  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,813.60   



 08:54:41.00 Testing at male high school is under investigation.The investigation involves act compass, a 
test used to place students in appropriate college classes.Officials with jcps and the state department of 
education are being tight- lipped about the investigation. At ?? (Time)??? Thats a look at your top stories 
at 8:54, those your top stories on wdrb in the morning. Boats and rvs are driving into the kentucky expo 
center this week. Setup is underway for the losville boat rv and sports show which begins tomorrow. 
More than 150 regional vendorment in attendance. The shows youngest visitors have the chance to 
meet creepy crawlers and learn about conservation camp or try their ha at fishing. The louisville boat rv 
and sports show starts tomorrow and runs through sunday. A zoo in nebraska named a newborn 
penguin after denver broncos quarterback peyton manning. Why not. The reason they named this rock 
helper penguin after the nfl great. What does that first spoonful taste like?   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  11:00pm  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: WAVE 3 News at 11 (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 35,556  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,609.62   
 23:20:00.00 . Weather has you dreaming of summeR a show at the kentucky exposition center can help. 
The louisville boat, rv and sports show load in took place today. Sellers say these types of shows are a 
good way to measure how confident people are in the economY before they drop thousands of dollars 
on a new boat. "08, 09 Was a tough period when the housing meltdown happened it affects our 
business too." The national marine manufacturers association says sales went up about 10 percent in 
2012 reaching almost 36 billion dollars. In 2013 sales grew by another five percent. The boat show kicks 
off wendesday night with customer appreciation from five to nine. Thursday and friday the hours are 
noon to nine. Saturday ten to nine. And sunday ten to five   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  7:00pm  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: WAVE 3 News at 7  
Estimated Audience Number: 53,114  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,404.47   
 19:16:10.00 And r-vS have cruised into towN for the louisville boat, r-v and sportshoW Theyre certainlY 
not the lavish things you go out and buY when your budget is tighT as wave 3 news reporter natalia 
martinez tells uS events like this serve as a meter .. To gauge how confident people are in the economy. 
Cockpit so it has all your gages. The louisville boat, rv and sports show is back. "This has a premium 
sound system" and dealers are hoping the economy is too. "08, 09 Was a tough period when the 
housing meltdown happened it affects our business too." Boats sales and the ecomony go hand in hand 
according to the nmma or national marine manufacturers associatioN . nats, theres the price tag people 
have more cash to spend on just plain and sometimes expensive fun. "Its come up dramatically since five 
years ago." The nmma reports salesent up 10 percent in 2012 reaching almost 36 billion dollars. In 2013, 
sales grew by 5 percent. Nats its not just boats making a comeback. Nats lets turn this on   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  6:00pm  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: Wave 3 News at 6  
Estimated Audience Number: 53,197  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,408.22   
 18:20:30.00 So events like these are seen by experts as a way to measure how confident people are in 
the economy before they drop thousands of dollars on a brand new toy. Cockpit so it has all your gages. 
The louisville boat, rv and sports show is back. "This has a premium sound system" and dealers are 
hoping the economy is too. "08, 09 Was a tough period when the housing meltdown happened it affects 
our business too." Boats sales and the ecomony go hand in hand according to the nmma or national 
marine manufacturers associatioN . nats, theres the price tag people have more cash to spend on just 
plain and sometimes expensive fun. "Its come up dramatically since five years ago." The nmma reports 
sales went up 10 percent in 2012 reaching almost 36 billion dollars. In 2013, sales grew by 5 percent. 
Nats its not just boats making a comeback. Nats lets turn this on   
  



† Report Summary:            
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Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB in the Morning (4/4)  
Estimated Audience Number: 40,062  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,813.60   
 08:54:41.00 Testing at male high school is under investigation.The investigation involves act compass, a 
test used to place students in appropriate college classes.Officials with jcps and the state department of 
education are being tight- lipped about the investigation. At ?? (Time)??? Thats a look at your top stories 
at 8:54, those your top stories on wdrb in the morning. Boats and rvs are driving into the kentucky expo 
center this week. Setup is underway for the losville boat rv and sports show which begins tomorrow. 
More than 150 regional vendorment in attendance. The shows youngest visitors have the chance to 
meet creepy crawlers and learn about conservation camp or try their ha at fishing. The louisville boat rv 
and sports show starts tomorrow and runs through sunday. A zoo in nebraska named a newborn 
penguin after denver broncos quarterback peyton manning. Why not. The reason they named this rock 
helper penguin after the nfl great. What does that first spoonful taste like?   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  8:30am  Aired On:  WZTV  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 17 This Morning (6/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 23,880  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,081.04   
 08:41:43.00 The shelbyville fire marshal tells fox he found 10 violations that contributed to a plant 
fire.Southern energy company went up in flames after tanks holding fuel exploded.Investigators say the 
fire started while employees transferred methanol from one tanker to anotheR and fines may be 
possible. The civil waR and history of baseball. Now documentarian ken burns works on a project diving 
into the roots of country music. And while not exactly beach weatheR that isnt stopping boats from 
flocking to music city. Youre watching fox 17 all local, all morning. Commercial break commercial break    
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 This 
Morning at 6am (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 60,719  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,748.74   
 06:10:15.00 Last summer five men stole nearly $1 million in atlanta. Police said they thought the 
robbery, they have some people arrested for this but possible extended members of that group could 
have pulled off the heist in memphis over the weekend. They are trying to connect the dots there. Thats 
serious stuff. Music city is turning into boat city today. Boats are starting to dock at the music city center 
in anticipation of the nashville boat and sports show. Look at this beauty. The annual boat show starts 
wednesday and runs through the weekend. Besides boats of all kinds there will also be classes on 
fishing, even diving. A giant swimming pool where you can actually put on scuba gear and go under 
water and learn the art of diving, the experience and basics of diving. For the fishing? For the fishing it is 
a visual demonstration. Theres experts in every field showing you casting and teaching you their tips and 
techniques. Their pro experience. The boat show is free for children 15 and under. For more information 
head to our website, wkrn.Com. I wish we had the weather to be on a boat on the water right now, 
thats for sure. It will feel good in the new convention center. Fishing and diving, pai parasailing. No. A 
house fire that claimed the life of a woman last night is rekindling and threatening homes. This is a 
twitter picture quinn schul mentioned in her life report   
  



Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WZTV  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 17 This Morning (1/6)  
Estimated Audience Number: 13,030  | Estimated Publicity Value: $589.86   
 06:23:04.00 A look at the boat show headed into music city this weekend. The sciencbehind your 
favorite t-v shows that keep you coming back for more. Commercial break commercial break 
commercial break ,,,,, [ wind howling ] [ female announcer ] it balances yoU [ Water crashing ] it fills you 
with energY And it gives you what you are looking for to live a more natural life   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  5:30am  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 This 
Morning at 5am (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 44,002  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,991.97   
 05:46:12.00 This is 57-year-old david byles of pinehurst, north carolina. Byles and his wife were part of 
an organized dive. Byles surfaced from the dive, but never made it back to the boat. Late monday, 
searchers found dive equipment amd clothing belonging to the missing man 110 feet below the dive 
site. Cayman authorities told media the search would resume again this morning. -In russia this morning: 
a massive manhunt for this woman being called a "black widow" terrorist   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  5:30am  Aired On:  WTVF  Affiliate: CBS Show: Morning Report Early Edition 
(2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 93,802  | Estimated Publicity Value: $4,246.41   
 05:56:06.00 And we are seeing a dribble of traffic from the west side. No heavy flow showing up out 
there just yet. And another camera shot gives you a peek at i 24 and the flow coming from clarksville 
and is sort of steady and not very heavy. We have no crashes on the map. And the report brought to you 
by the nashville boat show. That is 5 live traffic. We will show you the snow watch map. Two school 
closings. Two school delays all out of kentucky. Warren county and butler county in kentucky are going 
to be closed today. Meanwhile, logan county two hours late   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  4:00am  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 This 
Morning at 4am (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 20,760  | Estimated Publicity Value: $939.80   
 04:10:33.00 The organization is looking for extra shelter beds to use today, wednesday and thursday 
this week. They are expecting to have more people need shelter as the cold weather moves into the 
area go to "rom in the inn dot org" for more information on how to help. Music city is turning into boat 
city today. Boats are now music city is turning into boat city today. Boats are now stating to "dock" at 
the music city center in anticipation of the nashville boat and sportshow. The annual boat show starts 
wednesday and runs through the weekend. Besides boats of all kinds. There will also be classes on 
fishing and even diving. 10:26 Its a giant swimming pool their pro experience 10:48 the boat show is free 
for children 15 and under. For more information head to our website wkrn dot com. An explosion at a 
plant in omaha kills two people. Why investigators are kills two people. Why investigators are having a 
hard time figuring out what caused the explosion in the first placE And prepare for cold weather today 
as you head out the dor   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  2:30am  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB News at 10 (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 6,401  | Estimated Publicity Value: $289.77   
 02:44:45.00 We may be expecting snow, but that wont keep boats and rvs from the kentucky exposition 
center this week.Set up is underway for the louisville boat, rv and sports show. Starting louisville boat rv 
and sports show starting wednesday and running through sunday you will see hundreds of boats, rvs 
and personal water craft and it is not too early to start a vacation near or far. We have a weekend full of 



seminars and educational opportunities where you can meet with experts and learn everything from 
boating 101 to techniques for hunting and fishing all across the board for every skill level and every 
interest in term of outdoor living. Shows youngest visitors can meet creepy crawlers and try hands at 
fishing   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/21/2014  Time:  1:00am  Aired On:  WZTV  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 17 News at 9:00 (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 0  | Estimated Publicity Value: $0.00   
 01:32:55.00 Tonight a lobbyist tells the associated press an agreement is near on a law allowing cities 
and counties .. To vote on whether to grant wine sales in supermarkets. The measure however would 
keep the current ban at convenience stores and big retailers like wal-mart. 20-Thousand people are 
expected to sail into music cityhis week for the nashville boat and sports show downtown. 3 Boats 
started arriving at the new music city center today, some are even hanging from the ceiling. Event 
organizers say the show will be a one stop shop to plan your boating vacations and all the accessories 
you need to make it a memorable trip. Theyve planned activities for the whole family. Pam 
lafollette/exhibitor relationship manager (22:07:52-22:08:05) says "theres a be a diver pool, learn how 
to be a diver where you actually put on a wet suit and get under the water   
 01:33:40.00 A paddle sports pool is in that same area where you can try out a kayak, canoe or stand up 
paddle board. These are all free activities once youre inside the show." Show." The show starts thursday 
afternoon and runs through sunday. For information on tickets and times, just go to nashville boat show 
dot com. You may have noticed, weve added a new chief meteorologist to our staff. And we want to 
take a minute to introduce her to you  
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  11:00pm  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: WAVE 3 News at 11 (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 35,556  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,609.62   
 23:20:00.00 . Weather has you dreaming of summeR a show at the kentucky exposition center can help. 
The louisville boat, rv and sports show load in took place today. Sellers say these types of shows are a 
good way to measure how confident people are in the economY before they drop thousands of dollars 
on a new boat. "08, 09 Was a tough period when the housing meltdown happened it affects our 
business too." The national marine manufacturers association says sales went up about 10 percent in 
2012 reaching almost 36 billion dollars. In 2013 sales grew by another five percent. The boat show kicks 
off wendesday night with customer appreciation from five to nine. Thursday and friday the hours are 
noon to nine. Saturday ten to nine. And sunday ten to five. Ad lib toss to kent for sports tease coming up 
in sports the cards and cats get tossed around in the current ap polL . stay tuned well be right bacK As 
conference play moves along so you can start writing    
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  10:30pm  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB News at 10 (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 49,188  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,226.74   
 22:44:35.00 We may be expecting snow, but that wont keep boats and rvs from the kentucky exposition 
center this week.Set up is underway for the louisville boat, rv and sports show. Starting louisville boat rv 
and sports show starting wednesday and running through sunday you will see hundreds of boats, rvs 
and personal water craft and it is not too early to start a vacation near or far. We have a weekend full of 
seminars and educational. CISIONWDRB News at 10 (2/2)End Time 01/20/14 22:45:00   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  9:30pm  Aired On:  WZTV  Affiliate: Fox Show: FOX 17 News at 9:00 (2/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 53,539  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,423.71   
 21:32:01.00 Tonight a lobbyist tells the associated press an agreement is near on a law allowing cities 
and counties .. To vote on whether to grant wine sales in supermarkets. The measure however would 



keep the current ban at convenience stores and big retailers like wal-mart. 20-Thousand people are 
expected to sail into music city this week for the nashville boat and sports show downtown. Boats 
started arriving at the new music city center today, some are even hanging from the ceiling. Event 
organizers say the show will be a one stop shop to plan your boating vacations and all the accessories 
you need to make it a memorable trip. Theyve planned activities for the whole family. 3 Pam 
lafollette/exhibitor relationship manager (22:07:52-22:08:05) says "theres a be a diver pool, learn how 
to be a diver where you actually put on a wet suit and get under the water   
 21:32:46.00 A paddle sports pool is in that same area where you can try out a kayak, canoe or stand up 
paddle board. These are all free activities once youre inside the show." Show." The show starts thursday 
afternoon and runs through sunday. For information on tickets and times, just go to nashville boat show 
dot com. You may have noticed, weve added a new chief meteorologist to our staff. And we want to 
take a minute to introduce her to you  
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  7:00pm  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: WAVE 3 News at 7  
Estimated Audience Number: 53,114  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,404.47   
 19:12:57.00 Governor christie is already under scrutinY amid allegations that he mis-used superstorm 
sandy funds. Hes also accused of ordering a bridge to shut down for days . in retaliation against a 
different mayor. Adlibs its hard to think about hitting the open road or the wateR when its so cold 
outsidE details of the annual boat, r-v and sportshow that rolled into towN next!   
 19:16:10.00 And r-vS have cruised into towN for the louisville boat, r-v and sportshoW Theyre certainlY 
not the lavish things you go out and buY when your budget is tighT as wave 3 news reporter natalia 
martinez tells uS events like this serve as a meter .. To gauge how confident people are in the economy. 
Cockpit so it has all your gages. The louisville boat, rv and sports show is back. "This has a premium 
sound system" and dealers are hoping the economy is too. "08, 09 Was a tough period when the 
housing meltdown happened it affects our business too." Boats sales and the ecomony go hand in hand 
according to the nmma or national marine manufacturers associatioN . nats, theres the price tag people 
have more cash to spend on just plain and sometimes expensive fun. "Its come up dramatically since five 
years ago." The nmma reports salesent up 10 percent in 2012 reaching almost 36 billion dollars. In 2013, 
sales grew by 5 percent. Nats its not just boats making a comeback. Nats lets turn this on. Sport utility 
vehicles are taking off too. "Its a great sign absolutely. Things are hopefully turning a corner and were 
back to where we where in 2007." Garner says things now are all about "we can close this down." Value. 
Its got power windows." "People are still purchasing what theyd like to get, maybe not with as many 
bells and whistles." Natalia martinez, wave 3 news. If you want to check out the louisville boat, r-v & 
sportshoW weve posted everything you need to know on wave 3 dot com. Click "i saw it on wave 3 
news" icoN on the right side of the page. Time to put the lessons learned during our last deep freeze to 
use right noW were gearing up for more winter weather  
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  6:30pm  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB Local Evening News  
Estimated Audience Number: 34,397  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,557.15   
 18:56:47.00 Boats and rvs are driving into boats and rvs driving into the kentucky expo center. Set up 
underway for the sports show that begins wednesday. And there will be 150 regional vendors with 
hundreds of boats and, yes, you guessed it rvs. In adition, we have a weekend ful of seminars, and 
educational opportunities, where you can meet with experts, and learn everything from boating 101, to 
techniques for hunting and fishing, all across the board for every skill level and every interest, in terms 
of outdoor living. And the shows youngest visitors have a chance to meet creepy crawlers and learn 
about conservation camp and try their hand at fishing. Louisville boat and rv sports show starts 
wednesday through sunday. So many people love that one. Well, he may be small and sick but he has a 



big heart. I just feel bad for the people homeless, i dont want any more to be homeless. Maybe not the 
best eating but it is warm. 10-Year-old key gan, has terminal cancer accident tumor that affects his brain 
and spine   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  6:00pm  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: Wave 3 News at 6  
Estimated Audience Number: 53,197  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,408.22   
 18:20:09.00 With it the hopes for dealers to make sales and money. Wave 3 news reporter natalia 
martinez joins us from the expo center. Natalia whats the tie with the economy? Boats and wave- 
runners and rvs are not the kinds of things that you buy when you are strapped for cash. So events like 
these are seen by experts as a way to measure how confident people are in the economy before they 
drop thousands of dollars on a brand new toy. Cockpit so it has all your gages. The louisville boat, rv and 
sports show is back. "This has a premium sound system" and dealers are hoping the economy is too. 
"08, 09 Was a tough period when the housing meltdown happened it affects our business too." Boats 
sales and the ecomony go hand in hand according to the nmma or national marine manufacturers 
associatioN . nats, theres the price tag people have more cash to spend on just plain and sometimes 
expensive fun. "Its come up dramatically since five years ago." The nmma reports sales went up 10 
percent in 2012 reaching almost 36 billion dollars. In 2013, sales grew by 5 percent. Nats its not just 
boats making a comeback. Nats lets turn this on. Sport utility vehicles are taking off too. "Its a great sign 
absolutely. Things are hopefully turning a corner and were back to where we where in 2007." Garner 
says things now are all about "we can close this down."   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  6:00pm  Aired On:  WTVF  Affiliate: CBS Show: Newschannel 5 at 6PM (1/2)  
Estimated Audience Number: 135,231  | Estimated Publicity Value: $6,121.90   
 18:26:24.00 Well, summer, yeah, it is still several months away. But for watersports fans it is never too 
early to prepare. Or to dream. Today the music city center started the setup for the nashville boat and 
sports shows. Were told this years show sure to be the biggest and most impressive yet. Even featuring 
a big surprise suspended from the ball room ceiling. It begins this thursday, it will run through sunday. 
We have ticket and schedule info on our website   
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  5:00pm  Aired On:  WAVE  Affiliate: NBC Show: WAVE 3 News at 5  
Estimated Audience Number: 34,101  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,543.75   
 17:13:50.00 A new vikings stadium is being built at the same location. Its expected to open in time for 
the 2016 n-f-l season. The team will play at the university of minnesota in the meantime. Its a good way 
to chase away the winter blues. The louisville boat sport and r-v is moving into the fairgrounds. Well give 
you a sneak peak up next. Kevin adlibs forecast    
 17:17:49.00 Since then, they say more than 40 versions of the malware have been sold around the 
world. Cybersecurity experts warn the malware may have already infected other retailers and more 
breaches may happen as a result. If winters got you down .. and youre longing for lazy summer days on 
the lake .. This week .. head on out to the 57th annual louisville boat .. R-v and sportshow .. at the 
kentucky exposition center. Crews are working to get the show ready .. bringing in boats .. and r-vs of all 
shapes .. sizes and price ranges. Were loading in, we have over 100 exhibitors weve got it all. The show 
kicks off .. wednesday it all. The show kicks off .. wednesday at five in the south wing and runs through 
sunday  
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  5:00pm  Aired On:  WKRN  Affiliate: ABC Show: Nashville's News 2 at 5pm  
Estimated Audience Number: 70,902  | Estimated Publicity Value: $3,209.73   



 17:08:05.00 Why what they thought was a date went terribly wrong. And boats are beaching in 
nashville. Find out where and when you can learn all you want to know about the sea life. Your watching 
wkrN nashvilles news 2 the columbia animal control    
 17:11:57.00 No word if the men have been arresteD Police say in one of the caseS she left her purse 
behind with her id inside .. And one of the victims was able to take a picture of her .. Police say with all 
that evidencE they were able to arrest her. At the cjC qs nn2. Music city is turning into boat city today. 
Boats began "docking" at the music city center in anticipation of the nashville boat and sportshow this 
week. The annual boat show starts wednesday and runs through the weekend. Besides boats of all kindS 
there will also be classes on fishing and even diving. 10:26 Its a giant swimming pool their pro 
experience 10:48 opening day is wednesday. Its free for children 15 and wednesday. Its free for children 
15 and under. For more information head to our website wkrn dot com  
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  5:00pm  Aired On:  WTVF  Affiliate: CBS Show: NewsChannel 5 at 5  
Estimated Audience Number: 119,754  | Estimated Publicity Value: $5,421.26   
 17:24:47.00 Well, some heavy equipment started moving into the music city center today. For the boat 
and sports show. Which starts in just three days. Organizers say theres no better place to see boats and 
gear than at this show. It will be packed with everything for summer boating and fishing. $6 For 
thursday. $9 The rest of the days and the kids get into the show for free. If you would like times when 
special vendors will be out. Check out their website.    
  
Market: Louisville KY [LU] [49] HUT: 674,050 DMA%: 0.58 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  4:00pm  Aired On:  WDRB  Affiliate: Fox Show: WDRB News at 4  
Estimated Audience Number: 33,789  | Estimated Publicity Value: $1,529.62   
 16:16:35.00 Two large retail projects are underway they are working on jefferson commons located at 
the outer loop and judge boulvard next to jefferson mall thats about a 28 acre project. The developer is 
also working on middletown commons at i-265 and shelbyville road on more than 31 acres. The 
company has not said which retailers will be located there. It may be the middle of winter but hundreds 
of boats are revving up to go but its just to the louisville boat R.V. and sport show. Hundreds of boats, 
R.V.S and personal watercraft are being put into place for the show. It starts on wednesday. People can 
get a look at new boats, R.V.S and accessories for outdoor sporting. In addition we have a weekend full 
of seminars and educational opportunities where you can meet with experts and learn everything from 
boating 101 to techniques for hunting and fishing. All across the board for every skil level and every 
interest in terms of outdoor living. The show starts wednesday and runs through sunday   
  
Market: Nashville TN [NV] [29] HUT: 1,024,560 DMA%: 0.89 
Date:  01/20/2014  Time:  11:00am  Aired On:  WTVF  Affiliate: CBS Show: Talk of the Town  
Estimated Audience Number: 66,244  | Estimated Publicity Value: $2,998.86   
 11:00:44.00 Easy step by step instructions for using chalk paint to transform a room. The chef from one 
of east nashvilles restaurants is here to show us how to take salmon to the next level to wow your family 
or guests. Are you daydreaming of warmer days to come? We have free passes to check out the jet skis, 
boats, and more on the water. No matter how big or small the wedding, the reception is going to be the 
thing your guests rember most. Coming up, the trends in wedding receptions. Im lelan statom. Happy 
monday to you. Many of you are home from school or work today, so glad you are tuning into us on this 
M.L.K. Day   
 11:10:26.00 Welcome back to "talk of the town." This is a viewpoint from the monroe carell jr. 
Childrens hospital looking at the blue sky over the beautiful nashville skyline. Seven-day forecast coming 
up. Also stay with us for that boat show ticket giveaway still to come. And in the kitchen right now, we 
are here and ready to share a delicious sounding salmon recipe. Get this, pan roasted salmon with pesto 



risotto and beet butter. A lot in that, but i love salmon, so very interested to try this. And also 
interested, too, in your beet butter  
 11:21:33.00 And from noon to four. And at sumner bridal.Com, right? Yes, maam. Thanks, tuwanda. 
Coming up on "talk of the town," we have your ticket to summer fun on the water. Win free family 
passes to the nashville boat and sports show, but first, we have to suffer through more winter weather. 
The latest on the snow chance   
 11:26:26.00 It is cold outside now, but breaking out extra blankets for the bed has you wishing for hot 
days on the lake, this is for you. Check out the fishing boats, jet skis and more at the nashville sports 
show this thursday through sunday at the new music si stenter. For ticket, visit the website, but if you 
are one of the first five callers right now at 615-737-5000, we will give you a family four pack of tickets 
to head over for free. The phone lines have been cleared, so good luck  
  
___________________________________________ 


